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INTRODUCTION 
Just beyond ••• were the new school buildings, 
expensive pink brick, and gravelled playground 
inside iron railine s, all very imposing, and 
mixing the suggestion of a chapel and a prison. 
Standard Five girls were having a singing lesson, 
just finishing the la-me-doh-la exercises and 
beginning a 'sweet children's song'. Anything 
more unlike song, spontaneous song, would be 
impossible to imagine: a strange bawling yell 
followed the outlines of a tune. It was not like 
savages: savages have subtle rhythms. It was not 
like animals: animals ~ something when they 
yell. It was like nothing on earth, and it "as 
called singing1 • 
As die sangervarings "at die kind in die skool 
opdoen .•• nie daartoe meewerk om sang In natuur-
like funksie in die lewe van die kind te laat 
word nie, en as dit nie vir hom ekspressiewe 
betekenis hot nie - nie besieling, inlewing, 
oorgmve, genot, estetiese bevrediging, en so moer 
inhou nie - dan het die sangonderwys sy mees 
primere doelstelling gemis. Alhoewel hierdie be-
ginsel op aIle musiekonderwys van toepassing be-
hoort te wees, leen sang hom tog besonderlik tot 
dio boroikin g van hierdie doel, eerstens omdnt 
di t aan teks gebonde is, en t\.eedens omdat ons in 
skoolmusiek byna uit~luitlik een of ander vorm 
van groepsang toepas • 
There are six chapters in this thesis, namely: 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
Hecruitment. 
Hehearsing. 
Vocal Training: Posture and Breathing. 
DesieninG a Programme. 
Sraging a Concert. 
The Hakine of Choral Arrangements for School 
Choirs. 
Firstly, the matter of constituting a choir is discuss-
ed. This involves auditioning, "ith its attendant problems of 
nervousness and self-consciousness on the part of the child-
ren, and assessment on tllat of tI,e trainer. In the final 
1. E.G.Biaggini, The HeadinG' and 1vritine; of English, Hutchin-
son, 1936, page 178, quoting from Lady Chatterley's 
Lover by D.H.La,,,rence. 
2. Philip HcLachlan, l( lasonderrig in Husiek, Nasou, undated, 
page 28. 
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analysis, after enthusiastically advertising the rewards to 
be gained from choral singing, and after trying to create an 
envi ronment which is seen to be conducive to this philosophy, 
the trainer has to make the best of the willing forces avail-
able. 
Rehearsals are probably more important than perform-
ances, since the time devoted to preparation is much longer. 
~j oreover, the educational value of carefully preparing the 
music and of becoming acquainted with the techniques of sing-
ing and wuth the aesthetic niceties of style and interpretat-
ion should by no l',eans be underestimated. The choir and 
trainer get to know not only the music but also each other, 
and the trainer has to usc his skills wisely in developing the 
human and musical r esources available to him, in order to 
realize their greatest potential. 
This training naturally involves the "hole range of 
vocal techniques, but only two are dealt with in some detail, 
namely posture and breathing, t"o complementary and indis-
pensable aspects of choral technique for the procuring of a 
good choral product. The discussion probes various ideas put 
forward by well-informed writers and also arrived at empiric-
a lly concerning these interrelated topics, with a vie" to, 
firstly, understanding their importance and, secondly, to 
finding analogical ways of presenting these concepts and 
mechanisms to singers, analogies which sugg est natural and 
easily-obtainable method s of usinG the body to best advantage. 
The importance of designing a ,,,ell-balanced, aesthet ic-
ally pleasing programme is then considered briefly. 
The culmination of the process of recruitment, of the 
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the development of skill, and of learning repertoire, is the 
concert, whatever form this may take. Various practical 
matters related to the giving 01 a successful performance are 
dealt with, based empirically on personal experience and 
observation membership of the Rhodes University Chamber 
Choir being a valuable training ground - and tempered by the 
ideas of other choir trainers. 
Since the choir-master generally has to work with a 
group of children that is selected yet less than ideal from a 
choral point of view , it seems a ,,,ise policy for him to malee 
his own arrangements of folksongs and similar music, created 
specifically for the resources he has available. Though there 
is a large quantity of choral ",usic published, from which he 
can select his programmes, in practice he often finds that 
this music is unsuitabl e for his particular singers. Thu use 
of folksongs is so well sanctioned and the challenges that 
this type of lIlusic-mal<ing presents are so rewarding, that the 
practice can be highly recommended. Suggestions as to how he 
may set to "ork are given, again based on empirical experience 
as well as on theoretical study. In fact, it is surprising 
that choir trainers so seldom pursue this very useful proced-
ure, since an enhanced choral product is so much more likely 
to be the result. The second part of this chapter consists of 
a set of simple thou gh effective arrangements. Sometimes tHO 
versions of the same song are presented, each one arranged 
for a different group of singers. In each case, the way in 
which the arrangement was l>'orked out is discus sed, together 
with suge;estions for its performance. Every arrangement was 
created for a specific choir and has been tried out in actual 
performunce, whIch makos oach coltlIuontary uuthoritative. 
1 
I 
HECRUITHENT 
In order to have a school choir it is n e cessary to re-
cruit its members, a process which is governed by many factors. 
In high schools there is often no choral tradition and the 
children form an ad hoc choir for the end-of-year speech-day 
ceremony. Quite a fe,·r children do in fact enjoy singing in 
such a choir, but the pupils participate far more because it 
is expected of them than because they value the activity. The 
final result is passable, but many singers are miscast and the 
boys in particular tend to sing the melody line rather than 
the notes assigned to them. At the other extreme is the situat-
ion in which a choir is firmly established in the school and 
has the support of the headmaster and staff, with choir members 
who are willing to participate enthusiastically. These examples 
illustrate two basic themes which can have many variations in 
practice. In a large school t here may be more than one choir 
and a large 'oratorio' choir may even be formed. On the other 
hand, the traine r may prefer workinl'. with a smaller e;roup of 
selected children. The type of choral organization in a school 
"ill partly depend on tile interest of tile children and partly 
on the enthusiasm and competence of thA train e r. The reason for 
forming any choir should alVlays be essentially a belief in the 
educational value it has for the singers and this should over-
ride othe r considerations; but whilst most children will bene-
fit from singing in a choir, they should never be forced to do 
so against thei r wills. 
One must n eve r fore;et that a school choir is not a static 
organization ,"hich remains constant in bo th interest and 
personnel. This is part of the enj oyable thoueh demanding 
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challenge that has constantly to be met by the choir trainer. 
Every year the choir has to be reconstituted because children 
have left the school or no longer wish to sinr,. Though a core 
remains, a new intake has to be carefully grafted in. The 
instructor's skill as an arranger can help to compensate for 
the loss of good voices and the fluctuating strength of each 
voice part. 
Choral singing is a time-consuming activity and needs a 
measure of dedication in those who take part. There are inher-
ent rewards built into sineing in a choir, especially "hen it 
is organized by someone "ho has insight into the children's 
needs and interests. However , the trainer is usually fortunate 
if he needs no other attraction to dra" and retain his choir 
members. Therefore, in order to recruit effect i vely "hen form-
ing or reconstitutine a choir, it is necessary to offer appre-
ciable incentives to the children. These may occasionally truce 
the form of treats such as outines , feasts and privile ges, 
but, l'hilst one should be r eason ably generous with any income 
from concerts, Gift s should preferably be earned rather than 
automatically expected. If, hm,ever, a re"ard like an outing 
has the added advantage of the choir and its trainer getting 
to kno" each other better, then it can be "ell worth the 
effort. Every really successful choir is undoubtedly the pro-
duct of this interaction between choir members and conductor. 
The character and standard of the singing both benefit when 
the choir is welded into a family-like unit and this is helped 
along by such activities. Horeover, interest is vitally stimu-
lated when the children know that their practising has as its 
objective the giving of a concert. The strongest motivation of 
all is provided by a choir tour. 
J 
Primary-school children are likely to be somewhat more 
willinG than older ones to experience a new activity, particu-
larly if their support and energy arc directed to,~ards the 
givinG of at least one performance. They are not unhappy about 
performing, especially if they are extroverts. They bring much 
enthusiasm to practices if these are lively and if the pieces 
are neither over-practised nor too difficult and are related 
to their interest levels. The trainer who has psychological 
insight into how and why they respond best, a sense of humour 
enabline; him Genuinely and with affection to laugh with and 
never at the childrcn, and a warm, sympathetic personality will 
naturally gain their co-operation. If the choir members li1<e 
the trainer and also the music to '''hich he introduces them, 
then recruitment will be so much easier. 
Adolescents are much more salf'-conscious about sinGing 
in public, especially in front of' their f'ellows, though a f'ew 
are extrovert enou~l or llave surricient confidence, likine for 
the trainer, or love for music, to overcome this reticence. 
Part of' the difficulty is the fact that no one wants to be made 
to look foolish or to lose face. In an old but intcrestinG boole 
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entitled Music in Boyhood, 'Thomas ,,rood amusinGly describes how 
ho pOl'sllndod tilo lIlombet's of' Llio 1'.ir!"j"L tl'HIIlB in Id.s sellool to 
participate in musical activit i es, aftcr which thcse magically 
acquired an acceptable status and recruitment ,.,as no lon,-,cr 
any problem. 
1-luch also depends on the local environment. Children 
attending private s chools tend to 1001< with le s s suspicion on 
musical activities than those ',ho go to non-fce-paying ones. 
Girls are Generally more intel"Cst e d in cultural aff'airs than 
1. Thomas \'lood, ",usic in Doyhood, Oxford, ]925, page 21 •. 
boys. In fact, high-school boys are much more likely to be 
interested and willing to take part in wind-band groups than 
in singing, but that type of experience may "ell eventually 
lead to the creation of a receptive environmont for choral 
singing. Boys attending mixed-sex schools are keener to sing 
in a school choir than tho se at a boys' school. Hural schools 
are more likely to have pupils who are willing to accept the 
teacher's authority than city schools, particularly those situ-
ated in lo"er-class areas. English-speaking children tend as a 
group to suffer ~rom cultural apathy r elated to strong peer-
sanctioned attitudes, "hereas Afrikaans pupils, though the y 
are not immune from this disease, appear to have a much great-
er resistance to such pressure. The provincial Youth Choirs 
invariably have a predominance of Afrikaans-speaking singers , 
although membership is open to all musically-competent "hite 
scholars. Thus, every situation has to be analyzed on its own 
merits. The trainer's skill in dealing "ith the position in 
which he finds himself, and in creating a favourable environ-
ment, is of great importance. 
Adolescents are inclined to be much more critical of 
adults than younGer children, and they sometimes feel that they 
can do much better themselves. This stems partly ~rom feelinGS 
of insecurity marked by apparent aggression, especially in 
boys. Very often they are only interested in performing in 
group structures "hich are clearly acceptable to their peers, 
characterized by the use of the guitar , the singing of a modern 
version version of folk music, and the use of an unsupported 
vocal style . Fortunately not all teenagers have this attitude,. 
but it is definitely a prevalent one. ~:oreover, young people 
tend to be severely critical of apparent toadying by their 
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f'ello"s: beinG pleasantly enthusiastic about sine;ing in a 
school choir, "hich is u s ually considered to be a teachor-
dominated orGanization, is taken as evidence of' trying to get 
into the teache r's eood f'avour. Since ,.,orth,.,hile choir "orle of 
necessity requires the "hole-hearted, enthusiastic and loyal 
support of everyone involved, it may be "ise to delegate much 
of the responsibility for the runninG of the choir to suitable, 
elected members. This ,;ould malce it an acceptable peer-
structured group under the trainer's guidance rather than a 
purely teacher-structured one, and recruitment "ould be easier 
and more appealine as a result. Nevertheless, though there are 
decided advantages in spreading responsibility and in malcing 
the choir a joint endeavour, the teacher must remain tactfully, 
sympathetically, yet firmly the final authority in important 
matters such as the choice of' music to lJe sunr: and general e;ood 
taste. There can and should naturally be consultation, benevol-
ently directed by a maturo trainer. Hayne H. ,Tipson2 makes the 
followine statement in this regard: 
To achieve musical results requires a totally effect-
ive pulline together and interaction betl.,een teacher 
and members of the class ••• For a student to really 
learn and assert himself musically, he must feel 
individually needed and ,;anted because of his value 
to the results achievable by that class ••• The diroct-
or and students, relyine; on each other's talents and 
development, malee music together ••• The teacher must 
direct the learning process "ithout becoming a real 
dictator. The receptiveness the students have for the 
teacher's ideas is of'ten in direct ratio to the 
receptiveness he displays for theirs ••• Materials to 
be included in the curriculum "ould seem to be the 
domain of' the teacher, but it ,;ould be wise for him 
to listen to the sugcestions the students might have ••• 
If' the teacher is such a purist that he discounts the 
values and attitudes of the child, he will alienate 
more pupils than he will communicate with. 
Children can only experience the joy of choral sinGing by 
actually participating. They may lJe more prepared to join a 
2. 1{ayne R. Jipson, The HiGh School Vocal ~'1usic Program, Parleer, 
1972, pages 26-27. 
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choir if the trainer starts with songs they already enjoy sing-
ing or being associated with - "hich wil l in all probability 
be of little aesthetic value and be breW on commercial hit 
parades and the like. This may help to get the choir launched, 
as long as good taste is not abandoned entirely. 
It is also extremely imp ortant for adolescents to he able 
to accept the leadership of the trainer "ithout fear of ridi-
cule. He must project an acceptable image. Husical people some-
times exhibit eccentricities of behaviour and children are 
awkward about, indeed dare not associate themselves with, any-
one considered in any way unusual. Il owever, if they are them-
selves keen on music, nothing their peers think will matter 
much to them, though they have to be really strong-willed for 
it not to matter at all. The trainer's personality is of vit al 
importance ill the matter of recruitment. The ideal trainer is 
one who has his fect firmly and maturely on the ground, and yet 
has skill, insight and sensitivity as well - a rather unusual 
combination to say the least. 
The procedures outlined by Dallas DraperJ concerning 
auditioning for the choir seem to be very idealistic and in 
the South African context certainly only possible with such 
s pecialized choirs as the Drakensbere Boys' Choir and the 
various provincial Youth Choirs . According to Draper, the aud-
ition should provide tIle director witll information concerning 
the range, vocal quality , evenness of vibrat o, basic musician-
ship and sight-reading ability of the individual singer, tost-
ing ror this last point being most like ly tu produce ne gat ive 
results in South Africun schools. 
J. Dal las Draper, ' Choral Auditions ' in }jusic Education in 
Action, edit ed by Archie N. Jones, Allyn &: Bacon, ]960, 
pages ]70 and ]72. 
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4 I-lonsour and Perry prefer group testing, though they 
think that such testing should be introduced only "hen the 
pupils feel secure in the class. The ir suggestions are intend-
ed for general music classes, but are nevertheless of interest 
to the choir trainer. The teacher must ensure that the children 
understand the purpose of having their voices tested, and he 
should have the entire class sine; the songs being used for the 
tests. He should organize the activity efficiently and if 
necessary sing along with anyone who is feeling awlo,ard. This 
is an enlightened approach, since one should wish to encourage 
rather than destroy any confidence the singers have. The 
authors give a seven-point method for group testing, which is 
in essence having the class divide into rows or smaller groups 
and sing a song in various keys which reveal the children's 
individual ranges as the tpo..chor moves amongst them. They feel, 
however, that individual testing is important when auditioning 
for the choir. Jipson5 gives silllilar acJvice, thouGh he is more 
concerned with discovering the vocal characteristics of the 
boys I.e is testing. 
6 Priest ley and Grayson eive two possible ways a school 
choir can be recruited: either a compulsory voice test is held 
for new pupils and those with the best voices become choir mem-
bers regardless of their personal choice in the matter; or 
volunteers are called for and everyone who responds is automat-
ically accepted. Neither method can be recommended. II""ever , 
these authors feel that 
a more satisfactory p lan is for the teacher in charge 
of the choir to make caref'ul observation over a period 
of weeks, noting the pupils of outstandine; enthusiasm, 
4. Sally Honsour and Hargaret Perry, A Junior High Schoo l l'lusi c 
Handbook, Prentice-Ball, 1970, page 22. 
5. Jipson, op.cit., pages 20-21. 
6. Edmund Priestley and J.B.Grayson, A Music Guide for Schoo ls, 
Nelson, 1964, page 222. 
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of good reading ability, and of good 'blendinc voice', 
and to cather the numbcr he Hants from those Hho poss-
ess all three qualifications to the greatest degree. 
They stress that pupils Hho are chosen should be informed in 
such a "ay that they feel they have been "aHarded an honour". 
T.:nder the heading Tryouts, Frances Andrcws 7 introduces 
the subject as follows: 
The majority of non-professional singers experience a 
certain degree of fright, or at least nervousness, 
before and during voice tryouts. This is intensified 
in the case of adolescents, who are in a highly 
sensitive stage of development. The beginning of the 
voice tryout, therefore, should find the teacher 
putting the pupil at ease, working to help him shoH 
his voice to its best advantage, finding "hat he can 
do vocally, and what he has difficulty in doing Hell,_ 
and capitalizing on the strengths of the voice being 
tested. 
Andre"s stresses that the singing material used by the pupil 
should be familiar so that he is not unduly nervous, and mruces 
the point that "there is a difference bet"een testing a voice 
and testing reading ability." 
According to Bessie Swanson8 , membership of the choir in 
the upper primary school should be selective as well as elect-
ive, and the "voices selected should be clear and flexible with 
a reasonably wide range." She likewise suggests that children 
can be auditioned either individua lly or in small groups, and 
agrees with other authorities in making use of a well- kno,;n 
song sung in different lceys to reveal the vocal ranges of the 
children, TIainbow9 feels that the choir should not be a "tiny 
handpicked affair Hhich exists only to perform on special 
occasions •.• , but one which admit s as many as can pass a £'e'-l 
simple vocal and aural tests", since he is convinced of the 
value of such an activity to the se children. 
7. Frances H.AndreHs, Junior Hiffh S chool General ~lusic, 
Prentice-Hall, ]97], page 4. 
8. ]l essie It. Swanson, ~lusic in the Education of Children, 
Wads"orth, ]969, pages 199-200. I page 17. 
9. llernarr Ilainbo,,,, ~'jusic in the Classroom, Heinemann, ]964, 
9 
JO Drocklehurst ,in "riting about the continuity that 
there should be beb,een primary and secondary musical educat-
ion, suggests that information concernine each child's music-
al development should be obtained from his primary school, and 
that if this \iere not available the ne" high-school children 
could complete a questionaire concerning their sic-ht-reading 
ability and previous experience in sinGing, and be eiven some 
test of musical ability such as Dr. Wing's Tests of Musical 
Intelli(~ence 11 lJe :feels that such records "can be most valu-
able, for instance, in selecting members of the school choir." 
In tile chapter on 'Testing Voices' :from Choral Teaching 
at the Junior HiGh School Level, Genevieve Horke 12 briefly 
outlines the procedures for testing both girls' and boys' 
voices, and provides useful summaries of tile qualities and 
r::1Jlc:ns to 00 J'Olllld .in tlJ(' 11 i. f':lJ sellon l. ~jho uses scale pnssnr~cs 
for testing everyone, and in the case of boys she suggests 
first identifyinG those ,,110 Give a visual impression of poss-
essine a chaneed voice. 
The choir trainer in South African schools usually has 
simply to accept the voices he gets, provided tllat no child 
auditions ,,110 is clenrly unsuitable. Qui te often even singers 
"ith small voices are admitted in order to reinforce a vocal 
part. Obviously, everyone allowed to join the choir must 
"possess a good ear,,13 and be able sooner or later to sing 
their part accurately. 
JO. J. Brian J1rocklehurs t, ~Iusic in Schools, Routlede;e (,: Kegan 
Paul, J9G2 , page 9. 
]]. I have used Dr. Arnold Bentley's recorded tests (l-Ieasures 
of Musical Abilities, Harrap Audio-Visual Aids, ]966) in 
an attemp t to detect musical ability but found them more 
of academic interes t than of really much practical use. 
]2. Genevieve A. Rorke, reprinted in tlusic Kducation in Action, 
op. cit., pages ]30-]33. 
]3. Dallas Draper, ibid., page ]70. 
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Usually the trainer of the school choir will be involved 
with class music teaching, or be closely associated with those 
who are, particularly in the primary school. Occasionally an 
enterprising teacher whose subject is not music forms a worth-
while choir, but this is not a common occurrence. Thus, the 
trainer will be able to classify the singers as part of his 
normal teaching task, and he will have so me idea of the vocal 
characteristics and personality qualities of most of the child-
ren who show an interest in choral singing before he forms or 
reconstitutes the choir. It is not necessary for him to have a 
very refined analysis of each voice at this initial stage. 
In the high school one may well find that the more senior 
classes do not have general music lessons, and since those are 
the very childre n who will be the most useful singers, it will 
be necessary to hold auditions. This necd not be a very elabor-
ate procedure. The children will at least be fairly keen to 
begin singing and the sooner they are tentatively shuffled into 
their voice parts the better. Wisest is to have one or two 
pieces ready - whose ranges and notes are undemanding and whose 
interest level is proven - and to have everyone begin singing 
as soon as possible. Obviously vocal ranges and quality must 
first be tested so that sopranos, mezzo sopranos, altos and, 
in high schools, upper and lower baritones can be identified. 
Host boys with untrained b r oken voices should be treated in 
this way, since one is fortunate if true tenors and basses are 
available. When boys with more settled, mature voices do occur, 
the other singers can be very usefully grouped around them . 
Voices can be te s ted individua lly in private, which is 
time consuming but more accurate, or in small groups. Prefer-
ably, all the singers can sing something wcll-knot;n and the 
1 1 
trainer moves amongst the rames in order to judge ranges, into-
nation ruld above all tone quality - the last being very import-
ant since it allo"s each voice part to be balanced as, for 
example, lighter or darker voices are placed together in like 
groups to reinforce these characteristics. 
Naturally, the trainer should have "a good mental concept 
as "ell as a tonal picture of "hat he expects from the group as 
far as basic color is concerned,,14, but it would be foolish to 
eliminate a musical singer whose vocal characteristics did not 
match this concept. The trainer in the South African context 
needs the skill to make somethinc "orth"hile from the very 
materials he finds available, even if they are not ideal. lIis 
mental concept is, in fact, an evolving one. 
14. Dallas Draper, op. cit., pace 170. 
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II 
PEHEAHSINr. 
Ideally, the bas ic tecl1niques of singin~ , such as 
correct posture, breathing, tone production and diction, can 
and should be taught to all childre n in the c;eneral music 
classes. Other useful areas covered in such lessons are Si~lt­
reading, involving both rhythm and pitch perception, as Hell 
as aural traininG which illcludes tho dcvelopmellt 01' a musical 
memory. Obviously, if there are no such classcs, the choir 
trainer has to give more attention to these ski lls, "hich 
become more refined as the cl10ir is trained. 
In principle, all technique should be dealt with as an 
extension 01 the actual sinGing of songs, rather than in iso-
lation, especially in the initial stages of establishinc; and 
buildillG up a choral tracli tion in a school. Once the choir 
members are enthusiastic and prepared to Hork for obtainable 
goals, it is easier and more profitable to spend more time on 
actual vocal technique. However, it must never be fore;otten 
that the main objective is to sing the chosen sones, and 
technique should be concerned almost entirely Hith singing them 
as "ell as possible. The most important area of choral teaching 
- if teachinG is the correct term to use here - is that con-
cerned with the growing- awareness by the children of aesthetic 
values and the related enjoyment '''hich this developmen"t brings. 
If a hig-h standard is achieved here, the other skills "'ill be 
developed painlessly and effectively. 
The first consideration is to decide "here to r ehearse . 
If the school has a music department, then a bil; enough room in 
this complex can be set aside for choir ,;ork. In most cases, 
however, the school hall Hill be the most suitable venue, 
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though a classroom where there is a piano can also be used. 
Lawrence 1 reminds us that "trying to rehearse a large choir in 
inadequate surroundings i s painful not only for the conductor 
but also for every member of the choir." 
From an acoustical point of view, the rehearsal room will 
either enhance or disturb the music mrucing. A room with too 
much resonance is likely to be unbeneficial. Jipson2 describes 
how such a room can be improved by means of curtaining and the 
like. lie talks of the room not being too subjective, "an honest 
room that doesn t t lie to the musi c mrucers." More problematic is 
the room with sound-proofing built into it, since the singers 
tend to sound and feel isolated from one another in such a 
locality. However, an acoustically dead room need not be an in-
superable problem, provided that both the children and the 
trainer have opportunities occasionally to practise in a venue 
"here there is more resonance. This invariably becomes a stim-
ulating and exciting experience since suddenly everything seems 
to c ome a live and sound impressive. Such a change to a new en-
virorunent may initially cause the singers to feel insecure, 
but is good training for those occasions "hen the choir per-
forms in a strange venue. Indeed, moving from a reserved to a 
brighter room may be a useful psycholoGical device for the 
trainer to keep in reserve for duller moments, though it should 
not be overdone. J ipson3 writes: 
Learning pitches and rhythms can be achieved in any 
room, but an experience in sound calls for more care ••• 
It i s "ell '-lorth the couple of minutes it truces to get 
the students into the auditorium in order to p rovide 
enoue;h space for a tsound experience'. 
As far as the placj.nG of the pirulO is concerned, the best 
1. Ian La"rence, PIusic and the T eacher, Pitman, 1975, page 30. 
2. Wayne H. ,Jipson, The Iligh School Vocal Music Program, 
Parker, 1972, pages 129-133. 
3. Ibid., pag e 136. 
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position is one where the singers are seated on a raised area 
behind it. This is the ideal position for the trainer "ho p lays 
his own accompaniments and who has learnt to control the choir 
from the keyboard. 1,hen one is performing a proeramme of most-
ly a cappella music, it is better to place the piano to one 
side, but when one is rehearsing it is necessary to control the 
learning process efficiently and it is useful to have the key-
board readily available. Fiske and Dobbs4 point out that it 
may be necessary to leanl to play standing up, and the prevail-
ing circumstances will have to be talcen into account. Certainly, 
wherever it is placed, the piano should not preve nt the trainer 
from being able to move free l y amonGst the singers. 
J ipsonS respects the piano's role as accompanying instru-
ment and also its use as an aid in demonstrating pitches and 
rhythms. However, he doe ~ 1l0t cOllsider it "an exemplary model 
for styles of production due to its percussive characteristics." 
He writes: 
Some instruc tors lean so heavily on the characteristics 
of the instrument that the f'lm,s of the vocal class 
are l ost. The choirs become exces s ively percussive and 
incapable of eood le Gato '{ark. Notes beLin to decay as 
soon as they are struck . The word 'struck' really has 
no place in the vocal efi'orts of younc; singers. 
r'icLaclllan6 also refers to this matter: 
Di t is opvoedkundic- swa le as kinders bloot saam met die 
k lavier die melodie 001' en oor s in {~ totdat hulle di t 
ken. li ie sterk perkussic1Ve toon van die klavier OOT-
heers so volkome dat die kinders dit slaafs naboots 
sonder die leiding (ollderst euninc;) van die instrument 
moet sing, is die intonasio rnecstal uaie onbetroubaar. 
Die perkussieve lclaviertoon vord ook onbe1-luste l ik deur 
uie jOll (~ sanGers lltl{;cboots en d.ie mooi lec;utolyn wa t 
{~oeic sung kenmnrk , Hord die sangers van die be e-in 0.1 
ontneem. 
Hemembering the prevalence 01' this type of teaching, one can 
4. Hoger Fiske and J.l'. ll .Dobbs, The Oxford School Husic Books , 
Teacher ' s l-Ianual, Junior, Oxford, 1956, page 13. 
S . Jipson, op. cit., pages 133-1 34. 
6. Philip y,lcLac111an, Klasondcrric in ~!usiekJ Nasou , undated, 
page 15 . 
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understand the need for such "arninGs. I1o"ever, much will 
depend on the 1{ay in "hich the piano is played and used. If the 
notes are hammered out "hen t he music is beinG l earnt, there is 
a strone; possibility that the sinGers will imitate the sound; 
on the other hand, a skilful pianist is able to disguise the 
innate percussiveness of the instrument and produce a 
cantabile legato line. 
If one is teaching sonGs witll accompaniments and is 
makine; use of an accompanist rather than playine; them oneself,_ 
it is wise, as Ehret 7 sUGGes ts, to have a rehearsal ,dth him 
in order to establish his a cquaintance ,d th and competence in 
performinG the music, and to discuss such matters as the tempi 
of the sone;s. This avoids "asting time durinG the choral 
8 practice. lie also fe e ls that the piano should : 
be played softly; 
not be played percussively; 
use only occasional chords marking stronG beats and 
harmonic change s , rather than the complete part; 
support female parts being sung by playinG" the male 
parts, or the converse; 
sometimes play notes in a different octave from that 
being sung. 
All this naturally presupposes that a reas onably skilful 
pianist is available. 
Staton9 Gives a list of some of the qualities of the 
ideal accompanist. He should: 
be endowed with good brain, ears, eyes, finGers and 
humour; 
be able to comply ,dth the conductor's ideas and 
intentions quickly; 
have some knowledGe of harmony; 
have a sense of blend, balance, and tone colour; 
-----------------_.-_._---_. __ ._----
7. 1{alter Ehret, The Choral Conductor's Handbook, Augener, 
1959, pae;e 7. 
8. Ibid., page 12. 
9. J. Frederic Staton, S",eet SinGinG in the Choir, Clarke, 
Ir.;in & Company, 1942, pae;e 5. 
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be able to play in several parts from a vocal score; 
be able to incorporate the melody of a sone into the 
accompaniment; 
possess a stronL sense of rhythm and a perception of 
t]w suitability of a tempo; 
possess some idea o:f Hhat the voices can accomplish, 
and have Ita sense of orchestral colour"; 
have "an alert and resourceful mind, capable of dealing 
Hith all kinds of emerGencies". 
staton makes the ',ry comlllent that one ,;ill rarely find all 
these qualities in the averaee school accompanist. Certainly, 
the pianist should "ever bear in mind that his or her "ork is 
to support and sustain the sinGing, not to domillate it.,,10 
1 1 Fi s ke and Dobbs ",arn that "many teac]wrs are so bothered by 
their attempts to reproduce the accompaniment that they do not 
notice ",hether the children are sinGinG the tune correctly or 
not, and the subtleties of intonation and rhythm have no 
chru1ce of beine; correct ed. " 
It is preferable to use a cO;lIbination of both the piano 
and the voice 'Y'hcn traininG the choir. Onc is very fortunate 
indeed when neither lIIeans of' support is needed very much and 
the children can si ght-sine their music accurately. '1'he piano 
can be very useful in teaching the notes to a voice part or to 
reinforce the learninc of a more difficult section. JipSon12 
makes the valid point that "ii' you ",ant to strengthen a p::trt 
and do it "lith your voice, you lose the sound of the class", 
and sugGes ts the use 01' a second piano "'hen ,.,orking on accomp-
anied songs , enablin:; one to hear the sounds produced by the 
sinc;ers - an i nterest inc; if rather extravac;ant idea. Neverthe-
less, there must of necessity come the time "hen the piano is 
dispensed "ith, unless the song has a piano accompani"ent. 
10. Edmund Priestley {t .. J.H.Grayson, A T·lusic Guide for Schools, 
Ne lson, 1964, page 22. 
11. Fiske & Dobbs , op. cit., page 13. 
12. Jipson, OIl. cit., page 133. Strangely enough, one quite 
often finds children "'ho respond more easily to the 
pial10 than to the voice, thouC;h the differing ranees of 
the child and the trainer could cause this. 
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Most rehearsine, in fact, particularly of a ca ppella music, 
should take place "ith the voices alone, especially "'he n the 
not es are reasonably secure. 
If a piano is not available, any portable instrument or 
pitch-pipe can be used to give the initial pitches to each part, 
and one can even make use of a singer ,.,ho has perfect pitch. 
Rehearsing ",ithout the piano has the advantage of forcine the 
singe rs to do without instrumental support. They have to con-
centrate harder ru,d learn to listen carefully to each other -
to members of their o"n voice parts for confirmation of their 
notes, ruld to singers in other parts for focussinG the harmon-
ies. In doing so they Gain self-confidence. 1{hen one Horks in 
this ideal ",ay, it is most useful to have leaders in each voice 
part "'ho can be r e lied upon to keep that part tOGether. These 
are 1'oop10 Hila not ollly hnvc good VO iC 0S hut. also Cflic i onl; 
musical memories or sight-readinG ability. The trainer starts 
Hith one voice part, sinGine ",ith the children until s ome small 
success is achieved. I:e then adds the nex t part ,·;hile the first 
eroup repeats th e phrase or section just studied ",ith the help 
of tile leaders '1110 keep their part GoinG while the trainer's 
attention is directed tOHard s the neH part. In this way the 
choir-master Gradually build s up the ful l h QrJ:lOny, gi vine help 
",here it is needed and sometimes isolatinG a part to clarify 
any uncertainty. 
If one is fortunate to have an a ss istant or tHO, possibly 
dra'Hl from ulIIon E the ranks o:f r.lusicnl.lY-ljifted s0-nior pupils, 
or even staff ~lembers, tItcn it is possible to rnal~e usc of lnore 
than one venue at the same time and have different voice parts 
learn their music wlde r the e uidance 01' these helpers ",ho, 
inCidentally, "'ill profit from SUCll res ponsibilities. &none the 
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advanta~es of such a procedure is the obvious fact that it 
saves time. ~loreover, it is never wise to rehearse for too long 
"ith one ~roup "'hile the others must sit idly "aiting, particu-
larly since one cannot afford to have any child lose interost~ 
If one must rehearse ,;i th a part for any len~th of time, one 
should sucgest that the others folIo", t Lei r music silently or 
sin& very softly so that they also benefit, ,{i thout disturbing 
the learnine takinc place. Indeed, unless the music being 
studied is elaborate, extended, or in any way difficult, it is 
best to rehearse with everyone together most of the time, 
helping each part in the total context . 
In fact, thou!;h it is important that each sineer learns 
his part accurately, it is better to start ,{ith the whole group 
and then divide up the choir into smaller units for refining, 
rathcr than have each part learn its notes first and then put 
the parts tOGether. Surely this latter procedure, which many 
teachers folI01{, and sometimes the children ask for, is as 
unmusical as learnin& the notes first and then, as some "ould 
na'ively express it, "adel in the expression". Althou~h areas of 
a sone can be analyzed and Given individual attention and help 
where necessary, the musi c essentially forms a comp lete unit, 
a I gestalt I "hose total effect and meaning or sigllificance is 
g reater than. the sum of its parts. Thus, part songs should be 
perceived by the sin&ers as harmonically integrated as soon as 
this is practicable. The singers should hear the relationship 
of their voice part to the ,;hole by having all parts, or groups 
of parts, sin~ together as soon and as often as possible. This 
may prove difficult to begin with, but the solution lies in 
startinc ,;i th rounds and easy t"o- and three-part music so that 
these techniques of listening and blending can be developed 
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with enjoyable enthusiasm as the children hear the harmonies 
and the parts knittina beautifully toaether, This philosophy 
is particularly relevant in the South African school situation 
,,,here extended or difficult ,;arks will usually not be studied, 
As far as the time for rehearsals is concerned, it would 
be wonderful if an enlightened headmaster '''ho was also a 
mathematical wizard could devise a time table in which one or 
two periods a week were set asido for choir practices, As it is, 
one usually has to arrange for rohearsals to take place before 
or after school or durine- tea or lunch breaks , As La,,,rence 13 
",rites: 
It is unfortunate that such a ",orthwhile activity as 
tIle c!loir should be forced to tako placo outside the 
main framework of the school day, for it providos 
many valuable experiences, physical, social, emotional 
and intellectual, 
The choir has as lIIuch rir;llt to its s hur r:- or extra-mura l time as 
other activities, Tho trainer's greatost problem is to find a 
s uitable time wilen everyone can attend, Useful, reliablo sine-ers 
a re often children of several talents and interests besides 
music. It Givos the c]loir a Good imace if' children 'vhe excel in 
other sphores, particularly on ti,e sports field, are so~n to be 
choir members as Hell. O:ften, too, staff' members in charge of' 
other activities do not co-oJlorate ,dth [Oood [Orace, Occasional-
ly, one simply has to be flexible and understandinc enouch to 
release a sinceI' for another activity. The director's training 
does not always equip him for theso extremes of psycholoe-ical 
insicht and patience, and he can now and then be excused for 
justifiable emotional outbursts. On the other hand, s ince Sh011-
manship is often an important personality trait of the success-
13. Lawrence, op. cit., pnc;e 29. 
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ful conductor, it has not been unkno"n for an engineered 
emotional storm to achieve a desired objective. 
Hehearsinc can and should be as enjoyable and reHarc1ing 
experience as performing, though the enjoyment and re"ards are 
of a different nature. Indeed, since the trainer is, above all 
else, an educator, and since the time spent on rehearsing is 
far more than that on performing, it might be true to say that 
rehearsals are the more important activity, involved as they 
are "ith discovery and aesthetic and teclUlical development. 
The first responsibility of the trainer, once the choir 
has been assembled, is to have suitable music available for 
the children to sing, and to set about ensurinG that they learn 
the sones accurately. Tho trainer must have an impcccuhlc sonso 
of rhythm and pitch and an alert car to hear "hat is happeninc 
H11011 the childrell actually sinc. l1e n a turally becoll1es more 
skilled us 11<' gains cxp0ricll.cc. 
All rhythmic features of' a piec(~ of music must be 
thorou ghly c,-rasped by the trainer and carefully taucht to the 
choir. As far as note values urc concerned, certn~n areas need 
special care. A particular example is the comnlon rhythmic fault 
of SinGing n / - I as if it Here In fact, it is important 
that all not0.s, and rests, ar<' Given their full time value, 
especially at the end of phrases. '1'he exception to this rule 
occurs Hhen a quick breath has to be talcen between phrases, in 
',hich case the last no t e of tho first phrase is shortened 
sliGhtly ,,,ithout distortinG the rhythm, and the first note of 
the ne", phrase is bl'G1Hl at precisely the correct moment. Another 
exception, but this time on the illdividual level, results ,,'hen 
stagcered breathinG is employed - the sinGers breath ullobtrus-
ively in the middle of phrases and shorten notes in order to 
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do so. Children 1-lho are taught the system of French time names 
- the Cllevc system - u sually have no difficulty ,.,ith tine val-
ues. Certainly the aural perception of the music must never be 
confused or distorted or e ccentric. The trainer is the final 
arbiter in the s e matters, exercising aesthetic judgement temper-
ed by good taste and experience. 
Of cours e , rhythm has a much wide r sienificance than t h at 
dealing with note duration. In es sence, it is the vital force. 
brought into p lay by the conductor, which breathes life into 
the music. It is concerned with the flow of the notes, ,dth 
s ubtle nuance, with phrasinG, acccnt and rubato. The most 
successful conductor is he who can discover the secret of tapp-
inG this enorGY ruld of' recreatinG and intorprctillG the ll1usic 
in a meanincful ",'ay. 
Problem s related to pitch arc mostly concerned with 
accurately sUllg intervals. Particularly notorious for being 
sung incorrectly arc t he major third and minor sixth, but care 
must be taken to ensure that all intervals are sung in tune. 
One Sllould bear in mind, of course , that a cappella singing 
does allow some possibility o f untempered tllnine:. Trainers with 
some experience will readily aclcnowled ge that the mental per-
ception of the different semitones and tones , as we ll as otller 
intervals, is not one of equal size. In fact, one can experience 
the sensation of intervals appearing to change their size, 
depending on their relative position and on ,,'hether they are 
sung ascending or descending, and the children can easily be 
made aware of this. It is useful to indicate the relative size 
of steps by utilizing appropriate hancl gestures. leor example, 
the leading not e appears to be situated just under the tonic 
and this can be indicated by the trainer using his two hands as 
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tonic and leadinG note and demonstratinG the 'narrow' interval 
betHeen them to the children while they are singing them. 
In an amusinG yet nevertheless thought-provokinG article 
in Music in Education entitled 'Interval Music,14 Edward 
Choppen reminds us of the useful device of associatine each 
interval with a we11-kno.m musical phrase in which it occurs. 
Although he does not mention it, an obvious example of this 
technique comes readily to mind, namely the opening of the 
nursery rhyme 'Hot Cross Buns', "hich provides a descending 
octave fo110",ed by an ascendinG fourth. This type of associat-
ion is, of course, the important 'raison d'etre' underlyine tho 
use of' the solfa system in school music classes, and children 
who have a thorouGh GroundinG in it are generally more reliable 
choir members, since it serves as a most useful set of refer-
ence points for rectifyine errors of pitch. 
A further area o .f' traininG has to do "i th intonantion. Of 
great importance is the children's ability to focus the harm-
ony by listeninG to and adjustine; trw relationship of part to 
part. T.;o problems are met "ith, namely (a) "hen int ervals are 
misread in a sinGle voice part, thereby destroyinG the ensemble, 
and (b) ,,,hen the choir sags as a ,."h01e . 
One of the trainer's main concerns is to develop the 
ability in his singers to concentrate on Hhat they are dOing, 
"hich includes gettinG tl1em to place the note or notes mentally 
before they are sung. One often has to correct a fault result-
ine from the intervals of tile second or seventh bet.{een two 
voice parts being sung inaccurately, the lo"er part tendine to 
be attracted up",ards or do,.,n, ... ards to,·!ards the same note or its 
octave sunG in the other part. This can easily result in that 
14. Ed, ... ard Choppen, II nterval i'·J u sic ' in t·lusic in Educat ion Vol. 
3 1, l~ o. 325, l\luY/Junc 19(j7, pn.':es Jlt>7-/1 UU. 
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part becol!1ing unhineed harmonically. Any other carelessly per-
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ceived interval can do the same. Sometil!1es, too, a problem 
arises when a part enters after rests, the initial note being 
pitched vaguely or inaccurately. In this case, singers can be 
helped by relating their first note to an appropriate note or 
two ',hich appears in one of the other parts just before their 
o"n entry. If necessary this relationship can be l!1arI,ed in the 
music to remind them. Correct intonation has mostly to do with 
an accurate perception of tllO notes and with disciplined con-
centration. 
Sharp singing does sometimes occur when the children are 
excited or nervous. The remedies are largely related to the 
conductor's ability to project calmness and self-assurance. 
Singing flat, on the other hand, is one of the commonest 
discnso s 'feare d by trainers and (.! xpcricnccd by choirs, anu muny 
authorities deal with it. h t 1G - - ttl t E re gJ.. yes a succJ.nc ye ex l.aus -
ive list of the causes of 'flattinG', as h e calls it, which is 
particularly useful, especially the way in which he divides 
them into 
Physiological and Psycholo ,;ical 
Environmental 
Technical 
S cale and Interval. 
Amongst many other points, he mentions that a throaty quality 
and flatting result from "poor tone production usually caused 
by constriction in and around tllC base o f the tonGue, a riGid 
15. I once used a simple but efi' ecti ve three-part arrant;ement 
by Prof. Gruber of the French carol ' j;;ntre Ie Doeuf' 
,-!i th elY first school choir. Durinc; r ehearsals t ' , is began 
to sound peculiar to my inexperienccd ear. I eventually 
isolated the problCln, discovorin(, tlIat the altos wcre 
singing onc interval incorroctly and then going off 
pitch as a group. This is much more disturbing than when 
the wholo choir sacs d omn-larci s , thoueh this should also 
bc avoid e d. 
1G. Ehret, 010. cit., paeos 17-22 . 
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ja", and rear production "i thout a :feclinG o:f fo~,ard resonance 
and focus", and that 
both physical and mental alertness are important; 
"constitutional flatters" should be eliminated after 
individual help h as been unfruitful; 
"too many heavier timbred voices "ill bring the c;roup 
pitch do,m", the ideal choir consisting of a 
variety of vocal types; 
the key o:f a composition may make sine;inc; in tune 
difficult, requirine; transposition to remedy it; 
pieces in minor keys are more likely to produce 
problems than those in major keys. 
In a subsection entitled 'Intonasie', McLachlan17 agrees "ith 
Ehret "hen he "rites: 
Detonasie kan verbetor word deur die musiek 'n halftoon 
o:f meer op te transponeer. !!ierdie wenk geld veraI 
"anneer die eroep die musiek reeds e;oed ken. Die op-
vattinG dat die saneers detoneer omdat die musiek te 
1100e; sou "ees, is seIde "aar, en dit blyk dat af-
transponeerine; dilnrels die toestand vererger. Op-
transponeering is 'n uitdaGine; en skcrp die algemene 
konsentrasie van die sangers op. 
This is an intere stinG vieHpoint. Ilm,ever, NcLachIan does 
concede that "hen a difficult hiGh part is beine; studied it 
may well make matters easier if the part is transposed down"ard 
durine rehearsals. 
staton1.8 lays the blame for faulty choral intonation on 
four people: the sinGer, the accompanist, thc conductor, and 
the composer. 
The singer may be guilty of, amon Gst other thinGS, laziness 
of mind or body, ill the use of the tongue, 
teeth and lips, in breathing and in 
listenine;; 
use incorrect tone production; 
lack vocal control "hen sinGing a diminuendo; 
not open his mouth suf:ficiently; 
stiffen the ja", tighten the throat and raise 
the tonGuc; 
fail to sustain lone; notes to the end; 
attempt to sinG too lone; a phrase in one 
breath; 
be uncertain of the words or music or both; 
scoop up to or slide dOHn to notes; 
dislike the song or the trainer; 
be sulky or nervous; 
stand or sit for too long a period. 
17. HcLachlan, op.cit., paG'c 1112. 
18. staton, op.cit., pae;es 43-115. 
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The accompanist may play 
"eak bass notes; 
\irong notes; 
"ith spineless tone and brol,en rhythm; 
,dth bad and prolon1sed use of the sustaining 
pedal. 
T he teacher-conductor could 
choose too slo" a telllpo; 
c;ive a flabby, indecisive beat; 
talk too much, including nagginG and too 
much fault-findinG; 
practise one piece for too long a time; 
fail to correct intonation immediately; 
arranc;e practices too late in the day or 
af'ter exhaustinr; games; 
unwisely select voices for sinc;inc; a lower 
part in two-part sonc;s ; 
have insufficient or insecure voices singing 
tlle IDiddle voice-part in three-part sonGs. 
The composer may have 110 consideration for the singers' 
abilities. 
Amongst the extraneous factors influencing intonation, staton 
mentions outside distractions such as noise in the streets or 
in adjoinini: classrooms, an interestinc; observation certainly 
\iorth bearinc in mind. The author spends sorue time discussing 
19 these factors ,Givin~ advice on how tllCy can be dealt 1li th, 
and writes: 
Dad intonation should never be passed over by the 
teacher, and it should be real ized that a n ote sung 
out of time is \irOne, not only in relation to the 
note left, but also to the note approaclled. 
20 1100deate suc{,;ests that the conductor 
must develop h is sense of pitch and tuning so that he 
cnn indicate by pre-arranGed Signals "'hat to do in the 
case of flattening or sharpening in any part of the 
choir. 
These are clearly ['resented during rehearsals and utilized ef'f-
cctively, one hopes, in perf'ormance. It must also not be 
f o rGotten t: 'at tllC ehildrcn must be civen thcir notes hefore 
they begin to sine. Eventually they can derive these for 
themselves after an appropriate chord is civen on the piano, 
19. staton, OPe cit., paecs 1' 5 -52. 
20. Leslie 1ioodGate, The Choral Conductor, Ascherberc;, Ilopwood 
& Cre" , 19119 , pace 31. 
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but initially each part is given its starting note. It is also 
scnsible to Give tho necessary notes after tllere has been a. 
break in the sing ing or after attention has been given to a 
particular problem. It is equally sensible to inform the child-
ren clearly where one intends starting in the music. Quite 
often, when such a start is insecure, the fault lies with the 
trainer because he has been undisciplined in giving instruct-
ions. 
During the rehearsals, the trainer ,.,ill also become in-
volved lYith choral blend and balance, the former referring to a 
unified sound in each part, and the latter to the sound relat-
ionship beb.,een the parts. Accordinr:; to Roe 21 , balance is 
determined by the quality of the voices, the vocal range of 
the music, the nu",ber of people sinGing in each part, the v/By 
the harmonies in the music are worked out, the uniformity of 
the vocal sounds, and the relative importance of each vocal 
part. 11e reminds us of the fact that at high schoo l the boys' 
voices tend to be more pOHerful than those of the girl s,. and 
for this reason he suggests a ratio of 3 :2 or 2:1, Hith the 
r:;irls predominatinG· in each case. Jle also Hrites that "the 
acoustics in a rehearsal or perf'ormance hall may require a 
re-placement of the voices so that certain ports may be heard 
either more clearly or not so loudly. " 
..,,, 
Ehret-- deals concisely Hith this area of vocal trainine 
in a short cha pter . lIe Hrites: 
Eefore any single vocal line can be blended into the 
ensemble it must be a thorouGhly blended unit in 
itself' ••• Sectional blend is horizontal Hith all 
voices going in the some direction rhythmically, ,dth 
the same pitch, quality, 'luantity and tonal color. 
Once the various lines arc blended horizontally, they 
2 1. Paul F. Hoe , Choral ~Iusic Education , Prentice- Ilall, 1970, 
pace 36. 
22. Ehret, op. cit., pages 34-35. 
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may be merged with each other to form a combination 
of horizontal and vertical blend. 
Amongst other interesting observations and suggestions, he 
advises us to "balance your groups around the weakest, not 
necessarily the smallest section. Balance depends on comparat-
ive resonance, power, and quality of the voices, not numbers." 
Indeed, the building up of a good physical arrangement of 
the choir can be a fascinating and rewarding exercise. The 
trainer will devise his own preferred grouping of the singers 
into their voice part s, "i th the number of singers in each one 
partly dictating his method. However, ,,,hilst one would imagine 
that the sound of the choir is of great importance, it is 
seldom given much attention. Such an organization is by no 
means Simply a matter of tallness or shortness, nor of good 
voices in the front or the rear, but involves such things as 
reliable singers and, above all, vocal timbre. This concern for 
the building up of a go od instrumen t, with its sound potential 
as fully realized as possible, is e choed in Jipson's book23 , 
where he gives detailed plans for staging choirs. For example, 
amongst the sopranos there will be different vocal character-
istics, such as lightness, coloratura brilliance, mez z o-soprano 
,,'armth, and so on. Voices of like timbre should be blended and 
balanced in order to produce 0. voice part which is acoustically 
24 far more satisfactory than a randomly organized croup. Ehret 
talks of classifying voices "into 'flute' (light), 'reed' 
(reedy), and 'string' (well b alanced )", and alternates these 
in order to blend oach section. If oach voice part is construct-
ed in this way, with care ful consideration f or the aural 
effec t obtained, the result is a choir with an enhanced sound. 
Also for ac ous tical reasons, it is be st to have tho 
23. Jipson, op. cit., passim, especially pages h8-5l~. 
24. Ehret, 01'. cit., page 35. 
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voices ,dth the most beautiful quality in frollt. Though some 
trainers prefer to place the strongest voices at the back in 
order to give a l~ood lead to the rest, it is better to work 
outwards from the centre and backwards from the front. This 
ensures good control by having the leaders in each part close 
at hand, and also results in the best sound reaching the 
audience. Obviously, from a purely educational point of view, 
the weakest singers do gain invaluable assistance from hearing 
the stronGcst sinGers behind them, and this procedurc may be 
necessary "hen the choir is learning ne .. lIlaterial; but from 
a performance vieHpoint tho arruIlGelliont rolol."'rcd to above is 
the better one. 
The basic arrangement may need moclii'icution if' onc or 
other of the parts is proportionately large or 510all, strong 
or ",calc. It may require S0ll10 psyclIolo(;ical insiGht and unob-
trusive manoevorinc on the part 01 the choir-master "'hen an 
enthusiastic senior member of the choir, ",ho is eithor vocally 
or musically unreliable, »,ould like to be placed in the front 
1'0 .. - a prestiGe position. The fact that the boys are usually 
plnc{~ cl behind the Girls oUGlIt not to present Clny problonls since 
thoir voices are normally resonant and strong enouGh to be 
heard clearly; il any dilriculty does arise there is naturally 
no la,,, "hich prohibits their boing placod further 10ro,ard or 
even sharing tl1e front positions, ,d th t enol'S and basses flank-
ing the girls - thouGh in this case control from the centre is 
clearly not as acute. The enterprisinG trainer will experiment, 
above all usinc his ears and exercisinG his aesthetic judge-
ment, until the most satisfactory arrangement for his choir -
a w1ique instrument - is arrived at. 
During rehearsals, other aroas of choral technique Hill 
29 
be dealt ,;ith, such as staggered br(>athine, the dynaP.lic poss-
ibilities of the voices, and the chanc;inG adolescent voice, 
this latter a Inost interestinG field of study discussed in 
some d t . 1 , . , 25 J' 26 ' r 11 l' 27 d . 28 e al uy l~oe t J..pson , 1'- e a leu ,an }'1 cKenzle , 
amongst others. 
ance 
Authorities have also ,,,rit ten at length on the import-
of diction. To quote Staton29 : 
No part of a choralist·s technique is more vital to a 
fine performance than clear ennunciation. Your class 
may be blOl"ing beautiful bubbles of tone, but unless 
the ",ords live, they are as dull a s stained glass 
",indoHs seen by day from outside the cathedral. 
If the trainer is excited by ",ords, he "'ill ensure that he 
provides a ",orth",hile example of c orrect and vital diction, 
"'hich includes phrasinc; and rhythm, 1'or the choir members to 
emUlate. Since each son G' has verbal as well as musical sienif'i-
cance, much ai'i' c ct i onate care must be exercised in ord er to 
project that fact e1'fectively. This naturally involve s a ",ell-
grounded appreciation 01' the function of both vOl"els and con-
sonants in producing a per1'ormance t hat is meaninGful as ",ell 
as beautiful. 
Rehearsals should start promptly. The trainer should 
insist thnt members arrive punctually, and he should always be 
on time himself. If the rehearsal is a long one there could be 
a break in the middle, ",hich would refresh the singers. lIo\{-
ever, the trainer would have to ensure that everythinG again 
began in a disciplined manner after such a break, with everyone 
being encouraged to concentrate fully on the task in hand. 
Perhaps beginning this section with a favourite song "[Quld help 
25. Roe, op. cit., pages 189-294. 
26. Jipson, op. cit., pag es 64-70. 
27. \{. Norman Hellalieu, The DOY's Changing Voice, Oxford, 1905. 
28. Duncan HcKenzie, Traininr the Doy's Changinc; Voice, Faber, 
1956. 
29. st aton, op. Cit., page 53. 
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to get things afloat, as it uould at the beginning of the 
practice. On the other hand, it is unwise to prolong any re-
hearsal, and the trainer "ould have to use his experience in 
interpretinG both visual and aural signs of weariness to guide 
him in knowing when to bring the proceedings to a close. If 
time were then still available, he could work with soloists 
and any instrumentalists. Nevertheless, a set period, for 
example an hour, in Hhich everyone is expected to work dili-
gently, whate'ver the circumstances, will create an atmosphere 
most conducive to achievement. Too relaxed or 'understanding' 
an attitude on the part of the trainer and too flexible a 
schedule may result in the singers setting the pace and expect-
ing the trainer to give way to their natural inclinat i on to 
cut corners. 
}luch depends on tho personnll ty of' the trainer and on 
his manner of' conductinG rehearsal s . A choir is very much the 
product of its leader. A man "'ho is '{[trm and :friendly yet firm, 
"'ho is dedicated to and enthusiastic about the music-making ,. 
and '''ho inspires loyalty, will b e most likely to succe8d. 
VOCAL TRAH:D:G : 
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III 
Choral traininG beGins Hith the voice. Children can only 
use their voic es correctly m1d e ffe ctively if their posture is 
sensible and their breath control at least ac;equate. Like all 
other areas of vocal training, the correct postural and breath-
ing teclmiques are habits ,,-hich have to be l earn t and practised 
consciously until such time as they can be safely left to the 
subconscious, if that is ever really possible. Self-discipline 
al1,ays needs to be exercised, and the trainer must constantly 
Guard aGainst lapses. AlthouGh choral performance naturally 
takes place Hith the choir standing, it is wise to remember 
that much learninG takes place with the choristers seated. The 
principles applyinG to Go od posture and breathing must there-
foro be projocted to include tile seated position as woll. 
Since it is widely a g reed that correct breathinc forms 
the basis of good voice production, and that controlled breath-
ing can only occur if the posturo is SUitable, this discussion 
will be Gin with a consideration of posture; posture and breath-
inc: are, hOHover, so closely linked tOGether that tllOre Hill of 
necessity be overlappinG at times. 
Singing is a unique form of musical expression because 
it involves the whole body. Good posture is therefore very 
much a feature of' physical and mental Hell-being. It is the 
trainer's first duty to attempt to create a happy environment 
in Hhich the children respond willincly and easily. His vigil-
ance must al1,ays be tempered with [';ood humour and understand-
ing, aiminG at co-operation rat her than rigid enforcement. 
The trainer's OHn example will act as a stimulus to 
obtaining sow1d posture in the group and h e should bear this in 
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mind. A great deal is achieved in t he training of singers by 
the imitation of suitable models. Children who erasp and 
exemplify correct posture can also be used to illustrate it to 
the others - if this neither produces embarrassment nor an 
inflated ego. The successful trainer has to have insights into 
human psychology because choral training has constantly to do 
with human response and reaction. He has not only to have gifts 
of musical interpretation but must also be able to interpret 
human strengths and Heaknesses and have skill in 'human' 
phrasing, ,wIding individual rhythms of personality into a 
homogeneous whole. 
1 The following description of good posture is very use-
ful in llolping children to achieve this ideal condition 
effortlessly: 
In a correct stanco the body must bo supported by both 
feet - the weigllt being felt on the soles, not the 
heels (the use of the heels for support tigh tens the 
stomach muscles). Perhaps support is the wrong Hord to 
use, for the body must not, so to speak, be placed 
into thc legs and be alloHed to drop into them. It is 
quite possible to hold oneself upri c;ht so that the 
Height of the body is lifted away :from the legs. If 
the singer does t hi s he ,.,ill find that the stomach is 
held firmly and not allowed to protude, and that the 
chest is r a ised - not excessively rigid, of course, 
like a serGeant-major's, nor kept up by breath, but 
ratller by 1I1uscles. The s houlders should be kept tloHn 
and should never rise in the act of breathinc;. To 
che ck up on this position, which may feel somewho. t 
unnatural to bee;in Hith, let the sinc;er stand ",ith 
his back, from heel to head, pressed a gainst a flat 
surface. If he "ill then stop f'or1.,ard, maintaining 
the same pOSition, tho body is held correctly and 
roady to breathe properly. This posture should be 
cultivated until one can fee l relaxed in it. Perhaps 
'relaxed t e nsion' "ould best describe the feeline. 
This is a sensible statement, sum",arizinr; the features of 
correct p osture in a practi cal manner, and ,.,ill serve as t h e 
basis for a more detailed discussion. 
'fricht lJec;ins 1<i th the position of the feet, and the 
.-----.---. --.---- -
1. Eldred 1Yright, Dasic Choir Training, The Royal School of 
Church Husic, 1955, pages 7-8. 
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follo"ing authors each contribute something interestine; in this 
connection. Le"is2 says that the feet should be "firmly plant-
ed", Gelineau3 that they should both be "flat on the floor." 
They should be, to quote staton4: "slightly apart so that the 
body is easily balanced", and NCLachlan5 gives this distance 
6 
as about 200mm apart. According to Slater : "Do not place the 
feet close toe;ether, but allo" the one to be slightly advanced." 
Ho"e 7 mentions that "the veie;ht of the body (is) distributed 
8 
equally on both feet." Priestley and Grayson talk of the 
cultivation of "a natural, easy stance." Reginald Jacques9 
sugeests that "the children stand in an easy attitude, "ith 
10 feet slightly apart, feeling balanced and sprinffY." Harren 
writes that tile singers should stand uith "the weie;ht of the 
1 1 body being poised on the forepart of the feet." Annhold agrees: 
"the weight of the body should be OIl the balls of the feet and 
12 
not on the heels", and Gardiner sugcests that more wei c;ht 
should be supported by Lhc outside 0:(' the foot titan by the biff 
toe, and that though "the Height has to be on the balls of the 
2. Joseph Lewis, S~n{:inq without Tears, Ascherbera, Hopwood & 
Crev, 1939, pageD 0-7. 
3 . H. Phyllis Gel ineau, Experiences in ],jusic, McGrm,-Ilill, 
1970, pace 13. 
l~. J. l;'rcdcric Staton, ~)Hoct SinginG in the Choir, Clarke, 
Inlin, 19 1-11, page 39. 
5. Philip ~lcLachlan, lClasonderri(,; in Husiek , Nasou, l.U1.dated, 
pace 1211. 
6. David D. Slater, Vocal Physiology and the TeachinC of 
S in~ine, Ashdo\\1n, undated, paGe h9. 
7. Albert Hove, Practical Principles of Voice Production, 
Paxton, undated, paces 30-31. 
8. Edmund Priestley and J.ll .Grayson, A Nusic Guide for Schools, 
Nelson, 1964, page 13. 
9. Heginald Jacques, Voice TraininG and Concluctinc; in Schools, 
Ox:('ord, 1963, pag e 16. 
10.Ivor Harren, The Examination Candidate'S Handbook on 
Sinr;inCi, JIa.l1lIDond, 1934, page 11+. 
11.Adelheid Armholcl, SinginCi , based on Irrefranc;ible Laws, 
Tafelberg, 1963, paces 21+-25. 
12.Julian Gardiner, A Guide to Good Singing and Speech, Cassel, 
19G8, paGe 13. 
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feet, ••• the heels must stay do,m." lIatkins 8ha,,13 writes of 
the children "standing comfortably relaxed", a sentiment echoed 
b ' ,14 d tl y ~la~nwar~nG an 0 ~ers. 
In his boo], A Guide to Good SinGinG and Spee ch, Julian 
Gardiner15 has devoted a chapter, called 'The FrameHork' to 
good posture and to ways of achieving it. lie has many sane and 
interesting thinGs to contribute to the discussion. He writes: 
Good singing means skilful playing on a ",ell-tuned 
instrument - the hWlIan voice. This ",ell-tuned instru-
ment is suspended inside a complicated frame",ork -
the human body ••• 
Essentially the hW1l<Ul body is an admirable structure. 
Its distinGuishable physical characteristic is the 
fully erect posture. Hany creatures can ",alk on two 
legs but man alone carries head, neck, trunk and pelvis 
in a nearly vertical line. This is particularly 
noticeable in the case o f athletes, dancers and others 
"'ho depend for their livelihood on physical fitness . ' •• 
All these people hold themselves so as to bring their 
centre of gravity up to its highest level; in this 
attitude they are ready to move in any direction with 
tho lonst effort at tho shortest notico. In tho sarno 
way, though he seldom moves about while singing, a 
singer who uses his body as an instrument of music, 
neods to brine it to the point of utmost all-round 
efficiency, so as to ue ablo to contract and relax with 
ease and speed a number of muscles, most of which lie 
outside his direct conscious control ••• 
This is a most refreshing point of vie". In a footnote I Gardin-
er explains that to him "the centre of' gravity in a human body 
is the point where a man impaled on a skewer could be most 
easily twirled around by a hunery Giant,,16, a ",himsical 
analogy which is nevertheless useful, as are all such descript-
ions "'hen one is dealing with choir training at school level. 
The author suggests that the body can be thou[:ht of geometric-
ally as a syste'TI of threo pyraminds ,;1 th their bases uppermost, 
the lowest "ith its base the pelvis, the middle one with its 
base the shoulders, and the top one with its base the cro,m of 
13. Uatkins Shaw , Husic in the Primary School, Dobson, 195 2 , 
paGe 71. 
1h. James Naim,aring, Teaching }lusic in School s , Paxton, 1951, 
page 17. 
15. Gardiner, op. cit., page 9. 16. Ibid. 
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the head. lie continues 17 : 
Each pyramid ho"ever is no ,"ere example of solid 
Eeometry, but livinE substance supported by muscles 
on "hose constantly co-ordinated activity the "hole 
structure depends. In the act of singing all three 
pyramids must be kept stable, and the centre of 
gravity brought up to the hiGhest possible level; 
in other "ords you must learn to sing on the stretch. 
Gardiner maintains that 'tllis is not as easy as it seems, since 
the body naturally feels more stable ",hen it sags, lo,,,,rine the 
centre of gravity, "hereas the Good sin~er needs to adopt a 
position of readiness, "hich seems precarious and is compara-
tive ly unstable and energetic. Since sagging is most likely to 
18 
occur at the apices of the three pyramids, he sur:,~ests that 
"e should tllerc~ore begin by m~<ing certain that the 
apex of the lo,,'est pyramid, on 11hich the "ei e-ht of' 
the body is tllro1{n, is so balanced as to enable tl'lc 
t1{O up per pyramids to maintain the most verticle 
aliOlment possible. 
Cardill<'r19 remillds liS that ennr!:y is necHJed to keep 
the vertebrae of the spine suitably erect. If' there is no real 
elltl,us iasm for living nor physical fitl,ess, the back "ill be 
inclined to become more hollo", r esulting in the buttocks pro-
tuding and the abdomen sagg inE f'or"ards and dowTu,:ards. In this 
t · n 20 . t conncc ~on, l",oe '\lrl as: "Joyous enthusiasm tends to expand 
the body", and as one of his hints f'or obtaininG good posture 
he gives the fOllo"ine21 , "hich is similar to 1{right's SUCCest-
ion mentioned earlier: 
Stand ,d th the back to a door. The he " ls should be 
aGainst the door. The head is brou1",h t back a e;ainst 
the door; the chin remains level (chin back over Chest). 
S ome students ,,,ill need to relax the head from the "all 
a little or the throat may be tense, while some ,;ill be 
able to keep the back of the hcad against the cloor. 
Square tllC shoulders aGainst the door but keep them 
rclaxed. It is important tJ:at tile hips be tiehtcned 
and tile small of the back moved aEainst the door for 
17. Gardiner, op.cit., pace 10. 
18. Ibid., page 11. 
19. Ibid., page 14. 
20. paul F. Hoe, Choral l,lusic Education, Prentice-Hall, 1970, 
page 76. 21. Ibid. 
strenGth and to release frontal muscles for freedom 
in breathing in breathing. The back must not be 
arched enouffh to cause the student to be swaybacked. 
The knees may have to be bent in order to allow the 
back to straighten; then the student should straighten 
his knees and ke e p his back out and straight, and his 
hips tic;htened. 
I f the whole choir is to experiment in this way, then obvious-
1 t d · . t 11' b tt . t . H 22 Y s an l.ne; agal.ns a wa l.S a e er proposl. l.on. 01,e 
gives similar, less detailed, advice and says: "In this posit-
ion it is easier to appreciate the proper functioning of the 
the diaphragm." Armhold contributes the following statement: 
Breathing can only be free and unimpeded when the 
adjustment of the spine and pelvis provides the 
correct posture. The body has a tendency to curve 
at the small of the back. This must be adjusted by 
pulling the buttocks in and in line with the spine. 
You will notice that as a result the lower abdominal 
wall draws in slightly by itself. It lIIust be stressed 
here that this drawing in is only a reflex and should 
not be done consciously as this "ould stiffen the 
lower abdominal muscles ••• Thi s brin[;s the body to an 
almost straiffht line from heael to feet, and you will 
notic e that tIle backbone in tIle s mall of the back is 
straiehtened. 
Loney23 makes the inte r estine observation that what may 
be a comfortable upri{>ht position for one sinc;er may not 
n e cessarily b e so for another. Neverthe less, the importance of 
24 
an erect bodily stance is unque s t ioned. Henson sugeests that 
the singers should be made aHar·3 of how cramped the area 
between the bottom of the rib cag e bone structure and that of 
the hips and pelvis become s when the body sags. The eliaph raon 
and abdominal muscles need "as laq;e an area here to function 
properly as it is po ssible to cre ate." Staton25 would have no 
2 6 
slouching , and Hart Gives a us e ful analogy: "You cannot 51·rim 
with your feet on the Ground and you cannot sine crumpled u p ." 
2 2 . 1l0He, op. cit., p a g e 11. 
23 . Andrew Lone y, 'Proble ms of A Ca pp e l la Ch o i r', in Music 
Education in Action, edit ed b y Archie N. Jones, Allyn to 
Bacon, 19 60, paffe 175. 
24. B.H. Henson, ' Posture and Ilre a thing ' in ibid., p age 156. 
25. staton, op. cit., paGe 39. 
26. Hnriel Iiart, Husic, Heinemann, 1974, page 53. 
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Gelineau27sugc;ests that "'hat is needed is "neither a soldier-
like rigidity nor a rag-doll fold-up, but rather something 
acceptably comfortable in bet",een." 
Both Lewis 28 and Armhold29 sugc;est the use of a mirror to 
determine the erectness of the body, a sensible thouGh not very 
practicable idea in the school situation. Le,;is writes; 
"Straight en the spine and push up the head as far as it ,;ill 
GO - comfortably." rroe30 feels that the sinGers should" stan(] 
as if hooks were pulling the tops of the backs of their heads, 
then relax a little, This device .. ill straighten bodies and 
move chins buck over chests, ,{here they should be. 1I It l{ill 
also bring about the f'on.ard-facinc position of' the head 
mentioned by J.1cLachlan3 1 , "'ho 'hrarns that ,,-,hen the head is rais-
ed the throat is stretched and tense. For this r"ason the con-
ductor should never stand so hiGh tllat the children arc forced 
3" to look up to him. 11o .. e h ",rites that the sinGers should stand 
"ith "head up and poised easily on t Ile> shoulders", or, as 
Armhold3J expresses it; "The head rests freely on the end of 
the spine." Slater31f says; "Hold the head "ell up, but not 
thrown back." Gardiner35 emphasizes that the cro.,n o:f the head 
must remain the hic;hest point and that it should feel as if it 
is attached to the lo .. er eud of a suspended elastic cord. lIe 
c;ives usci'ul anuloeics: 
27. 
23. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
'l'he Gars r.lust be as fur ai-ray :from the shoulders as 
possible. Ladies can imagine themselves 1{carine very 
lone earillGs .,hich they must keep from trailinc over 
their shoulders, It is also helpful to remember your 
sensations ,-!hon in s, ... inmting you have to keep the head 
above 'ia t er. 
Gelineau, op. cit., pace 13. 
Lellis, OPe cit., paee 6. 
Armhold, OPe cit., paces 2h-2,). 
Roe, op. Cit., page 76. 
NcLachlan, oI'. cit., paces 18-19. 
II 0'" e , ap. cit., paGe 30. 
Armhold, op. cit., paGe 2J~. 
Slater, ap. cit., page If9. 35. Gardiner, op. 
/20. 
cit., page 
J8 
J6 l,arren feels that the body should be "lfell braced up, 
yet in a supple and unrestrained condition ••• the shoulders 
hanging loosely back"ards in a perfectly natural and easy 
manner." This "ill automatically procluce a comfortably raised 
chest. HensonJ7 , instead of reminding us, as do most authors, 
that the shoulders should not be rais ed lfhen inhaling, makes 
the refreshint; point that they must be held up and off the rib 
cage rather than allowing them to sag, thereby ensuring that 
the upper lung capacity lfill not be limited. Venables38 has 
"shoulders drm= down, moderately back, square to the front." 
He also refers to "the commonest fault" , namely that of raisint; 
the shoulders, but makes the interesting comment that this may 
He ll be the result of pupils beinc "most anxious to shov' the 
teacher that his instructions are beinc ob eyed", since "when a 
toacher raises his hand as a Si{;llal to take breath, he is to 
some extent sUCGesting that very movement of the children's 
bodies that he "ishes them to avoid." CleallJ9 "auld have 
" shoulders loosoly back allcl do\,n", and usefully sUGcests that 
"if the shoulders tiehten as you set them back, rotate them for 
a minute or tHO. 1I 110 Le1,is "ri tes: "Think of your shoul(ler line 
and its level steadiness." Further discus sion of the shoulders 
"ill appear Inter in this chapter "hen breathinc is considered. 
111 Jones comments that "the chest must remain high and 
quiet . , 11 42 Ar"lhold concurs: "Tre chest should be held raised 
1'3 
"ithout being rigid durine inspiration and expirat ion." JIQ1-[e' 
36. Warren, 01'. cit., page 14. 
37. llenson, OPe cit., paGe 155. 
38. L.C.Venables, The School Teacher's Husic Guide, Cun-len, 
undated but possibly about 1920, pages 3-4. 
39. Charles Cleall, Voice Production in Choral Technigue, 
Novello, 1969, pace 11. 
~O. Lcw~s, O P e ci.t., paGe 7. 
41. Arnold Jones, 'Choral Director as Voice Teacher' in Nusic 
Education in Action, OPe cit., page 152. 
112. Armhold, op. cit., page 24. 
43. Balfe, op. cit., page 11. 
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gives the following method for obtaining the correct position: 
naise the arms at the sides to the level of the 
shoulders. This will raise tl,e chest. Then let 
the arms fall steadily to the sides, without 
al lowing the chest to fall. 
114 The chin, accordinG to Venables ,is "drmiIl slightly in." 
45 46 Cleall agrees. Ulster feels that "the chin should not be 
made to poke, for this \{ill cause 0.. tension in t1JC facial and 
h7 
neck muscles." Roc talks of "singing vith the jaw relaxed." 
11e emphasizes the need for a feclin[;' of freedoll1 when the chin 
is tucked in, and for the neck muscles to be relaxed as 'Holl. 
11 ('\ 
Jipson 0 reminds us that the jm, muscles must be "alloved to 
fol101, freely the dictates of thc lips." 
119 In doing the breathinG exorcises given by Field- l'ycle , 
the children arc to stand "with their hands lightly clasping 
their sid"s - fiuLcrs towanis tll<' front of thc body and tl1ullIbs 
to'''ard tbe uack. 1I This is a use:ful stance since it allo,,,s the 
children to feel the Cllcst and back. expandinG and contracting, 
but it is, of course, not suitable for singing a song. staton 50 
writes: "The hands should be placed on the front of the body, 
,dth the finGer tips meeting." Hatkins Sha",5 1 talks of the 
children cla<'pinr;- their hands loosely behind their backs in 
order to avoid rais inc their shoulders. Priestley and Grayson 52 
a {>ree. i iCLachlan53 makes the folloving contribution: 
Die arms hang los lan(;s die sye of die hande Hord met 
cen of' tHee vinc;crs liC;Cins sarunc;chal1.G' agter die rUG. 
Laasc;enoemde houdinc is baic Geed omdat dit vcrhoed 
4l~. Venables, 09. cit . , page 110 
45. Cleall, op. cit., page 11. 
46. D.H.Ulstcr, The 'l'enching of }Iusic in Primary Schools,. 
t·laskew ~liller, undat"d, puce 1 07. 
47. Roe, op. cit., pages 70, 75-76. 
48. Jipson, op. cit., parre 8 11. 
1+9. F.C.Field- Hyde, The Singing-Clas s Teacher, Joseph 1lilliruns, 
1914, page 133. 
50. Staton, 010. cit ., page 39. 
5 1. Hatkins S11m, , op. cit., parre 71. 
52. Priestley and Grayson, op. cit., puge 13. 
53. NcLachlrul, op. cit., page 19. 
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dat die skouers vorentoe hang; dit moet egter steeds 
los en ontspanne bly. As die skouers deur hierdie 
posisie na aeter gedwing word, is dit beter om die 
arms lanes die sye te laat hang. Vir verhoogdoel-
eindes kan die hande lossies en natuurlik voor saam-
gehou \{ord, ongeveer op heuphoogte. As die hande in 
hierdie houding te laag gehou \{ord, trek dit ook die 
skouers vorentoe. 
HcLachlan also suggests that occasionally when breath is in-
haled the singer can feel the expansion of the sides and lower 
ribs and the diaphragm by placing his hands in this region; but 
usually the arms hang loosely and supply at the sides in order 
to prevent the shoulders risinG, which results in undesirable 
tension and consequent tiredness. This is an important point. 
Venables 54 , carrol155 , HO\{e 56 , Armhold 57 and Ulster58 hold 
similar vie\{s, thouGh the latt e r feels that it is unnatural for 
the children to clasp their hands in front of the body. 
If the children are holding music, the problem of what 
they are to do with their hands is different. The trainer will 
soon discover, according to Roe 59 , that 
5G. 
57. 
58 . 
It is impossible to Cet consistently good posture 
and attention from his Group unless booles and 
mus ic arc held in the proper position ••• One 
excellent way to hold Illusic is to place one hand 
WIder the open music and place the other hand on 
the music to turn the pac'es and control the angle 
and hei Ght of the music. Each sinc;e r must see the 
director by shifting only his eyes, not his ,{hole 
head. If there is only one copy of music to two 
sinc;ers, it is il"portant that most of the music 
be held by the sincer closest to the director ••• 
if the music is held too hi/,:h the audience and 
teacher cannot see the mouth and face and the 
sound i s cut off to SOlne extent . If the music is 
held too lo\{, the head will ue too low and will 
cause poor sincine posture; tho sinGer will not 
\vatch the dirHctor, since it is too much trouble 
to move t lln lleao up anci dOUJ1 ; sound "'ill be 
directed toward tile floor instead of toward tIle 
audicllce; and tl ~ c audience \"ill sec the top of' 
tho sine-crls hco..d instead of bis eyes. 
Venablcs, O!,. cit., l)ncc 11. 
\Yal ter Carroll, Tlte TrainillC; of Children I s Voices, .·'orsyth, 
1922, paGes 1) and 16. 
Howe, 010. cit., paces )0-)1. 
Armhold, 010. cit., pace 25. /7). 
Ulster, 010. cit., pac;es 106-107. 59 . TIoe, op. cit., paGe 
COEIJncntinc on t he it:lportallcC o:f the fac ial expression, 
60 Armhold vrites: 
A corl'ect omission of the voice is ah"ays ascompanie d 
by i'reedom of the mouth, face and eyes. The eyes 
especially, reveal the wro~g or ri01t production, as 
a Good note will alllays be accompanied by a soft and 
relaxed expression of the eyes. 
61 Ilove 110UId have the "eyes looking straight ahead, and the 
facial mUGcles rela.."{ed into a pleasant expression. II He 'yarns 
that Care should be taken "that the breath is ah"ays taken 
silelltly, ",ithout any stii'feninG of the muscles of the face or 
n eck ." Slat er62 says: "Look, uut do not stare, at a point on a 
l evel vith the eyes." It is the trainer's responsibility to 
create a cO"Genial atmosphere to support his teachinG. One 
oi'ten comes across singers ',ho reveal their nervousness and 
consequent tension by starinG, especially "'hen they arc being 
adjudicated at an eistoddi'od. 
Several authors Give useful advice concerninG posture 
,,,hen the sinGcrs ;J.re scated. IIcnson6J reminds us that the back 
should be kept straight and not rest against the back 01' the 
chair, 'Since the intercostal muscles - "'hich also 1"ork in the 
uacle - should be 1'ree to o perate and not have to push the 
veiGht of the body acainst the chair-back for every breath that 
is inhaled. Complell1entinG this sllGGestion, he recommends that 
the body should bC? balanced by keeping the feet fi rmly on the 
floor , 1fi th one foot slightly more i'on"ard than the other. In 
fact, it is best to balance the body securely bch;een the i'ee t 
and the buttocks. Backs should be maintained ill an easy erect 
cOlldition. If the children are sittinG on benches, they viI I 
not be tempted to lean aGainst non-existent backs. 1101·rever, the 
trainer must stil l ensure that they are able to sit correctly 
60. Armhold, op. Cit., page 25. 
61. H01,e, op. cit., page.s 30-31. 
62. S lat er, op. cit., page 49. 
63. Henson, op. cit., pages 155-156. 
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yet comfortably. If the benches are too low their slouching 
will be excusable. Ifhen dhairs are used, their seats should be 
flat and parallel to the ground in order to avoid similar 
awkward contortions. 
64 Roe feels that singers can sing as well when they are 
seated as when standing. He writes: 
1.hen sitting and singing, it is important that the 
students sit as far back on the chair seats as poss-
ible, sitting into the angle between the chair seats 
and the chair backs or on the front edges of the 
seats (any other plaC"es will promote slumpinc;); and 
that the feet be in a position that requires no 
shifting "hen the students stand ••• Hany timesit is 
better to have the singers curl thoir feet under 
their chairs during rehear>;al than to insist that 
the feet be flat on the floor. 
In a footnote, Hoe comments that ill his opinion the command to 
sinGers to put their feet flat on the floor can actually result 
in pos ture difficulties with sinr,-crs of dlf':fcrent hei ght s, 
tending to thro,; bodies back in tIl<! seats. "whereas feet curl-
ed under the chairs makes it easier for the sincers to sit up-
right ,;ithout a fee linG of strain or f'ee linc; out o f' balClllce." 
This is an observation ,;ith practical value, since the leg 
lenGth of' the sine;ers will certainly vary. Ideally, the seats 
should be adjustable, but this will not usually be the cas e. 
r'l oreover, noe advises that "the choir that is seated is lil,ely 
to slump wl1ess it is reminded constantly to 'sit tall'." 
r·J cLachlan recommends that the children should not stand f'or too 
lone n time s ince tiredness rcsuJ.ts ill poor [)osture. SittillG 
on the floor is unsuitable and tile pupils should rather sit on 
chairs or in their desks and keep their uacks straight. Hart65 
makes tile obvious yet wortln,hile comment that e;ood posture in 
both si ttinc and standinc positions not only Illal·;es breath 
control easier but is a healthy habit to cultivate, and this is 
6~. Noe , OPe cit., paGes 75-76. 
65. Hart, OPe cit., page 53. 
a strong motivational point 0]10 coulrt raise with the singers. 
T'HO rinal statements arc wortl. recordinc . AccordinG to 
J . 66 J..pson , "the body should reel alert , tall und strone, but 
never sway-back", and Gardiner67 "rites: 
Like a hi(,).ly flexible s,;ord which never loses its 
reSilience, each part of the body has to b e 
sensitive and responsive to every other part ••• The 
body is a unity. The more this conception is estab-
lished, the more efficiently the body ,,rill behave. 
Correct p osture has beDll discussed as a preliminary to 
68 
effective breathine for singinE,. Loney states: "lvithout go od 
pos ture the director will find that '''hat he commonly attrib-
utes to poor breath control is no mor~ than POO T posture. 1I 
HcnsonG9 holds :;;imilar vieHs and Hritos: 
In , ... orkinG· for ••• bettor breathing , the most common 
and lo(',ical appro ach is to seck to remove all ob-
stacles that prevent it . J:umcdiately WD rind tIle 
IllOSt sorious obstacle to 1.>0 bad posture; this is 
lo.r (:cly true lH~Cu.U !; 0 1lI: !rt C '-Hl :nlstuin lire uy lJsin[~ , 
unj'ort cUlat ely , only a small fr:lction or h is breath-
inG capacities. llad posture poses no problem in 
c cttinc enOUGh breath to sit still in choral class 
and listen , or to stand by a piano and listen to 
the teucher demonstrate. In active Hork or play, 
however, He find the body cunnot tolerate bad 
posture; tlte abdominal muscles and rib muscles 
often llC!:lVO for breath ai'ter such :lctivity attOl:lpt-
od ,,'ith bad posture. 
Altl.ouCh the ceneral attitude is one of freedom rrom 
tension, there is unavoidable muscular interplay, especially in 
t:.e act of controlled exhalation for singine. Gardiner70makes a 
wise statement about relaxation: 
','/11en t oachers , writers and colleaeues talk about 
muscular relaxation, "'hat they really mean is a 
balance of' muscular tensions - a tensional equi-
poise . One can do no 1{ork wlJatever with a relaxed 
muscle. 
In his descri.,tion o~ the physical act of breatl.ine for sincing, 
66. Jips on, op . cit ., pace 84 . 
67. Gardiner, op. cit., paGe 20. 
68. Loney , op. cit ., paees 174- 175. 
69 . llenson, 01'. cit., pa~e 155. 
70. Gardiner, op. cit., paee 20 . 
lIenson71 useS the term "relaxed tension" employed by llric-ht 
(page 32) and develops this theme: 
1'Ie have all heard it said that 'breathing is sinGing'. 
AlthouGh this aphorism is not literally true, it is a 
fact that improper breathinG prevents the correct 
i'wIction of other practices commonly used in proper 
tone production. There are more than twenty-t.1O 
muscles involved in respiration , but they may be 
grouped in two sets - one for inspiration and one 
for expiration; or for more practical application 
one for taking breath to sing, and one for using the 
breath in singing. The chief muscle of inspiration 
is the diaphragm, and the chief muscles of expiration 
are the four sets of abdominal muscles. The inter-
costal muscles that elevate and depress the ribs 
belong in both groups and serve both inspiration and 
expiration in a very active way. \{hen you breathe in 
air in preparation for Singing, the diaphragm 
(being a convex muscle) contracts and flattens do,m-
ward. This creates a lare;er thorax, or chest cavity; 
hence, there is room for morc breath as more room ~s 
created at "he bottom of the rib caGe. At the same 
time t he intercostal or rib muscles elevate the ribs 
arowld the lungs for breath. The abdominal muscles 
merely relax and expand outward. Expiration depends 
entirely on the abdominal muscles , which contract 
inward 'vhile the diaphraGlll merely relaxes back to its 
convex shape and al101vs the :force 0 f' tile audominal 
muscles to push uplVard , forcine; the air out of tile 
lunes . Ac-ain the intercostal or rib muscles contract, 
dcpressinr, the ribs to l1el1' lorce the air out of tile 
lWlGs also . So we see the very simple relationship 
betl\een diaphragm and abdomen breathinG. Tension 
opposed to relaxation formulates the action, but 
uoth arc never simultaneous l y tense or relaxed. Hhi le 
these t1'iO alternate in chancing the size of the chest 
cavity at the bottom, the intercostal musc les tense to 
do both. 
The above is simply an explanation of natural breath-
ing as the body ,,,,us intended to breathe . Althouc:h 
natural lJI'eatlJinc is o:ftCIt SOIlCltt by an attempt to 
relax 'comp l ete ly' and let the boely breathe and sing 
on the breath tl1at results , upon closer examination 
tl,is is seen to be illlpracLical uncause it is plain 
that some tension is prrscnt constantl ). in breathinG. 
~ 'ie mic;ht better call tIl<' c\"sj.rccl e:Cf'cct ' relaxed 
tension t ••• 'la art! scc1(i11C a modiricntion of normal 
breathinL habits ••• the sinGinc student must first 
learn ",here the tension occU:r'!3 and then J!lUS -l; s t !."'enGth-
en it ,",'hen needed. 
?~everthelcss, all Qut"t{arcl siens of tension should serve to l!G.rn 
the trainer that all is not well. After GivinG a humorous 
description of' "'hat usually happens ,"'hen an untrained child is 
71. }Jenson , op. cit., po.Gcs 15 Ll-l :;5 o 
asked to take a deep breath, Rainbo.,7 2 goes on to describe 
what is needed: 
The first essential is relaxation. The sing er must 
stand loosely. Huscular tension as displayed in 
clenched fists, braced knees and frowning faces, 
is fatal to good tone production. Let your children 
stand with feet slightly apart, and then go through 
a pantomome of drooping with them - all muscles 
slack, the arms hanging lifeless at their sides, 
the head falling for .. ard on the neck. After this, 
recover a comfortable pose. Then let them feel for 
the bottom edge of their front ribs and place their 
hands lightly on each side ••• The chest must not be 
allowed to move up .. ards and the shoulders must not 
rise. 
As Gardiner73 says: "A .lifted chest is an essential character-
istic of good singing, but it is no part of inhalation." 
Jones74 agrees: "1,ith the chest high and quiet"the students 
must learn the expansion round the "ais tline for air intake." 
Steenkamp and de Klerk75 warn that "skouers moet stilgehou 
word", as do Hoberts 76 and 1l01st77 , who quotes Peter Poers as 
saying: " Nev er lift the shoulders .. hen you breathe: you .·,ill 
78 
soon lose your breath." Fiske and Dobbs make the follo .. inG 
interesting observation in this connection: 
In some songs there is very little time for takinG 
breath between phrases, and some children .. ill need 
practice in breathing in quickly and deeply. They 
should be discouraged from raising their shoulders 
when doinG so. 
Hart 79 .. rites as follo .. s about deep breathing: 
Usually, when children are told to tru<e a deep breath 
they immediately hunch their shoulders near their 
72. Bernarr Rainbow, Music in the Classroom, Heinemann, 1956, 
pages 58-59. 
73. Gardiner, op. cit., page 38. 
74. Jones, op. cit., page 152. 
75. 1Y.F.D.Steenkamp and A.de Kle rk, Ritme en Helodie, Nasion-
ale Boekhandel, undated, page 9. 
76. Helen Roberts, Nusic for Infants, Boosey C< Ha .. kes, 1954, 
page 57. 
77. Imogen Holst, Conducting a Choir, Oxford, 1973 , page 53. 
78. Roger Fiske and J.P.D.Dobbs, The Oxford School Nusic Dooks 
- Teacher's Nanual, Junior, Oxford, 1954, pages 16-17. 
79. Hart, op. cit., pages 53-54. 
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ears. To remain like that for only a few seconds is 
so incredibly uncomfortable that it prove s it to be 
wrong. For really deep breathing, try to feel expan-
sion in the lo"er part of the ribs, and pull in hard 
with the stomach muscles. To find if and hO\·, the 
diaphragm muscle is used in the breathing process, 
pant like a dog whilst keeping a hand on the midriff. 
These directions are really meant for the teacher, but they 
80 
can be used with the children as well. Roberts complements 
this when she writes: 
'Deep breath' does not mean an enormous breath - too 
much breath means breathiness as it cannot be con-
trolled - the expression means breathing deep down at 
the bas e of the lungs, near the waistline instead of 
shallow breathing at the top of the chest. 
Gardiner81 also gives suggestions for feeling the working of 
the diaphragm, and continues: 
The act of inhalation causes a visible bulge from the 
breast-bone downwards as far as the naval ••• The 
resulting expansion is evident all round the body 
between the breast-bone and the naval, but should 
under no circulllstances extend any lower than the 
naval. 
According to Gardiner, the diaphragm always initiates the 
breath intake, but 
the real art of inhalation depends on the expansion 
of the lower ribs ••• Only the peripheral edge of the 
diaphragm is capable of contracting. This part is 
attached to the lower ribs in such a way that any 
contraction of the diaphragm causes them to be pulled 
upwards and outwards, like the ribs of an umbrella 
when held upright and in process of being opened. 
The author gives an exercise which enables the singer to 
experience this expansion more clearly: 
Stand ,dth one leg forward and knees slightly bent. 
Lean over from the waist with the neck and head in 
alignment with the spinal column, hands stretched out 
in front of you with palms upward. Breathe into the 
back and sides of your waistcoat. The diaphragm ~,ill 
contract, and at the same time you will feel the ribs 
expanding upwards and outwards. 
82 Howe dra,,,s another analogy. TO him 
the ribs may be said to be 'bucket-handled'. 1,hen the 
80. Roberts, op. cit., page 57. 
81. Gardiner, op. cit., page 34. 
82. Howe, op. cit., page 9. 
handle of a bucket is raised, being bow-shaped, its 
upward movement will also be outward from the side 
of the bucket. In the Same way the ribs, when lifted, 
move upwards and oub,ards, enlarging the chest from 
side to side. There is also an enlargement from back 
to front, due to a forward movement of the sternum. 
Roe 83 writes as follm,s about inhaling: 
Ordinarily the singer ,dll obtain much finer results 
by expanding to breathe, instead of breathing to 
expand. The vacuum created when the body is left 
expanded will cause the body to naturally and auto-
matically fill with air. Fill the bellows, not the 
balloon. Blowing up a balloon is more difficult than 
filling bellows, because the bellows expand and the 
vacuum created by the expansion causes them to be 
filled with air - while with the balloon, the air 
forces the expansion. 'Breathing to expand' usually 
causes local effort, and muscles that tend to contract 
and stiffen. 
Cleall84 comments similarly in this connection: 
Keep the chest up all the time: breath will flow in 
silently to fill the cavity of a flexed chest; it 
must not be sucked in to hoist a collapsed chest ••• 
The expanded chest brings into play the breathing in 
muscles, so that the breath is kept in the lungs by 
the balance of opposing forces; under pressure but 
completely controlled ••• As the lungs fill, the waist 
will swell, but neither waist nor abdomen should 
protude. . 
Dreath must be taken in quickly and deeply. However, 
staton85 warns: "If he takes too much breath suddenly, there 
is a tendency to hold it at the neck, and probably sharpness 
will result." nainbm,86 feels that inhalation should take 
place with a quiclc gasp through the open mouth, an action 
analagous to the manner in which the expert svTimmer opens his 
mouth for a quick breath as he passes through the wate r . lIe 
stresses that it is difficult for the teacher to explain 
exactly how to breathe, but that his example is of great 
importance and that he should move amongst the pupils demon-
strating what he wants. In connection with deep breathing, 
83. Roe, op. cit., page 87. 
84. Cleall, op. cit., pages 11-12. 
85. Staton, op. cit., page 52. 
86. Rainbm" op. cit., page 60. 
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Rainbow continues: 
The expression 'a deep breath' is so frequently and 
loosely used that we usually miss its true signifi-
cance, Yet it means just "hat it says: that the 
breath is taken right do"n to the base of the lunGs, 
thus depressinc; the diaphraem. When this occurs, the 
lungs are accommodating much more air than ordinarily. 
That is "hat forces the lower ribs outwards and side-
ways, and enables one to confirm the occurrence. 
Howe 87 talks of the breath being sent to the bottom of the 
lungs, and writes: "Take an ample breath, without, however, 
attempting to blow oneself out." As an analogy, he uses the 
folloHing example: "When a bottle is filled, the "ater first 
falls straight to the bottom of the bottle, and so it is 
filled to the neck." 88 Roberts says: "Singing necessitates 
deep breathing using the "hole of the lungs." On the other 
hand, Staton89 feels that "hard forced tone is often the 
result of the teacher urging the class to take a 'biG breath'. 
Steenkamp and de Klerk90 also "'arn that lack of insight in 
presenting breathine to children may create problems. "Sodra 
daar ges-e "ord 'Haal diep asem' snuif hulle, trek die skouers 
op, neem 'n onnatuurlike Gestremde houding aan." Edred ',right91 
cautions a c ainst 'locking' the breath at the throat or else-
"here, '''hich may ",ell result from inhalinG too much breath. 
There is some controversy amongst authors as to "hether 
inhaling should take place through the nose, the mouth, or 
both. Hardy92 quotes Dehnke, ',ho felt that nostril inhalation 
should be used ",herever possible, except for short 'catch' 
breaths, and Randegc;er, "ho felt that inspiration for singing 
should take place only through the mouth, and then ",rites: 
87. Ho",e, 01'. cit., pages 30-31. 
88. Roberts, op. cit., page 57. 
89. staton, op. cit., page 39. 
90. steenkamp and de Klerk, op. cit., page 9. 
91. Wright, op. cit., paee 8. 
92. T. Haskell Hardy, II"" to Train Children's Voices, CUr1{en, 
1918, pages 15-16. 
The plan which I myself follo'1, and the one used by 
professional singers generally, is to breathe through 
the nostrils at the commencement of a song , and 
during any long rests which may occur in the music, 
but to take breath through the mouth in all other 
places. 
Jacques93 agrees that quick inhalation tak es place through 
the mouth and slo" inhalation through the nose. Howe 94 also 
holds this view, considering that most breathing '<ill take 
place through the mouth. In both methods, inhalation should 
occur silently. 
Gardiner95 feels that "'1hen singing one all,ays breathes 
through the mouth, never through the nose, and never through 
the nose and mouth simultaneously", his reason being that 
breathing through the nose involves the lowering of 
the soft palate in order to allow a free passage for 
breath. This diminishes t h e length of the throat 
and seriously hinders its potential for becoming an 
effective resonatin~ cavity. Furthermore the low 
positioll of tIle soft palate tends to block the spaco 
connectinG the throat ,<i th the mouth and to send the 
tone up into the nasal passages. The result is an 
undesirably white and nasal tone quality. 
This is logically re a soned, and "'hen one is 110rking l1ith a 
choir, it is perhaps best to give a general instruction such 
as this, "'hich "'ill reduce the chances of a nasal quality to 
the sound developing. However, it is perfectly possible to 
breathe through both the nose and the mouth at the same time 
without producing either the "colossal sniffs and snorts" of 
which Gardiner is afraid, or nasal singing. Armhold96 , after 
st ating that air should be inhaled silently and smoothly 
",ithout drawing attention to the process, "rites that this 
should be tllrouc'h both the nose and the mouth simultaneously. 
The throat should be open. Roe 97 is very much against 
93. Jacques, op. cit., page 16. 
94. llowe, op. cit., page 7. 
95. Gardiner, op. cit., page 34. 
96. Armhold, op. cit., page 27. 
97. Roe, op. cit., page 77. 
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the noisy intruce of breath which he explains is the result of 
the incoming breath striking the soft palate and setting up 
a vibration between it and the pharynx behind it. "Have the 
singers lift the soft palate out of the ',ay by lopening the 
throat I. Vocalist s must always sing ,d th a firm, open throat 
and relaxed neck muscles." Quoting Albert Bach, Cleall98 
writes: "Breath must be drayln completely at ease, without fits 
and starts, and quite noiselessly, till even the lowest parts 
of the lungs are filled "ith air." 
Armhold99 stresses the f act that although the sensation 
of a "ide, opon throat must be acltieved, "the open throat 
should never be consciously pressed dO\{ll by muscles", and 
In the act of inhaling exaggerated ym,ning should be 
avoided as this "ould strain the organs concerned. 
The imaGe of smelling a flower would be conducive 
towards suffici ently opened organs. 
noe
lOO 
also warns of the tenseness which results from overdo-
ing this, a condition which can be demonstrated by feeling 
the throat I s taughtness at the peak of a ya,m. He gives some 
very good ways of obtaining the necessary firm, open throat 
and relaxed neck muscies: 
One can imagine how the throat f ee ls just before 
trueing a drink, and retaining tl1at open 
feelinG while singing; 
feel suddenly amazed, resulting in a proper-
ly open throat; 
listen :for the sound of a pin dropping , .. ith 
an open mouth, with the same result; 
II sins; ,,,i th an inner smile II , feel I ecstacy' , 
or feel the beginning or end of a ym,n. 
All such suggestions a re useful, especially when one is 
98. Cleall, op. cit., page 90, quoting from Albert B. Bach, 
Husical Education and Vocal Culture, Keean Paul, Trench, 
Trubner & Co., 1898, page 27. 
99. Armhold, op. cit., pages 27-28. 
100.Roe, op. cit., page 77. 
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teaching techniques to school children. 
"alter Carroll lOl also uses the flower smelling analogy, 
as do Ulster l02 and Steenkamp and de Klerk lO), \{ho "rite: 
Vir sangdoeleindes asem leerlinge in asof hulle 'n 
heerlike geur geniet, Hulle asem stil en sag in asof 
hulle aan 'n blom sou ruik. Bierdie oefening dien 
alleen as voorbeeld, en sodra leerlinge begryp \{at 
met die blomme ruik bedoel word, kan die blomme vir 
goed \{eggegooi \{ord. 
10Lf In a pamphlet issued by the Transvaal Education Department , 
the Organizer of }lusic, J.J-I.van Eck, writes: 
Breathing is smelling (inhaling fragrance). In the 
left buttonhole there is always an imaginary rose 
and all the teacher need do together with the class 
is to dra" the rose from the buttonhole at every 
initial note and inhale the scent, to serve as a 
reserve of breath for the singing which follows 
directly. 
Hunching of shoulders can be obviated by suggesting 
that the rose has a lonE: stalk held at midriff height. 
Observant children might remember that rose stems usually grow 
thorns, but othen,ise the idea is a go od one. 
Rees l05 contributes the follo\{ing point: 
Teachers wil l find that children '''ho are asked to sing 
",-ill automatically breathe in as the conductor raises 
his arms for the downbeat. No order is needed. The 
problem facing the teacher is to ensure that children 
take in sufficient breath to sing each phrase 
comfortably. 
Ehret l06 makes an important statement when he writes: 
101 • 
102. 
10). 
104. 
105. 
106. 
Even the taking of a breath must be initiated by the 
emotional thought behind it. In fact, the first 
phrase begins, not with the first note, but with the 
breath previous to it. 
Carroll, op. cit., page 1). 
Ulster, op. cit., page 107. 
Steenkamp and de Klerlc, op. cit., page 9. 
School Music Su gGestions - Basic Principles, compiled by 
J.B.van Eck , Transvaal Ed. Dept., 1956, pages 8-11. 
Elwyn Hees, Rudiments of Husi c and Lesson Notes for 
Teachers, Schut er ~, Shooter, 1967, pages 21-22. 
Halter t~hret, The Choral Conductor' s Handbook , Augener, 
1959, page h7. 
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Pfaff 107 holds similar views: 
See that the chi l dre Jl Get into the habi t of taking a 
good breath before they begin singing • • • You will 
have little trouble over breathin[: if you make sure 
that enou1>11 breath is talcen IN before it is actually 
needed. 
This advice is for teachers in infant classes , but it is 
relevant for children of any age level. Finally , Nicholson108 
writes: 
To sum up the matter, it is in the emission of breath 
that we are able to Give expression, but it is in 
takinG ill breath that "e roceive inspiration: and 
unless we are inspired ,,,e cannot express. 
This is a ",himsical play on ,,,ords ',hich nevertheless contains 
much truth. 
We must agree ",itl. Nicholson109 when he states that 
"expiration i s tile most difficult of th o breathinG functions." 
S t a ton110 reminds us that no sti ffeni n G of the throat or 
larynx should occur when the children chant;e from inhalinG to 
exhalinC-e 
111 To Drocklehurst , it is of' prime importance that the 
chest wall should not collapse durinG controlled exhalation. 
112 Cleall aerees: 
1,ith the raised chest, breath is no longer driven out 
by t he dead ,,,eight of the body, but controlled by the 
powerful muscle 01 the diaphraGm •.. The rib s should 
not fall as tile lungs empty; instead the belt (or 
clothe s about the waist) should slacken as the wais t 
diminishes ••• the re a l pressure of the breath should 
be concentrated up into tile neck, the waist squeezing 
up the bre ath like a thumb at the base of a tube of 
toothpaste. 
107. Philip Pfaff , I·iusie Handbook for Infant Schools, g vans 
Drother s , 19 66, pag e 20. 
108 . Sydney H. ], iLholson, Quire s and Places 1,he re They Sine, 
S.P.C.K., 1932, page 109. 
109 . Ibid., page 108. 
110. Staton, op. cit., page 39. 
111. J . Brian Brocklehurst, ~Iusic in S chools, Houtledce e: 
Kegan Paul, 1962, paGD 1 5 . 
11 2 . Cleall, op. cit., paees 11-12. 
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Venables 113 makes the following related comment: 
A common fault in combinine; voice production 1~i th 
breathing is that a child 'fill take breath properly, 
but 1~ill let the ribs collapse before the sound is 
struck, and will begin to sing at the end of a breath, 
as it were, instead of with the lungs well inflated. 
Later, he "rites: "The breath must be regulated from the waist, 
and there must be no effort to control it in the larynx. 
Thinking about the throat leads to rigidity." Jacques 114 
feels that ke c ping the ribs raised during exhalation is "a 
tremendous step towards controlled breathing ••• A reserve of 
air is always kept in the lungs, a satisfactory position of 
the body is maintained, and the singin[,; tone ,.ill be improved 
considerably. Vocal attack vtill be much more ready, and 
release can be controlled and tapered." 
According to Roe 115 , one of the characteristics of go od 
sinGinG is II superior brent]l control l ', and he continues: 
students may learn the correct concept of breath 
control while they aro sin[;i n l~ song phrases b y doing 
some of tho physical isometric actions that i,eop tlle 
chest naturally lifted and tlle ribs expanded. 
Wright 116 l{arns that exhalation and the utilization of the 
breath for sinGing is an action during ',hich inexperienced 
choristers 
push out their breath on the first note - the chest 
being allol{ed to drop and the stomach to protude. 
Breathy tone, tightened throat muscles, and vocal 
strain are the results; and of course a quiet attack 
becomes impossible, nor will the breath last out as 
long as a musical phrase demands. The '·Jorst offenders 
in this respect are al1;ays the first to sine huskily 
after any intense work, and the attempt to make the 
breath last out leads to a rather ugly squeezed-out 
kind of tone at the end of a phrase. Moreover, the 
chest having dropped, the next breath taken in is 
likely to be shallower than the first; thus a vicious 
spiral is set in motion. Surprisingly little breath is 
113. Venables, op. cit., pages 8 and 11. 
114. Jacques, op. cit., page 16. 
115. Roe, op. cit., page 70. 
116. WriBht, op. cit., pago 8. 
required for singing if a column of air under pressure 
from the waist is started, upon which the voice 
'rests'. This column must remain unbroken: the very 
,,,orst kind of singer is he "'ho i magines that every 
note needs a separate puff of breath pumped out, as 
it 1icre. 
Armhold l17 disagrees ",ith those "'ho advocate that breath 
should be pressed out during exhalation, but ShOHS that 
control is exercised by the diaphragm and rib muscles, a 
restraining action without cramp. She writes: 
One can also put it this ",ay: The singer controls the 
outrush of the breath ,,,hile holding the inhaled 
position during singing by imagining that he is 
further inhaling or drinking the tone, or as the old 
Italian master put it: ' T he breath of a good note 
comes towards the singer, ",hereas a bad note seems 
to be slipping out'." 
A "'hispered 'ah', as though warminG tlle hand, "'ill Give a good 
illustration of hOl{ breath pressure can be regulated. She 
explains that "in addition to the re s]; raininG action of the 
diaphragm and rib muscles, tile glottis itself offers resistine; 
force to the breath pressure, whi ch causes a compression of 
the breath, so that only so much air is used as is necessary 
for the production of a clear tone . This compression of air 
is called in singing terms the column of breath." Although the 
throat must not be impeded by stiff enine; or squeezing, there 
is nevertheless a feeling of firmness "'hich results in a 
steadiness of tone, a sensation during singing "like an in-
flated bubble - nearer I cannot express it." She explains what 
is meant by the Italian term appor;gio, a simultaneous con-
traction of t h e diaphragm and rib muscles together with a 
shutting of the vocal cords - as occurs "'hen one lifts a heavy 
object, like a slight cough, and says that this 'leaning' of 
the breath is very useful in counteracting the use of excess 
breath by beginners. She continues: 
117. Armhold, op. cit., pages 28-30. 
• 
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It must be stressed, ho"ever, that this should not 
cause rigidity or cramp in the Im{er abdominal ''''l.11, 
which must be flexible enough to alloH free play. As 
soon as one starts singing, one fe e ls tile steady 
gentle pressure of the abdominal muscles ac;ainst the 
firm chest Hall for the whole length of the phrase, 
until one stops to take a fresh breath. One can 
compare that sensation to the steady flow of a violin 
bOH which always moves on. 
118 In this connection, Jones says: 
The students must learn •••• the use of the stomach 
wall in tucking in for air expulsion ••• the abdominal 
lift. To experience this lift, the students may be 
asked to try several things. They can consciously push 
the abdominal wall immediately below the breast bone 
out and then tucle it in. If they shout a vigorous 'hcy', 
the abdominal lift functions almost automatically. 
Then ask the students to use a prolonged 'ah', fceling 
the pressure build up from the abdominal lift to the 
closed vocal lips. The chest must remain high and 
quiet. 
Carninerl19 explains the need for this compression as rolloHS: 
Like the re eds of any ,,,ood,,ind instrument the vocal 
cords have to be ellcrgized by breath pressur". Thcy 
may of themse lve s be able to vibrate, but air has to 
be passed between them before sound waves can be creat-
ed, and at atmospheric pressure no energy is forth-
coming. The top of the wind-pipe, i.e . the vocal 
cords, must be closed and tllC chest cavity made small-
er by pressing the diaphragm upwards aC'ainst the 
inflated lungs. Naturally tlIe vibration of the vocal 
cords gradually exhausts the air, so that the air 
pressure against them is bound to drop unless com-
pression is continually Inailltained. 
He reminds us that under normal circumstances upHard compress-
ion only occurs when one forcibly expels air from the nose or 
mouth, or Hhe n one is emotionally stimulated such as in being 
suddenly surprised. A sugeestion he makes is for some one to 
place a hand heavily on the crm,'n of the head in order to cem-
pel the singer to think and push upwards. The action of the 
lm,er ribs produces an over-all phys ical sensation which is 
"as if you had lifted up a little trapdoor immediately b e hind 
the trianc;ular division, and Here pulling the intestines up 
throueh it", the area being that formed by the divergence of 
118. Jones, op. cit., page 152. 
119. Gardiner, op. cit., pages 48-49, 46, 52-55 • 
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the lower ribs below the breast-bone. An interestinG point 
raised by Gardiner in this connection deserves mention: 
The shoulders will inevitably rise in the same way as 
the upper part of an inflated paper bag bulges "hen 
squeezed from below, but there is no need to worry 
about this. Altogether too much stress has been laid 
by many teachers on the importance of keeping the 
shoulders down, alld not nearly enough on the import-
ance of pulling the neck high out of the body, and 
never allo,;ing it to shorten. Nevertheless any IiI' tine; 
or hunching of the shoulders must be checked at an 
early stage. 
This author uses many cogent examples and useful analogies to 
exemplify the concepts he puts fon,ard, and this can be profit-
ably emulated by the choir trainer. The following are examples 
of this method: 
One might compare the diaphrae;m and the abdominal 
muscles in the act of compression to a dance team in 
which the ballerina is lifted by her male partner. 
Skilful thouG'h the latter may be, he cannot carry 
throuGh his routine unless the ballerina has previous-
ly distributed her weir;ht 50 as to brinG her centre of 
Gravity as 11i(;h up the body as possible ••• 
You are a tiGhtrope walker, and for this you need an 
extremely hiGh and consistent centre of gravity. 
flavine; chosen a line on tllC! carpet, mentally remove 
the rest of tl,e floor, substitutine; a circus rine; a 
hundred feet beloH you. Unless your shoes are soft and 
flexible, tal,e them off. As you set foot on the imaein-
ary Hire, feel that your centre of e;ravity has shifted 
to half .. ay up the breast-bone. Instinctively you find 
yourself holding the breath. This is a characteristic 
of performinG' any skilled act, such as threading a 
needle, hittinG a ball, jumpinG or walking a ticht-
rope. Thereby one prevents any chance 01' equilibrium 
beine disturbed as a result of the descent and con-
traction of the diaphragm. 
According to Gardiner, a further element to be consider-
ed is the contraction of the sacro-spinalis muscles, si~uated 
on either side of the lo .. er spinal column. lIe explains the 
sensation in this ,y·ay: 
,-lith the muscles contracted, the sensation at and a 
little above the small of tlle back is of being pulled 
oub;ards as if you .. ere e;ro"inG' a hump ••• In addition 
to the sensation of bulge belo" the lo"er ribs, there 
is a tendency for the arms to be held away from the 
body, and of a cave-man feeline; about the carriage of 
the upper part of the body; it is almost as if the 
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abdomen had disappeared ••• The technique of keeping 
the sacro-spinalis cOJltracted enables the singer to 
think of his upper chest as a kind of inflated motor 
tyre ,d th an air compression kept constant by some 
automatic regulating mechanism below it. 
In order to ensure that the singer acquires both an adequate 
compression and a steady contraction of the sacro-spinalis, 
Gardiner again gives an analogy: 
You imagine that you are preparing in two successive 
movements to shoot an arro,; from a bow. Assuminc that 
you are riGht-handed, you first extend the left arm; 
similarly, in preparing to sing, the upper chest 
bulges as the result of compression belo,., it. In the 
second movement the right-handed bo,,,nan draws back his 
right arm until maximum tension is achieved; in 
similar fashion the singer's sacro-spinalis muscles 
are ti~ltened so that the small of the back bulges 
Qub,ards and up"ards. 1;1 th this double preparation, 
the "ork is to all intent s and purposes done; the 
archer simply releases the arr01;, and the sine;er his 
pitched note. There is no pushinG or squeezinG as in 
blo,dne a wind instrument, and the only difference 
between singing and archery is that t he singer must 
maintain the tension throuGhout the sunG phrase and 
until the moment after he has con'pleted the final note. 
Ilavine; made the statement that "voice production depends 
120 
upon the controlle d expUlsion of air from the chest, lJo"e 
writes: 
The relaxation of the diaphravn and ribs in expiration 
must be considered as a controlled yielding to oppos-
inc muscular force; i.c. a balanced reSistance, ,,",'hich 
creates breath intensity; actually air compression . 
The lune;s being very elasti c "hen fully inflated, "ill 
tend to expel air by natural recoil. The ribs, also, 
when raised, have a like tendency to spring back to 
their normal position. The first muscular effort ,.Jill 
be the contraction of the abdominal muscles, felt in 
the reGion of the diaphragm, follo"ed by the relaxat-
ion of the ribs at the sides of the chest. 
G d · 121 ar 1.ner agrees. He explains that exhalatj.on is impossible 
during singine; if the lo"er ribs are not al101;ed to r elax 
completely. Moreover , the singer must consciously feel that 
for the diaphragm the state of relaxation is the 
natural state, tile condition from ',hieh it departs 
120. 1I0we, op. cit., page 11. 
121. Gardiner, op. cit., page s 51-52. 
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only for a moment, and to Hhich it r e turns as a matter 
of course ••• Naturally the sing er does not have to 
think of all this; he simply induces the sensation of 
a high centre of gravity. 
HcLachlan 122 gives the follo,dng useful hint: 
Onervare sangers kan dilo,els aanvanklik nie die 
be"eging (gebruik) van die diafragma behoorlik voel 
en kontroleer nie. Die Ibe"ustheid l kan gehelp "ord 
deur op In ge"one stoel te sit met die elmboe op die 
leniee ter"yl die ken in die handpalms rus. As nou 
ine;easem "ord, is die regte "erking van die middelrif 
en ribspiere duidelik "aarneembaar. Die persoon hou 
dan aan met die ge1<enste asembe"egings ten-ryl hy 
stadig orent kom. 
Roe 123 makes the important point concorninr> exhalation that 
since the diaphragm is an involuntary muscle, any attempt to 
control the tone by hardening it can only result in a locked, 
tight throat. lIe makes the very useful comment that 
if the singer gets ready to blo", then delays the 
action, the diaphraem feels as it should in good 
singing, firm, not hard. The diaphragm and abdomen 
react most favorably "hen the sineer concentrates 
upon kccpina the ribs out and the shoulders relaxed. 
This leaves the diaphragm and abdomen free to obey 
the conunands of the mind "i thout conflicting localized 
tensions. 
Hoe also mentions singing ill front of a lighted candle, and 
the imaginary drinking in of air to control exhalation, und 
continues: 
Students must learn to hold back air at the ribs and 
diaphraDll, not at the t h roat, "hich, at all times 
"hile singing, must remain firmly open "itl! no feeling 
of tension. The teacher must instruct his choir so 
that the members conserve and control their breath and 
energy and sine on breath pressure, not on spilled 
air. Let them imagine their bodies to be eggs that 
they dare not crush or squeeze (or blow'n g lass ,,,hich 
"ill shatter if the slightest pressure is applied; the 
orieinal expanded shape must be carefully maintained). 
Holding the ribs out builds a pressure under the 
larynx that assists greatly in fi r mine vocal cords and 
brine;ing them together so that a clear tone may be 
sung (the Bernoulli Efi'ect). The trick is to allo1{ the 
expansion at the waist to relax slowly enough. Press-
ure must be held back at tile beginning of the phrase 
and added a little at tile very end, i'or accurate 
pitch depends upon uniform air pressure. 
122. McLachlan, op., cit., page 126. 
123. Roe, op. cit., pages 78 and 87. 
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124 Expulsion must be carefully controlled. Roberts feels: 
"Economy of exhalation is the aim of singing, and no unvocal-
ized breath should escape." Hinn125 aErees. Nicholson126 
writes: "The best general rule is to use as little breath as 
possible to secure t h e vocal tone required: strength of tone 
is not necessarily produced by the amount of air used, but by 
d d 
' 
. b 127. d its controlle an focussed pressure.' Raln 0\" lS concerne 
that some singers waste bre ath by using it u p too quickly when 
singing: 
This is another reason ",hy the 'chests-out' type of 
breathing ••• is so unsatisfactory. 1{hat felt like an 
enormous breath "as taken and held under such tension 
that its reloaso "as bound to be too :fast. nroathi-
ness in singing, and tho ,.,eale tone that characterizes 
it, are o:ften due to this. In good sinEing the breath 
is not allo,,,ed to escape. It is controlled so that 
only the necessary amount passes out at a time. Tell 
the children that they should sing as a teapot pours, 
and not as a hose-pipe :forces ",ater out in a jet. 
11 b t C .12<1. t er cr '- acsar1 wrl es: "For tho purposes of good, 
mechanically correct singing ••• , the broath must reach the 
larynx in a smooth, reGular stream exercising normal pressure, 
and never forced pressure." lie makes the very interesting 
statement t ],at "i f' the speaking principle is applied to sing-
ing there can ue, anLl "'ill be no excess breath pressure." 
After explaining this concept in det ai l, he continues: "Pro-
vided his breathing muscles function correctly and have had 
appropriate exercise, t he Singer can profitably forc:et all 
about his diaphragm, his ribs, his chest ••• Flexible firmness 
is t .lle soul of vocal vibration and is therefore the antithesis 
of rigidity." 
124. Roberts, op. cit., page 57. 
125. \finn, op. cit., paGe 43. 
126. Nicholson, op. cit., paGes 108-109. 
127. Rainbo", op. cit., pages 61-62. 
128. E. Herbert-Caesari, The Voice 01 thc Hind, Robert Hale, 
196J, paGos 189, 191, 193-194. 
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Finally, 1{ inn129 malces the valid point that soft sing-
ing requircs as much brcath control as that for louder sing-
ing, and tilC teacher should explain this to the children. 
Breathing, as is the case "ith the techniques of singing 
in general, is a somewhat controversial subject, both with re-
gard to the physical mechanisms involved and also conccrnine 
the way in ',hich it should be taueht. Some ,'rriters doubt the 
usefulness of exercises. Firth130 writes: 
Hinn 131 
Breathine exercises in themselves are not very helpful, 
since the control of breath will talce place automatic-
ally in vocal exerciscs and in songs themselves. 
agrees: 
A good deal of time is often spent (and more often 
wasted) on what are called breathine cxercises. Of 
course, it is essential that younC singers should 
learn to breathe correctly from the very beginning, 
but it is questionable whether it is nccessary to 
start every lesson with puffinc; and blowing. 
t 132 d d' . t I b " lIols recor s a v~ce g~ven 0 lCr y Pe<cr 1'eers: 
I asked him "hether a choir-trainer should spend any 
time on breathing exerciscs, and he told me that with 
his own pupils he says as little as possible about 
breathing and lets them lcarn on the songs they are 
singing. 
Brocklehurst 133 makes the follm,ing interesting comment: 
Nany teachers maintain that breathine exercises are a 
waste of time since it is absurd to attempt to teach 
children how to do something that they have been 
doine automatically since birth. It is certainly true 
that if tllere is no carry-over effect from tIle exer-
cises to the singinc;, such exercises serve little 
purpose. ~;any children probably look upon breathing 
exercises as a rather intriguine ritual of the singine 
lesson which has nothing really to do with the sinHing 
of songs. 
134 Shaw , on the other hand, feels that "insufficiency of 
breath, whether because of inadequate intalce or insufficient 
129. 1Vinn, op. cit., page 45. 
130. Winifred l~irth, Class SinGing and Aural Training in the 
Junior School, Novello, 1958, paee 18. 
131. 1Vinn, op. ci t., paG'e 12. 
132. Holst, 01'. cit, page 53. 133. Erocklehurst,op.cit.,. 1'.14. 
134. Shaw, op. Cit., pages 70-71. 
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control, is at the root of' much poor sinGing, in particular 
of' indif'f'erent tone and f'ailin~ intonation. It is impossible, 
theref'ore, to leave breathing out of' account." Re~inald 
Jacques 135 "rites quite agGressively about the teaching of' 
breathing: 
135. 
1}6. 
This subject is dismissed far too casually by some 
teachers of class-singing, but surely it is of no use 
complaining about bad tone, faulty attack and release, 
flat singing,. and poor phrasin~, 11hen practically 
nothing is being done to improve "hat lies at the root 
of all the trouble, lack of' capacity and control in 
breathin~. In some cases the "hole teclmique is 
ignored, the vie11 being held that children's breathing 
should not be interfered 11i th, on the grounds that in 
all probability they a re breathing correctly by 
nature, and any exercises 11hich they may be given ,,,ill 
do more harm than good. The most effective answer to 
this theory is to ask a class of young children 'fho 
have not been taught controlled breathinG to sing a 
line or t"o of a song which contains either a long-
sustained note or a lenG'thy phrase ••• Nature prepares 
lor the 'usual' in reGard to breat hing. The or~ans ,,,hich 
function during the act of respiration are able to 
stand up a{:ainst a lair amount of extra ef'f'ort, but 
should that ol'1'ort bo continued lor any lenGth of 
time, distress inevitably ensues. A sone 'vi th a con-
tinuous vocal line, lont"; phrases, and :few spaces for 
breathinG' is not a 'usual' phonomenon for children; 
therofore, of necessity, if they must sing music of 
this type, and unquestionably many of the most beauti-
ful son~s are of a sustainod character, they must be 
equipped by suitable exercises which ~ive the necess-
ary capacity and control. 
136 l3entley mal,es the follo,;inc; interestinG points: 
Such exercises can be extracted from songs beinG 
currently taught and so their object is immediately 
apparent to the pupils ••• the music teacher's task is 
not to increase chest expansion or lunG capacity, but 
to teach the pupil to use his physical equipment 
efficiently for the singinG of a particular song or 
musical phrase. There is, of course, a purely incid-
ental, nevertheless useful, purpose in startinG a 
music lesson ,<1 th a fe\f, quiet, deep breathing exer-
cises. They calm do,m a lively group, especially if 
they have run or jostled their \fay to the music room. 
They focus attention upon the job in hand, on posture, 
and, one hopes, on the teacher; \fith t he emphasis on 
'quiet' breathin~ they also f'ocus attention upon 
listening; and singing that is not at the same time 
listening, is rarely good singin~. 
Jacques, op. cit., pages 14-15. 
Arnold Eontloy, 'The Teacher's Equipment', in lIandbook 
f'or nusic Teachers, (ed. RainboH), Novello, pages 3'7-3 8 • 
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Th~s ~s a pleas~ngly refresh~ng a pproach. 
Several authors d~scuss the teach~ng of breath~ng tech-
n~ques to younG ch~ldren. HcLachlan137 wr~te: 
Doeltreffende asembeheer moet van d~e beg~n af d~e 
aandag gen~et aanges~en geen goe~e sang daarsonder 
moontl~k ~s n~e. D~e beg~nsel van hoe jonger d~e k~nd, 
hoe m~nder behoort ons gebru~k te mallie van fonnele 
asemhal~ngsoefen~nGe wat losstaan van werkl~ke sang, 
geld ook h~er. Trouens, ons glo dat d~e normale jong 
k~nd van nature so akt~ef ~s dat sy asemhal~ng op s~g­
self noul~ks en~ge spes~ale oefen~ng nodig het. Wat 
hy moet wei aanleer, is om korrekte asemhal~ngsge,;oon­
tes met sy sang te verb~nd. 
Pfaff138 feels: "Ereathing exercises as such do very l~ttle ~f 
any good with young children and are extremely boring." On the 
other hand, Annie Langelaar139 has wr~tten: 
Reeds b~j de kleuter moet hiermede regelmatig geoefend 
worden, al mag dit nooit gebeuren als 'oefening', doch 
uitsluitend in spelvorm. In het begin lijkt het mis-
schien moeilijk om steeds weer nieuwe vormen te vinden, 
maar ook h~er ,,.~jst het kind ons vaak de '·Iog. 1IIij be-
hoeven er alle£)n maar voor open te staan. 110vendien 
hoeft het niet altijd een nieuw spelletje te zijn. Het 
k~nd herhaalt immerB eindeloos en vaak met steeds 
groter plez~er, omdat het er een zekere vaardigheid in 
gaat krijgen. Afgezien daarvan kan een zelfde spel-
vorm b~j een ander liedje in een ander verhaal, dus in 
een ander 'omgeving', volkomen nieuw zijn voor het kind. 
Obviously, the sooner children learn how to breathe cor-
rectly for singing, the better, but the teacher must approach 
the matter circumspectly. Children who enjoy choral sing~ng 
w~ll soon real~ze the value of a sound techn~que. F~ske and 
140 Dobbs say: "Once the reason for pract~ce ••• ~s understood, 
'exercises' wh~ch g~ve the necessary pract~ce may certa~nly 
be ~ntroduced." 
Even in cho~r pract~ces, there ~s l~ttle time for elab-
orate exerc~ses. F~eld_Hyde141 feels that the teaching of 
137. NcLachlan, OPe c~t., page 19. 
138. Pfaff, OPe cit., page 20. 
139. Ann~e Langelaar, Voorbere~dend ~luz~ekonderw~js, J.Huusses 
Purmerend, 1956, page 37. 
140. Roger F~ske and J.P.B.Dobbs, The Oxford School Hus~c :&des 
- Teacher's Manual!Sen~or,I, Oxford,1958, page 3. 
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breathing to children should be done simply since elaborate 
and numerous exercises are not only unnecessary but may even 
be more harmful than beneficial .• Horeover, time is limited, 
and the simpler the procedures the better. He continues: "The 
e-reat prominence given to the subject of breat;l.ing, and the 
insistence "ith "hich considerable numbers of exercises have 
been auvoeated, are rather calculated to imbue the minds of 
younc; teachers "ith the idea that correct breathine- is only 
possible as a result of elaborate teachine- of the subject." 
1 Lf 1 Jacques "rites about breathinG exercises: 
They must be given tersely and po i nt e dly, t h e child-
ren themselves beinc; marle to realize the importance 
of such exercises as the f oundation of good singing 
tone. Clever patterninG by the teache r is vital in 
re gard to this tech nique : a Hell-controlled lonG' note 
held steadily mf, contrasted with one that is breathy, 
shaky in pitch, and lackinG in tone, uill be r.Iorc 
effective than al l the lengt hy d escriptions in the 
world. 
j:-~ ost authors e i vc s o me Guid a nce lfi t h rc [~ard to t h e 
type of' c;~01'cise s ,dl ich can b e us nd. 1h2 11rocklellurst GivDs the 
follo"inc; advice: 
T he r e are two methods gene r ally employed in breathinG 
exercises. In one the teacher stretches his arms out 
in :front ,·Ii tll t h e palms touchinc;: the children inhale 
as the arms arc moved outll:1.rcls and e x hale, or sine a 
note in the rni d (· le o f' their compass, a s the arms are 
moved il11Varc1s. An alternative method of raisinc the 
arms from tlle sides f'or inhalation is not to be 
recomn endec1 since it tends to encourage t h e children 
to raise their shoulde r s a s they inhale. 
The children should accept tll e fir s t method as beine- both 
natural and lUlri tualistic, particularly if it is related to 
the songs t h ey are singin g. A t hird metho d given by Eroc!ae-
h urs t in which t h e teacll cr use s a clock f ace ~rl ordor to 
control the lenC:tll of tlIe exhaln t :i on se O",5 to Le ulllleces,sn r y, 
certainly \-,ThOll ono i s trai ninc a c ho i r ruthe r t h an takinG a 
. . 1 1" 14 J 1 t 1 th' tl d . s~nelnG eS 5 0n. lIoivever, ~lnn a so ex 0 s 18 me 1.0 Slnce 
141.Jacques, op.cit.,pag e 19. 1if2. Droclclehurst,op.cit. ,page 15. 
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"there is more likelihood of the breath coming and Goinc; 
reeularly than uy other improvised methods." Ulsterl~3 
sueeests five imaginative methods of presenting breatl.ing 
techniques . to primary-school pupils. Pickinc and smelling 
flowers, blm,ina the flame of a candle over "i thout extinguish-
inG it, panting like a tired dog, imaaining feathers in the 
air which must be kept up by blmV"inc, and blOlV"ine soap bubbles 
using clay pipes arc all usefully imaGinative approaches. 
Steen1camp and de 144 1 ~" Klerlc and Have :> also Give sets of' exer-
llf 6 
cises. Venables covers similar Ground, Giving seven brcath-
ina exercises vhich include the retention of' breath for in-
creasine periods. 
There is some disaGreement amonest ,·rriters as to "hcther 
breath should be held in breathinG exercises. Gardiner147 
feels that "exercises in "hich one talces a breath, hold it f'or 
ten seconds or so and finally lets it out very SIOl,ly ••• are 
of no practical help to singers." Carroll 148 a e rees, as do 
149 150 Shaw and Jacques , the latt er wri tine: "llolding the 
breath may increase capacity, but, unless most carefully done,. 
it tends to riaidity and strain, and is not a 'singing 
posi tion I." On tIle ether hand, t·;icholson 151 conunends exercises 
in vhich the breath is held, and Arlllhold 152 also feels that 
"to practise holding the breath is IllOSt important." She gives 
three exercises which incorporate this principle, based on 
yoe;a. There is not, hOlV"ever, any lleed to have school children 
do so, unless one can be certain that no ill e1'fects result. 
Armhold 153 contributes further to the literature on 
143. Ulster, op.cit., page 107. 
144. ~teenl<amp and de Klerk, op.cit., paC'es 9-10. /8-11. 
1 Lf 5. BOlie, op. ci t., page If 0 • lifO. Venables, op. ci t., pages 
lh7. Gardiner, op.cit., page 1!1. /70-71. 
llf8. Carroll, op.cit., paC'e 13. 1~·9. Shm" op.cit., pages 
150. Jacques, op.cit., paae 17. 
151. Nicholson, op.cit., paee 108. 
152. Armhold, op.cit., paGes 63-64. 153. Ibid. 
breathing when she writes: 
To prevent stif',ness 01 the diaphraGm, and to increase 
the llexibility of' the HllOle abdominal wall, I reeonun-
end two exercises : 
1. j:issing Ss or f' alternately, at f'irst sloHly and 
then in long strokes in order to observe the proceed-
ing very earef'ully. \"lith every ss and f' the lmler 
abdominal 'lall contracts and pushes the diaphragm up, 
and t llis in turn causes a pressure against t be chest. 
Care should be taken to relax the abdominal muscles 
completely behleen every ss and f. Gradually this 
should be practised faster , always relaxing in between. 
This should sound like a locomotive which just starts 
moving. 
2. Panting soundlessly on ha ha ha (like a do g ) serves 
the same purpose. I pref'er the first method because 
the breath can be tak en throu Gh the nose; exercise 2 
tend s to dry up t he mucous membrane of t h e larynx. 
Hart 154 malces similar comLlent. Since tone depends on the 
consciously controlled emission of the air, s h e sUGgests that 
breathing out on an audible . 511-511-sh' or IS-S-5', or 'h-aaa l 
because 'h' opens the throat, will c;ive the sense of expelline 
the breath with control and evenness. 
1Jnder the heading ' Tone Development, the Australian 
author l·'rank Hic;e ins l55 ,,,rites: " I t will be noticed that the 
writer has emphasized whistline , the reason being that to 
Hhistle effectively the breath must be used corr ectly; in 
adCition, tile resonatinG cllwnbers of the head are fully used. 
A g ood singer is inv ariably a eood whistler ••• besides sine-
inc; their sones, t llerelore , children should be al lowed to 
"histle them, and this should be a reeular practice ." This is 
a most interesting i dea, thoueh it should not beco.,e a fetish. 
Not only is a sound breathinG technique the basis of 
Good tonal quality in the voice, but it is also very import-
ant with re gard to achieving a wo rthwhile musical interpretat-
ion. Phras ing is a vital element in the musical performance of 
piece of music and controlled breathing supp orts g ood phrasing. 
154. 
155. 
Hart, op. cit., page 54. 
Frank IligG'ins t l1 usic Education in the p rimary School, 
Macmillan, 1964, pages 31 -32. 
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F6 In this connection, Priestley and Grayson:; "rite: "The aim 
of the teacher must be to develop that easy control w"hich ,;ill 
give continuity of the breath over the range of each phrase of 
a sone." They continue: 
Faults ,;ill arise in the sones - breathing in the 
middle of a phrase, or even in the middle of a word. 
The teacher can demonstrate these faults by speal~ing 
the phrase as it has just been sung by the children, 
and then repeating it correctly, for singinG is speech 
enhanced by melody. Recognition of the fault by the 
children should be followed by spealdng and then sing-
inc the phrase correctly in imitation of the teacher. 
Firth157 contributes the follo"ing advice: 
From the first, children should be taught to breathe 
at the end of phrases. In songs for young children, if 
.. ell 1{ritten, the phrases are short. Should the 
phrases be a little lonGer, then .quiet sinGing "ill 
enable less breath to be used, and so it should be 
possible to proGress to the end of the phrase vithout 
taking a fresh breath ••• Rather titan brealc tile phrases, 
it ,",ould be better to quicken the pace slightly if 
difficulty is being experienced ••• The greatest diffi-
culty in obtaining correct breathing occurs where 
there is no break at the end of a line of poetry, and 
the music indicates this by continuing "ithout a 
pause of any kind. This is to be found particularly 
in hymns, and, from the first, children should be 
encourae;ed to look out for this continuity and to sing 
throue;h to the next line "i thout a break. 
This linking of breathine with the meanine of the "ords is 
commendaule. Horoover, 158 as Hoodgate reminds us, "n choir 
cannot sing lonG' phrases wi thout taJ~ine a breath and this must 
be considered by the conductor at all times." One of the 
thinGS we must strive for in the vocal development of yOllnG 
children, according to ;.lcLachlan 159 , is "korrelcte fraserine 
liat regstrecks in verband stann me t Goeie asembehecr •.. Dit 
is nie slees eoed vir asemhalinG nie, maar bevorder oak die 
fundamentele musikale konsop van frasecevoe." Hriting about 
h . t t 160 p raslng, S a on says: "llreathinc points must be skilfully 
rnanaeed, so that the line of' sound is as continuous as poss-
156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
Priestley and Grayson, op. Cit., ~ages 12-13. 
Firth, op. cit., paces 18-19. I~ Crew, 19119, paGo 2. 
Leslie Hoodgate, The Choral Conductor, Ascherberc, Hop,",ood 
HcLachlan, op.cit.,paGe 19. 160. Staton,op.clt •• page 56. 
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ible - an additional reason for the copies beine c arefully 
marl·oed for breathinc; places." S . . lIlT' . 1 61 f I l.ml. ar y, .l.GGl.ns ee s 
that "the breath should be taken in the natural places in the 
phrases so that the full meaninG of t he wo r ds and music can 
be conveyed, and these breathinc places should be clearly 
marked on the music so that all breathe tOGether." 
162 Myers makes the follo,dnG points: "For those to ,.,hom 
sinGinG is a new experience phrases ••• should be short. 
Artistic singinG demands that a phrase be sunG in one breath." 
She "arns that "children "ill mimic their model. If the teach-
er easps for breath after the first three words, each line 
"ill probably be sune in t"o scctions ••• Emphas i s on vo"els 
demands a bit more control of the breath than does choppinG 
the "ords short. Longer phrases can be sune; easily and 
naturally Hit! l practico. 1I ~)bc str(~f';SOR tllnL tllo cld.lc1rnn 
should be made aware of the meanine of the "ords ,. "hich will 
dictate the phrasine and the breathine that s upport s it, =d 
"rites: "lIords of sonGs are so i mportant that they have a 
16, 
claim to the most careful attention." Brocklehurst - aGrees 
wi th her: "The phrasine and breathinG points must ah.,ays be 
determined by the sense of the "ords." 
1 61:. 
In her chapter on 'Part-Songs', Holst deals "ith 
breathine places in this "ay: 
The sineers should avoid takinG a new breath where it 
interferes "ith the meaning of "ords. A comma in a 
sentence can ah.,ays provide a suitable breathing-place 
if it is needed ••• The ,yard • and', ,.,hen it suggests 
that there miGht have been a com:na just be fore it, can 
often be us ed as a breathing-place, but it needs 
intellieent phrasing to avoid a sudden burst of sound 
from nelily-filled lunGS. A ne" breath after a "lOrd 
161. Ilieeins, op. cit., page 63. 
162. Louise Kifer Nyers , Teachine Children l-lusic in tho Elem-
entary Schoo l, Prentice-Hall, 1961, pages 30-32 . 
163. Brocklehurst, op. cit., page 31. 
161f. Holst, op. ci t ., paGes 67-68. 
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that ends on a consonant such as b, ck, d, e, p, s or 
t can result in lllltidy phrasing if the singers are 
haphazard auout it. 
Firth165 writes: 
A CO~"'Ja is often the most suitable point at which to 
snatch a breath, but since commas may be used indis-
criminately, teachers will need to use their discret-
ion over this. When words are repeated, it often 
helps to achieve t h e most musicianly interpretation 
if there is a slight break between the repetitions 
where a breath may be snatched. 
G d - 166 ar :tner says: 
Over and above technical defects, quick breaths become 
llllpleasantly noticeable llllless the dynamic on the 
words immediately follo,-rinE the breath is precisely 
the same as on the preceding , ... ords... Sometimes there 
is a tendency to start the new phrase with a burst of 
rather breathy tone. It can be avoided by making sure 
that Illllg tension is inspired by a genuine emotional 
impulse. 
167 Dealing- with where breath should be taken, Venables 
states: "The production of r;oo d tone and the preservation of 
the sense of the words alike depend upon care in breathinG. 
f-j usical and verbal phrases do not ab-rays aeree. " Concerning 
musical phrasinc, breath Illay b e taken 
at the commencement of a phras e ; 
at rests (Silent puls0.s or parts of pUl ses ); 
berore a hiC;h note; 
before a lone-sustained note; 
before a strone; pulse rather than berore a Hen.l: one. 
11i th re Gard to verbal ph ras ing , inhalin.::; may occur 
at the becirminc of' lines; 
at punctuation marl-:s; 
at other conveni ent p laces chosen to brine out the 
meanina o f tJ1C words. 
He continues: " Bo not breathe iEllrrediately after an article, 
preposition, a d jective, or transitive verb", but this is not 
a!\Vuys true, contrary examples beinG I the s no'IJ so ,{hi te t (ad-
jective) and 'the uook he did brinG-' (transitive v erb). " l·'ost 
important of all, never take breath i n the midc' l e of a word." 
165. F irth, op. cit., pages 1 8-19. 
166 . Gardiner, op. cit., page 191. 
167. Venables, op. cit., p age 54. 
This fault occurs surprisinGly often, even at eisteddfodau. 
Cleall 1G8 makes the interestinc; point that since double 
consonants ',hich completely stop the breath need a rush of 
breath to complete their articulation, "this rush of breath 
can be used to disguise the takinc of breath." He continues: 
If, during a long phrase, breath consonants end one 
"ord and start the next, providing the f'irst '-Tord is 
given a dotted note, it is a simple matter to close 
it on the dot, thus shortening the note by the lencth 
of' the dot, and to f'ollo" the articulation of' the 
consonant by a snatched breath; or even to articulate 
it by means of' an in-going breath. No gasp "ill be 
heard if' the ribs remain f'lexed and the throat is not 
allo"ed to close up ••• The foregoing also applies to 
breath consonants f'ollowed by voiced ••• Our rule, 
then, is this: mark a tall V af'ter all the T"S and S"S 
ending words in your score. jI'iark all the breath con-
sonants, if you like, for they cail-all be used in this 
"ay, thouGh T and S witll least likelihood of' the 
audience noticinG. Hub out the marks after notes no 
longer than a beat, and breathe at the remainder if 
you need to, by sounding T and S on the last beat of' 
the note. Use your judGement in deleting the marks 
f'urther (because tlley are near the start of' the 
phrase, for example), or aduine more (because the 
punctuation sugcests it); but think t-<lice about breath-
ing at commas, for the sense does not a11{ays need it, 
and n fussy element is brouGht in by over-punctilious 
breatlJinG. Don"t breathe unless your lungs need it; 
thoue;h it is permissible to take a series of short 
breaths not necessary in t h emselves, in order slowly 
to fill the lunCB f'or a lOll ,:: phrase coming. 
On the timillg of final vowels, he writes: 
It is leGitimate, of course, to end phrases closed 
' ..... ith a v01.;el early; if' a breath is needed, rulcl no 
chance for ono is given. ~;horten the note l)y a beat or 
half' a beat. 
Whilst this is all bot], interestille and useful, it "ill suroly 
not be necessary to resort to these u ethods of tulcinc breaths 
too often when ODe is traininG the school choir. The music one 
chooses should not hnve such unr:ainly phrasinG nor be ceneral-
ly so difficult that it requi res t h is type of' action. l"oHever, 
"hen the ne<lc1 arises, tho children co.n be assisted in this 
way, and it should prove valuable to do so "hen one is deo.ling 
Hith stagGered breathing. 
168. Cleall, op. cit. , pages 25-26 and 29. 
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Roe 169 feols that the trainer should insist that choir 
members should breathe only at the ends of phrases '''hen the 
group is a large one, except for the use of 'staggered breath-
ing' when t he phrase is very lone . However, he gives some 
rules for the occasional mid-phrase breath: 
10Ihen breath has to be so taken as to divide a phrase, 
the first note after r enewal of breath should be 
delivered with the volume, intensity, and color t h at 
characterized the not o procedinf\ the breath. 1-7hen it 
is necessary to talce a breath, steal enough time from 
the final note of the phrase to talce a quick breath 
and sine the beginnin~ note of' the new phrase precise-
lyon the beat. 
He gives five places "hore such brcaths can be tal,en, namely 
"here the direction of a run chanf\es or is interrupted 
by a skip; 
after a s;rncoputed note; 
durine a florid passage Hhen it can be divided by 
repeatinG words; 
alter' 0.. noW1. 
noe's SU{;ccstion , similar to Cleall 's (page 69) , that sincers 
should habitually breathe at each punctuation mark, even "hen 
not ne edine to, in order to avoitl breakine the noxt phrase, 
seems to be unnecessary advice for school cho i r s . 
Ehret ' s 1 70 most valuable ideas on breathinc occur in his 
chapter on tHeh8arsal Procedures'. lIe 1.vritcs: 
Choirs as a unit breathe too much ! There is no valid 
renSon f'or n unison breath ill the rnid{ :lo 01 a lone 
phrase or before n. climax note. Instruct your members 
in the us" o f 'stagc:e r ed' or 'relay' breathinG aZld 
onjoy the pleasure of a 'lonc; ' phrase, tile control of 
Hhicll is basic to superior choral singing. 
He then proceeds to give succinct and useful instructions 
concerninG the teachinG of this technique, .. hich he feels is 
"simp l e and easi ly mastered." Roe 171 :.; ives the fol101/inC 
statement concerning staC L:ered breathine : 
A choir member must develop D. special techniqu e for 
c a r ryin .:.: lone; phrases. 11e must form u habit of' co..tcll-
ing a ne,; breath befor!) runninc; 10', on air sup;oly by 
169. Roe , o p . cit., pages 277-278. 
170. Ehret, op. cit., pages 15-16. 171. Ro!), ibid. 
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interrupting any ,.,hito note for an instant "'hen he 
thinks his neighbor ,,,on ' t breath . JJe leave s his mouth 
in the posit ion f or the vo"ol he is sinCing, inhales, 
and comes back in on tho same vOHel he left momentar-
ily. The singe r g radually softAns his tone just before 
he breathes, and his nei r;hbor sines , ,fi th enouGh mo re 
pm{er to balance the ensemble . Then t he sineer comes 
back in softly, ",ith a gradu a l crescendo ' ,hile his 
neighbor fades. This maneuver taJces expert tea;;"wrk 
vi th the nei ghborin!:' sinGer , and the "/ell-executed 
breath ,·li ll be imperc ept ible to an audience. s tagc ered 
b r eathing is like wall,inc; out of tho room and back in 
1{ithout anyone missine you . Tho sinee r s mu st never use 
stag;-e r ed breathin.,"; , ,.hen t hey can carry the phrase 
musioally and with control "'i tltout broa!<ine- . 
It ,.,o uld seem that ,,.hen staer:ered breathinG is to bo used, 
e specially "'hon one ,,fishes to produce an unbroken l egato 
effect, it should be possible to work out the exact placo 
,{here each singer b rea thcs, mar kinG this in the music co py . 
This "'ill romove the 'chance' elemont l{ldoh o p timistically 
assumes that one's neiehbour "ill not be breathing ",hen one 
l'fishes to taJ,e a breath. The exception, ,,'hen one runs out of 
broat h unexpectedly, should occur very seldom if everythinG 
is well-rehoarsed. 
He rbert _ caesari 172 reels that "to s ine legato is to 
breatl~ out le Gato; it is 1 T' to think l eeato ." Later, he "rites -': 
"The breath must have motion; i t mus t flm{ freely and e v enly ••• 
induced by tl ,inkine , "illine and visualizing a smooth tonal 
f low. ", A useful s UC'e,estion 01' his is "men t al l y t o 'carry up 
the breath' beforehand to the hei ch t at "'hi c h tllE' tone is to 
be p roduced .•• excess breath pres sure i s a voided and the fear 
of attackinG h igh not es abated. 11 lie ,,,rite s f urther in t hi s 
connection: 
F or the attack of a hi ~1 note , or rinal phr ases of a 
h iCh tes s itura, He advi se the student to take a normal 
breath, and then for the attack mentally t ake just a 
s hort ' s ti ck or breath' ( say thre e incheK o f needle 
thickness ) and i mac:ine it already poised in the broath 
cavity r eady to be u sed. The r eact ion to thi s ap')arent -
l y absurd thouGht of a 'mental l ength of breath' is 
such that it positive l y inhibits the employment o f 
172. Herbert-Caesari, 0 10. cit., paces 198, 289-290. 
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excess breath prcssure; fuss and fear also 
vanish. 
Holst173 points out the necd for a well-ventilated 
practice-room, and ivTi tes: "Lack o1.~ air can transform Hilling, 
intelligent choir members into sullen slackers ',ho sing flat ••• 
the air the sinGers breathe is the ra" material of their 
singine." 
Winn 174 makes the interestine point that "the l~ind of 
breath one takes at the openinG of a song should give tlle 
audience some idea of its general character. " It sets thc 
atmosphere for the choir as "ell. Once aGain, the "fords of the 
song are important, since an understanding of their lileaning 
"'ill detormine this emotional response. 
Finally, Recs 175 says: 
It is sUGGested tl~nt teachers sl~ould practise sinGine 
selected voice exercises ••• and dif'Ficult phrases 
f'rom songs in private, paying particular attention to 
their ovn breathing habits. "hen sh01;inc; the class 
h01, to deal ,dtll difficult situations they ,;111 speak 
from experience. The most successful teachers arc 
those "ho are a"are of the pitfalls facine the un1{ary 
and can demonstrate what is required. 
173. Holst, 01'. cit., paGe 115. 
17L~. \finn, op. cit., page 46. 
175. Reea, op. cit., paees 21-22. 
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IV 
DESIGNING A PROGRAMNE 
Even when the choir is to sine only a small g roup or a 
rew song s, it is important that the tra iner tnl<es care "i th 
the design of his proerame]e. He must consider the character 
of each or t he songs, ho~, they relate to each other, and ho," 
each piece contributes to an aesthetically and dramatically 
successrul perrormance. When a complete concert is presented, 
this programme-building skill is all the more necessary. 
Hec-inald Jacques 1 cOIIIInents r e levantly that "the programme 
should be varied in character and show a sense or design", and 
he Harns: 
••• make quite sure that tile choir is derinitely eoing 
to profit by a fine musical experience before deciding 
to risk a per:formance ,.,hi ch may cause a larec nwnber 
of innocent people to leel ill,comfortable. The conduct-
or should be enterprising i n his choice of HorJ.~s und 
they should be difficult enough to mal<e the keenest 
and most musical members interested and occupied at 
rehearsals, but there is a Great deal of difference 
bet",een this and the type of music ' ''hich can nev",r be 
made a success in performance. Do not choose ,,,arks 
which are intric;uinG mainly because they are hard. 
2 Roe , "'hose first considerat i on is u1"ays the educational 
value of the choral activities to the choir members, writes in 
the context of the situation in the United States, wh",re the 
school and community work very closely toe",ther and ",here the 
concert often serves to inform the public about the ,,'ork done 
in the classroom: 
Usually concerts should reflect the total music program 
and should gro", out of the music class and class activ-
ities. The pres entation should be dignified unless a 
section is deliberately und iQlified by p lan of organiz-
ation. The abilities of students must be considered and 
utilized, but not exploit ",d. An audience must th'"lder-
stand the purpose or th", p",rformallce in c-eneral terms 
of the music proGram's obj e ctives, includinG the fact 
that performance is necessary for gro",th. 
1. Hec-inald Jacques, . .!V:,..:0:::1=:' .:::c:::e,-<1~'~r'fa'O;1",· 1:r·1:1i~nc!,f;-!an:=.::=d~C,,-0~n!::d~u~c~t,-,i~n,-¥. ,--,1!o· n~,,;S~c~h~o!.!o,!.l~s, 
Oxford, 1963, pages 1 7-1 page 328. 
2. Paul F. Roe, Choral Nusic Education, Prentice-Hall, 1970, 
Th~s close l~ason w~th parents ~s not usually encou ntered ~n 
South Afr~cal1 S choo l s, particularly at the hieh-school l evel. 
Horcover. when one is working with a selected c roup 01 pupils, 
it i s preferable not to have to r e ly upon the 'unders tanding' 
condescens~on of parents, and to approach the giv~n (l' of a 
concert by the cho~r ~n the s ame "ay as any other ser~ously-
intended musical performance. 
As far as the content ~s concerned, there should be a 
sens~ble balanc e beb,een contrast~ng and s~m~lar ~t ems. It ~s 
preferable to beg~n w~th mus~c o f a more se r~ou s nature and 
then to move to songs of a l~chter character, a scheme often 
followed by cho~r masters. However, whatever the character of 
the mus~c, each section should be carefully construct ed , with 
part~cular attent~on be~ne g~ven to the f~rst and l as t sones. 
Hoe ) at:a~n has sOllie usei'ul adv~c e to off'erl 
Use mus~c that "ill allow the e roup to warm up at the 
bee~nning of ~ts section of the program (but be sure 
the number used also has aud~ence a ppeal). Do not m~x 
sacred and secular or ser~ous and humorous songs 
w~th~n the same group unless there is a sound reason 
for it. The final number in a unit must be climactic 
and memorable ••• Each selection must be ~nteresting 
enough in itself to hold the audience's attention and 
must be so related to the other numbers that the 
evolving program possesses variety and eontrast at 
the same time that it stays faithful to the c entral 
theme or idea. Var~ety and contrast may be provided 
through changing moods, rhythms, tempi, and lengths 
of numbers. The keys must not be too unrelated, but 
must not be the same. 
This sums up the whole matter of programme bu~lding very 
succinctly. The question of a well-constructed programme seems 
se ldom to receive much attent~on at school level. Roe stresses 
that the opening song must not be t h e most diffi:fult - it is 
in fact preferable to place any d~fficult items in the m~ddle 
of a section, wh~ch allows one the poss~b~lity of a redempt~on 
3. Roe, op. c~t.,. pages 333- 334 . 
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exercise in the event of a disaster - and that "a good beeinn-
ing and a po,{erful conclusion to the total program are impera-
tive ll , though one should perhaps substitute "memorable and 
effective" for "powerful", which suec ests a large force of' 
numbers. 
Whilst there is a vast range of' choral music available 
f'rom which to construct a programme, it is best to rely mainly 
on one I s m;n choral arrangements of sui table f'olksongs and 
similar music ,{hen training an unsophisticated school choir. 
It is quite possible to build a most ,{orth,{hile, varied" 
aesthetically-pleasing programme from such material. 
An interesting area of' sone selection has to d o ,'lith 
language •. Whilst it is by no means necessary to sing a f'oreign 
song in its ori g inal lanGuaGe and it may be sensible and ex-
pediont to usc 0. Good tro.llslation, it is nevertheless stimu-
lating to attempt to sing song s in their vernacular for the 
pleo.sure and adventure tlmt such an o.ctivity provides, and this 
naturally allo",s one to Cet nearer to the character and style 
of' the music. In this connect ion, J.1 CLaChlan4 "!rites: 
Enice lied, hetsy volkslied of' Jcullslied, 50.1 Gltyci 
van sy artistiel~e '-lGarde moet prysGee "'anneer die 
musiek van die oorspronlclil,e teks geslce i en op In 
vertaalde teka oorc edra word. J)it i s e c ter in die 
beste belune van sJ.coolsang dat daar vert aline van. 
liedere sal plaasvind ••• Hoc jonger die kind, hoe 
noodsaalcliker is di t dat hy oor",egend in sy 
Iaoederto.al sal sing, aJlders s al sy sang te veel 
moet prysgee aan spontaneiteit en natuurlikhe i d. 
Die lied ere skat van die kind moet ook met vert al-
inGs aangevul ,{ord ten einde die nodice verskeid-
enheid van style en musikale idioOlll te verlcry ••• 
Namate die kind ouer vord, is dit ecter noodsaal:lik 
dat hy in toenemende mate ook liedere in die oor-
spronklike tek s sal sine: . 
llhen this is done, care Elust be tak en to achieve correct pro-
llunciation, and the songs should be sune in an idiomatically 
ho ~hilip HcLachlan, Klasonderric in Husiek, Nas ou, undat e d, 
paGes 62-63. 
correct style, Certa~nly the ch~ldren should s~ne songs w~th 
Afr~kaans as '-Tell as Engl~sh words, bes~dcs Good foreign songs 
from countries like l"rance, Germany and Italy. Latin should 
also not be avoided. 1'lelsh , .. ords can be used w~ th songs like 
"All through the Night", South African indigenous languages, 
such as Xhosa and Zulu, are also exciting areas for repertoire 
expansion. Dialect can also be indulged in to hei[,hten the 
character of a song, such as, for examplo, the Scottish liThe 
Road to the Isles", J.lcLachlan5 g~ves a very useful survey of 
the different types of folks ones in his chapter "Die sani.; van 
Quer kinders ll • 
Hounds on their own arc Good f'or class use !Jut they are 
not really su~table as concert items, However, one can 
remedy th~s by combin~ng hfO rounds together and E1anipulat~ng 
the resultinc product ~n such a wny tllnt the pi cco becomes 
interostinG to the audience and singers alike. Naturally, the 
t,fO rounus must dovetail neatly tOGether, such as the of'ten-
used combination of' "Frere Jacques ll a.nd "Three Elind Nice". 
One could, 01' course, strinG together several rounds '''hose 
, .. ords complement each ot h er, or possibly develop a theme, which 
could even be 11l.1lil0rOus, I t ~s also possible to set a round in 
an harmon~c frrune,",ork. The simplest i'orm of tlJ~s ~s to add an 
ost~nato, the most famous h~storical example beine;, of course, 
"Sumer is . . " 6 lcumen In • 
ThOUGh one need not be greatly attracted to the use of 
5. McLachlan, op. cit., paGes 37-48. 
6. I once did th~s, evolvine a s~mple three-part ost~nato f or 
the round "lleut konunt der Hans nach lIaus ", "Thich the boys 
of a mixed choir sang as accompaniment. This '-vas done 
spontaneously on the morning of a concert, The challenge 
",as accepted by the children and the result ",as a sparklinG 
perf'ormance 1....-hich everyone enjoyed. Because it 'vas simple, 
~ t required very little learninG- and cave a lovely suine 
to the p~ece. 
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descants, it must be admitted that t]ley can be imaginatively 
\fri tten and used. In this reGard Jacques 7 has "ri tten: 
The singing of Descants to \fell-kno'ffi songs is import-
ant as another helpful step to\fards t\fo-part singing. 
These should be used sparingly, hO\fever, for althouc;h 
some examples decorate the tunes in the most delight-
ful \fay, others are merely specimens of laboured 
counterpoint \fhich are unsuccessful as embroidery or 
anythinc else. 
Certainly they should be used very infrequently in a choral 
concert. The practice one often finds "here the musical child-
ren w"i th the strongest voices are given this part to sing 
because, no doubt, it sounds "pretty", and because they are 
able to learn and remember it more easily than the others, is 
something to be abhorred, particularly since the result is 
almost invariably unmusical. 
The w"hole range of choral music is available to the 
trainer, but he who has developed skills and insight into hm, 
best to design a programme \fill be re"arded for his flair and 
self-discipline by the success of his performances. 
7. Jacques, op. cit., pages 82-83. 
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v 
STAGING A CONCERT 
It is important not simply to ensure that singers in a 
choir develop a good vocal technique, that they acquire music-
al and aesthetic skills, and that the children are helped to, 
enjoy rehearsing their repertoir, but that they actually also 
perform their songs for an audience. One can accept the point 
made' by Field-Hyde 1 who feels that school principals sometimes. 
"fail t .o realise ' the discouragement inflicted upon their music 
teachers by the continual need to be preparing for perform-
ances"; yet the choir that never performs in public has no real 
2 
reason for existing. Imogen Holst warns that "amateur music-
making that flourishes behind closed doors often "ilts in front 
of an audience". but this is an essential risk that the choir-
master and his choir must take. Hoe 3 makes the following rele-
vant observations: 
A choir must perform as frequently as it can concertize 
with polish and finesse. Preparing for performance 
maintains interest and keeps the choir members in the 
mood for wor],. A group that performs very little or not 
at all is a dying organization, b ecause the desire for 
perfection and feelin (;s of accomplishment and organiz-
ational pride are not aroused. 
In its simplest form, performinc; before an audience can 
take place at a school assembly or at other times provided for 
by a.n adjustment in the time-table, though both, parti cularly 
the latter, presuppose a sympathetic headmaster. Actually, 
singing for their peers can be a very valuable experience for 
the choir members, since this type of audience can be highly 
critical and Hill usually demand and expect a satisfactory 
standard of performance; it also has a built-in motivational 
1. F.C.Field-Hyde. The Sinc;ing-Class Teacher, Joseph 1lilliams,. 
1 9 1 4 , page 1 4 6 • 
') 
~. Imogen Holst, Conducting a ChOir, Oxford, 19 75, page 98 . 
Paul F. Hoe, Choral Nusic Education, Prentice-Hall, 1970,. 
page 328. 
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element, s~nce no cho~r member ~s l~kely to r~sk los~ng face by 
not g~ v~ng of' h~s best ~n secur~ng a ,;orth",hile performance. 
The school variety concert gives the opportunity to sing 
a fe« choral items for a larger audience, as does the school 
musical production for "hich the choir, or the most valuable 
members of it, 'fill serve as the chorus and probably supply the 
soloists as "ell. These activities, as ",ell as choral festivals 
and contests, ei:;teddfodau, and school functions such a s speech 
day, all motivate the children. They provide a reason for 
concentrated rehearsing and refining, and alloH the children 
to experionce the excitement of a public presentation. IIovover, 
if the singing is sufficiently good , it is most stimulatinc to 
all concerned if the choir presents an entire evening's pro-
gramme, and a school choir tour is the most rm<arding experi-
onco of' nIl. 
Usually the cho~r concert will t~ce place in the school 
hall. Naturally, at least some rehearsing ",~ll be .done here, 
and the conductor "'ill then be able to t~(e the opportunity to 
assess the acoustical characteristi cs of the venue, as "'ill the 
choir. This will also apply to othe r halls, especially if the 
choir is touring or sineing m<ay from tho school . The trainer 
should remember that the presence of an audience 1<ill al1m.ys 
alter his initial assessment, "'hich "'ill need some spontaneous 
revision durinG the concert. 
It is ,,,,is o to bC'oJnrc or aTl'n.1l g illC' a concert in [l venue 
' ''hi ch has some form of sounel p roo fing , such as, in its extreme 
form, a cinema . It is very d~fficult to s in(; comfortably in 
such a hall, since cltoir llIelllOerS wi ll tend to :fee l isolat ed , as 
i:f they «ere singing solo, and it is not conducive to mental, 
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let alone aural, blending of t h c sound. llhi lst too much r es on-
[tnce can also be distractinG, some echo in a hall is very use-
ful for schieving a Good choral blend. It is almost as if the 
conductor balances the sound by directing it into the resonance 
resulting from the acoustics of the hall . Clapping his hands 
firmly in a hall ,dll give the trainer a useful initial guide-
line as to the amount of resonance presence. 
An area needing special care if the resonance i s above 
average is diction. It is always important to ensure that thc 
message of each song is projected clearly. The curtains, other 
stage drapes, and any carpeting on t he stage, all of which 
have some effect on the sound, can be taken into account during 
the rehearsal. It may sometimes bc necessary to perform in 
front of drm·m curt ains if this results in a more comfortable 
sound. It is important for tllc childrcn to fccl secure , and 
their mental perception of the sound is a vital contributor to 
that security. 
If the choir is asked to sing, for example, in the living 
room in an old peoples' home, then the carpeting and curtains 
may cause similar problcms, and it might be wise to suggest 
to the organizer that the choir sine; rather on the verandah or 
some other more suitable place, or perhaps th€> carpet cnn be 
temporarily rolled up. Singine; outside, whilst it may provide 
more room for the singers to stand in comfort, is not usuully 
ideal, since the sound tends to disappear easily unl€>ss a \fall 
or roof can act as sound reflectors. On the other hand, it is 
sellsible not to be too fustidious about the finer details if 
the pleasure one can Givc to an audience is not much affectnd 
one way or the other, as lonG as the ensemble operates reas on-
ably well. 
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The choir will usually perform on a sta~e, and if the 
concert is to take place in the school hall the circumstances 
prevailing there must be considered. Some staees have a perman-
ent step-like frontage, others have extended steps at the side, 
and the choir-master will have to decide "hether to make use of 
these to stage the choir. Steps ',hich are too wide or too 
narrow, or which stretch for too long in a straight line hinder-
ing the necessary semicircular arrangement of the SinGers , are 
all unsuitable. 
It is most useful to have col lapsible benches tailor-made 
for the choir by the school1s woodwork department . These are 
probably best stained dark-bro,·m or painted a dark colour 
because it looks neat and is also most serviceable. A strip of 
tidy cloth can be attached in front of each ench in order to 
maslc the le(';s . The!.'" benches, Hhich must be easi ly t ransport -
able, may be straiGht, but those constructed in such a Hay that 
they dovetail into a centle V-shape from the centre are prefer-
able since tIle choir members Hill more easily be able to face 
slightly t owards the conductor. 
Because he .I."eels that it is iI~l portant for the sound to be 
audible to all the choir members, Jipson4 Gi ves as the ideal 
situation one in which 
enOUGh risers 5 "ill be available so that members can 
stand a reasonable distance from one another. ~,hen 
the Group becomes ti Ghtly packed tonal referonce can 
only be drawn from the imhlediate nei ghbor instead of 
the entire Group accompaniment. The Hider risers are 
preferable for this same r e ason; not more standing 
space, but more hearine space . 
This is an int erestin/j point of vic", especially if one is 
thinkinG 0:(' the choir prillla.rily [tS an cducatin{, body, rathor 
11 • Wayne n. Jips on, The Iiifrh School Vocal l!usic Pro e-ram , 
Parker, 1972 , pae-e 1 8. 
The Americans call choir benches 'ris ers' . 
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than as a performinG one. Hhilst each member should have an 
aural perception of the total sound spectrum, this aspect can 
be catered for mostly in the preparatory rehearsals. For the 
actual performance it is ,;ise to have all the sinc;ers standing 
close together without being unduly cramped. This means, first-
ly, that the benches will have a sui table ,ddth anti heic;ht 
"hich will not force the children too far apart, in other ,;ords 
the ro"s "ill be fairly close tocether; and secondly, that tho 
children to either side of the centre should stand sliChtly 
turned tow-ards the conductor and, most importw"lt, Hi th their 
shoulders overlapping a little in order to eliminate ru"lY Gaps 
betl{eOn the choir l::1ell1bers. This results in a closely-I'\".nit 
croup alld is l~l()st J.iJ(cly to produce n eoad aural ensemble. 
Another consideration is ho,-, far fort-rard the choir should 
br staged. This deponds to some extent on tho acoustics of the 
stage. It "ill never do to have the sound clisappearinc into 
the flies, as sop..1etimes happens. Care needs to be taken to 
ensure that all sinGors can be seen by the audience. If the 
piano is placed in f'ront of the choir, and the choir is staged 
as far i'or\,rard as possib le, then t h ere must be just enouch room 
left for the piano stool, in order to give the conductor-cum-
accompanist a sufficient marein of safety. 
If the acoustics alloH this, a further method of staGing 
"hen the conductor accompanies is to have the benches set up 
across the star;e from the piano, both at suitable anel e s to 
each other, so that the singers face mostly tOHards t h e audi-
ence but sufficiently towards the pirulO as well in order to 
seo the conductor clearly. The UdVCllttac;e of having the pinna 
separated from the choir in this \lay is that not much, if any, 
re-arranGement of the stage need take place "hen solo or 
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ensemble items are performed. If the piano is in the centre 
and is needed for such an item, the stage has to be altered 
before and after such a piece or group of pieces. 
The choir benches are set up before the concert, but any 
restructuring of the stage during the concert needs careful 
organization, though the use of a curtain mru<es this less 
critical. It can be achieved w"ith a minimum of time and diffi-
culty if certain willing members of the choir or stage team 
are given this task to do and also - some training in efficiency. 
Good stage-management is very important and forms a substant-
ial role in the success of a concert. An audience is usually 
impressed or amused by those who set up the stage , as long as 
everything goes smoothly, thou e;h an occasional hitch has been 
kno1{n to inspire sympa thy. 
6 Roe mruces the sensible statement that staee lightine 
should be such that the audience can see the faces of the 
children, with enough amber and red lights to produce a natural 
effect rather than one which drains the performers of colour,_ 
and the shado,;s e liminated. The lights should, i f possible, 
present a picture that is neither too dazzl ing nor too dull 
for the audience, and they should not shine into the eyes o f 
either the singers or the conductor. They should be briGht 
enough for the music to be seen ,'Ii thout strain. The acco l~panist, 
be he conductor or another person , should also have no trouble 
rcad~nG 11i5 [nusie, and liJ(cwisc i£ tllC conductor uses a mU:Jic-
stand for his score, the copy should n ot be indistinct. 
Obviously, one has often simply to accept '''hat is prOVided " hen 
a choir is tourinee .i:-lo ,vevcr , one OUGht to have reasonable 
control ove r onels own school 11all, 1{ith some help being obtain-
6. Roe , op. cit., page 343. 
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cd from Illembers of othe r departments "'hieh make use of t he 
stage facilities for tile provision o f suitable l ighting 
equipment. 
Apart from the vital factor of t he c h oir's vocal compe t-
ence, the appearance of the sineers on staGe in front of an 
audience is v e ry important. Roe 7 writes: "Attractive staging 
will greatly enhance the effectiveness of any kind of proGram. 
Good staging creates visual appeal." 
The "ay t he cho i r enters and leaves thE:! stace is part of 
that staging. If there is a stage curtain and t he choir is a 
large one , possibly lac1<ing in staGe expe rienc e , it may be ,·ri se 
to set up tile sinGers llehind tile c urtain and to opE:!n the stace 
W]len everyone ~ s in position. This is a sensible procedure if 
tile staee i s a small onc sinc e it avoids cliIllbing over benc hes, 
11hic11 di sturb s the dignified appearance of the choir. IloHovcr, 
\{h enever possible, the curtain should bE:! opened to reveal an 
empty stage ",hich creates a measure of dramat ic speculation 
that enll.ances t he start o f a concert. Ei ther the choir-master 
himself o r another re spon sib le person operates tile curtain. 
It is the trainE:!r's task to e;ive tlle sienal for t he choir 
to enter the stac e , since he i s best able to j udge both '-Then 
everything is ready and the ri ght dramatic moment. It is 
certainly LUmise to protract this entrancE:!. Dependine; on the 
size of the cl10ir and tIl e nature of the stage , the children 
ei ther lead in in one linE:! from the side o f t he stage , or in 
t",o lines from both sides simultaneously, meeting in the centre. 
It is l ess s at is factory thouCh also poss ible for the c110ir to 
\lfulk throueh tlln a u dience t OHarcJs and on to the stac;e, c;r01..l1)cd 
in t,,·os and d ividing in front of the staG" if they are going 
7. Roe, op, cit., pae;e 343. 
- , 
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to use steps at the side, or makinG lOse of centrally-situatcd 
ones. 
It must be decided '''hich row ,,.ill load in first, tho rear 
one or the front one, ,d th the others folloHing. Both entrances 
are suitable, thoueh a front ro" that is formed first ,dll masle 
any inadvertant ,mbbling as the children climb to hieher 
regions. The entrance should ah<ays look attractive and "ill 
do if each choir member looks relaxed yet poised, confident 
and friendly. The choir-master's last duty before the concert 
begins is to create this confidence. An enthusiastic and 
committed choir evokes a sympathetic response from the audience, 
especially if these qualities are communicated from the moment 
the choir appears. The audience arc delighted to discover that 
their misGivinGs about the school choir they have come to hear 
n}'o tllljustli":i('d, tI le elloir l s n!j~J11rnnCO IlHlkos tllolll f'o(~l [~ocurOt, 
and their natural reaction is to re s p ond Hith equal pleasure 
and enthusiasm. For a further di scuss i on 0:[' these points, see 
8 Hoe • 
'rhe arranGement of the sincers on the staGe also needs 
attention. As far as the voice parts are concerned, this 
naturally depends on the constitution of the choir. An SATE 
choir 'viII usually have the boys behind the sopranos and altos. 
An SSA choir .. ill have the choir divided from the front in 
three groups, or have one of them in the rear behind the othe r 
tHO. If the physical ar r anGement chanc es from sonG to sonG, it 
can look quite impressive for a fe" children to change places, 
arrivinG at a new temporary positioning of the forces; but 
this should be done sparinGly and is mainly necessary "Then a 
new timbre is needed rather than in consideration of range, 
8. Roe, op. cit., page 356. 
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since children can usually be situated in a neutral area if 
they are needed in an additional group for a song. This could 
occur, for example, "hen an SATB constitution becomes five-
part for a particular song. 
Since the choir programme "ill invariably be divided into 
sections, with the children leaving the stage during solo or 
ensemble items, a regrouping can easily truce place in the 
wings if a new section requires this, for example " when a 
group of songs leaves out the male voices. Although it is 
always better for the children to leave the stage, it may some-
times be necessary for them to remain seated on their benches 
in a neat manner during a solo item, in which case the new 
grouping ' can truce place as they return. to their standing posi t-
ion. Redundant singers can at the same time leave the stage and 
re-enter when they arc needed. The size of the back-stage area 
will be a determining factor in what is done. 
To a certain extent, the physical build of the children 
has to be considered when arranging them on the choir benches. 
Fortunately, most Children seem to have a similar height and a 
little shuffling "'ill usually cater for someone who is awk"ard-
ly taIlor short. A problem may arise ,,,hen someone who is short 
has to stand behind someone ,,-ho is taller. If necessary, a 
covered brick or other form of step can be put in for such a 
person. A good choir arrMlgement on the stage is not simply 
having the tall children at the rear and the shorter ones in 
front. Choral sound must obviously take precedence over physic-
al appearance, but one must strive for the happiest balance 
bet",een the t"o. 
If the conductor acts as his OHn accompanist, it is most 
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likely that the piano, if it is an uprie;ht model, '<ill be 
placed in front of the choir. I n this case, it miGht be necess-
ary to have the front ro,,, of children stand on the front 
benches rather than on the floor. This depends on the age and 
hence the size of the singers. They should not simply peer 
over the top of the piano but be seen clearly. 
The conductor "'ill enter the stage a little after the 
choir and all '''ill talce a bo,", together. At the end of each song, 
the conductor Gives a nod or other suitable gesture, such as 
a calm, small-scale lo"ering and raising of the hand, and the 
choir bo1i's as a group. If the applause ,·rarrants it, a second 
bo" can follow. At the end of a section or of the concert, the 
conductor should turn to face the audience and bow 1i'ith the 
choir, proforably stanc1inl: to one side so that nobody is ob-
scured. No ll1s>rc tlHHl a lload bo,,, should be used; it looks both 
neat and self-e:ffacine. Soloists also take bo1Vs. 
Under normal circumstances, a school choir in South 
Africa .<ill "ear some neflt form of school uniform, "hich may 
be 1fi th or ui thout ties and blazers. An important consideration 
is the leneth and corrospondinG' uniformity of the c;irls' skirts. 
Doys should all HeaT the same type of trousers, long or short 
as the case may be. Shoes must all be the same colour. A 
member of staff ouCht to have the task of scrutinizinc; the 
appearance of enell elloir member be~ore they appear in public. 
A shoe polishinE ~:.it can be carried. 1';0 je'\Velery shoulc.i. be ,{om. 
In a private school, some type of chape l robe may be the 
most appropriate form of dress. If the choir is some"hat more 
specialized ane! t h e intention is to eive more than a fCTT 
concerts, a choir costwne can be ciesigned. The colours chosen 
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for ~t should be appropr~ately tasteful, the overall need be~nc 
for a neat, smart appearance. Any such un~form should be 
prov~ded out of cho~r funds, and a croup of "~ll~ne; parents 
and staff members could make them. The createst advantage of a 
cho~r outf~t, or the usual school un~form, ~s that ~t ensures 
that everyone ~s equally well turned out, ",hatever h~s or her 
f~nanc~al bac](ground may be. It would be un",~se and ~ndeed 
thouc;htless to ~ns~st on an elaborate and perhaps expens~ve 
costume, wh~ch could 1,ell result ~n embarrassDent for a s~ncer. 
The conductor should, of course, be equally neatly 
dressed, l{ear~nc clothillB tIl at is npI1To llriate for the occasion. 
Formal even~nc dress lends d~en~ty to a cho~r concert but ~t ~s 
not essential • ./\.n academic C'0, .... n call be Horn, but it may be very 
hot and it can restrict one's movements . 
Another aspect of' the choir's stut;e appearance concerns 
mus~c folders. ; ;any tra~ners rely ent~rely on the mer.lOry o:f 
the s~ncers and have no ne e c1 01' these, but there can be no 
real ohjection at all to sinGinc ,-!ith music copies. Natur2.11y " 
the r.lUS~c must be .. ell rehearsed so that the presence of the 
l11usic is silaply to roin.f'orco the memory and Give confic..1cnce. 
J~pson9 .. r~tes: 
A folder should serve tHO fllnct~ons. It ~s a temporary 
storace place for mus~c be~nc; studied and ~t prov~des 
a neutral~ l.Uliform appearance of music in a concert 
s~tuation. Any folder that "ill adequately provide 
these functions, and is durable enouc;h to stand up 
under dai ly use, ~s acceptable. 
There ~s room for both rehearsal anei performance fo lders , "h~ch 
ensures that the latter are kept neat anti tlo not become clog-
eared f rom much use. The concert folders should not be at all 
bulloy and must be able to be held easily on the bent forearm. 
SinGers to the left o f the conductor use the left forearm and 
9. J~pson, op. c~t., page 109. 
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those to the ri Ght use the ri Ght , so that b oth t he conducto r 
and the music c an be kept in vi e ,Y'. The folders cnn make use of' 
one or more of' t he school's colours. Their g ene r al appen.ra.nce 
should be neat and tasteful. 
StaGe decoration should not be extravagant, though a 
tasteful flo"er a rrangement looks pleasant. However, no stage 
frills should detract from the choir's importanc e or eff icient 
functioning and should not ob s cure t he audience's vie,,, of the 
choir nor the accompanist's of the conductor. It is surely not 
necessary for elaborate displays of greenery, flm,ers or 
buntinG to decorate the front of the staee, but this naturally 
de pends on circumstanc es . Good taste should al"ays predominate. 
I t is "ise to have a sympathetic staff member act as 
house manae;e r; usually, ho"ever , the choir-master has to talce 
over-all re sponsib ility for the complete or (r,ani zation of the 
conce r t. This is particularly t he Case ,,,hen the choir is tour-
ine; or singinG m,ay from the school. 
Seat ing a r rancement s have to be organized, ",ith the use 
of a lab e lling system if seats are to be reserved. The f irst 
fe" ro"s "ill be set aside for any importan t guests "ho are to 
be invited. Tickets "ill correspond. If one is performing away 
from the school, presenting a complete concert, a seating p lan 
must be obtained from the renting authority. On a choir tour, 
it is necessary to have a local person p r epared to take book-
ings, unles s all seats are to be s old on the d a y of the perform-
ance. The school secre tary "ill probably be involved "he n the 
concert takes place in a school hall. Local arrangements will 
rely heavily on the sympathetic co-operation of the headmaster 
and other staff members, especially the music teacher. 
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A chDir tDur is often undertaken tD raise funds l' Dr the 
SChDDl in general and mDre especially l' Dr the music department 
in particular, whatever its educatiDnal value may be. Natural-
ly, tDuring expenses have alsD tD be covered, and nD child 
ShDUld be excluded because he cannDt affDrd to gD. The primary 
.objective must certainly be tD prDvide DppDrtunities l' Dr enjoy-
able chDral singing , but the financial rewards are a pleasant 
additiDnal cDns i deratiDn. A teacher, Dr seniDr pupils under a 
teacher's supervisiDn, can s ell ticlcets frDm a table Dr t a bles 
placed strategically in the l' Dyer. Suitable prices must be 
decided .on and the public ShDUld be well aware what these are 
frDm the literature advertising the cDncert. When apprDpriate. 
cDmpl ementary tickets must be giv en to important people. Most 
SChODls have a list .of such people available. 
PrDgramme sellers, proferably chDir mombers already 
dressed in their unifDrms, ShDUld be situated in the l' Dyer , 
near the entrances, and in the hall itself. They must be given 
small change to begin Hith, pDssibly in little money-bags , 
purses Dr bDxes, but in any case readily manageable. Ticket 
takers must be organized for each entrance to the hall, and 
there must be Hell-instructed, friendly ushers to shoH people 
tD t heir seats. Roe lO feels that 
Ushers create a favDrable Dr unlavorable lirst 
impressiDn .of the prD g ram. 11hen ushers are prDperly 
dressed for the kind .of prDgram and are court eDus 
and friendly, proudly HelcDminc; t he audience tD an 
enjDyable e v ening , t hey set the mDDd l' Dr the 
prD g ram. The ushers must know their business and 
usher the audience intD tIle cDrrect seats quickly 
and efficient ly. The ushers must see that the d oors 
are closed belDre a number be gins and that no one 
enters until the number is ended. 
This last point is worth remembering - though in this c as e the 
ushers ,{ould have to be pupi l s ' ''ho are not singing - since , 
10. Roe , 010. cit., paGe 350. 
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unfortunately, many members of' audi e nces in South Africa. urc 
still not aHare of the accepted rules of behaviour at a concert. 
J'·loreover, it is Horth bearine ill mind tha.t most audiences for 
this type of concert "ill tend to consist of a hiGh proportion 
of children, "'ho are usually some"'i·rhat more noisy and re s tless 
than adults besides beinG unsophisticat ed and unschooled in the 
etiquette o~ concert Boin~ . 
The foyer should be suitably decorated "ith flo"crs, a 
fe" posters and, if possible, a fe" good photoeraphs of the 
choir and soloists, and maybe the conductor, though this latter 
should be avoided "hen the choir is perf'orming on it s home 
Ground. 
Amongst the printed I!laterial, or stationery, required for 
the staGinG of a concert, the proGrammc is the most important. 
This can be simply a duplicatcd sheet "hich is neatly folded 
and sets out the items in an orderly manner. It is more stylish 
to have it printed, and this need not be costly to produce 
since one can sell advertising space or obtain sponsorship. 
The format ranges from a single sheet to a more elaborate 
booklet "hich contains information about tile choir and the 
school, and possibly a photOGraph or tHO. It is important to 
print a list of the choir members in the proGramme, either on 
. t tt I d tIt h 0 'n 11 I 1 S Olm or a - ac 1.e 0 a p 10 ograp. nee agal.n De las some-
thine useful to contribut e : 
A four-page program is likely to be prefern.ble. The 
first paGe must have an n.ttractive eye-cn.tchinc desi[;Il 
and General information. Play up other people's names 
and the school; the conductor must play do,m his oun 
credi ts ••• Place any p rogram notes and names of l'lmnbers 
and composers on the two center paGes. The sones 
should be arrwlged in systemn.tic groups. publish the 
names of all singers and officers of organizations on 
the final page ••• The ten.cher must check the proof of 
the program himself to be sure that the format is good 
11. Roe., op. cit., page 342. 
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and that all titles, composer's names, and other "ords 
are spelled correctly, particularly students' names. 
An attractive program has a definite favorable effect 
on the audience and maJces a souvenir of importance for 
student scapboolcs. 
One may particularly endorse the need to ensure that the pupils' 
names are correctly printed. It is also a good idea to arrange 
the items in groups. There are various ways these can be set 
out, but one should at all cost avoid the often-encountered 
list of items that simply runs chronologically from beginning 
to end. Two main headings sue;gest themselves, namely, Sacred 
and Secular. Negro Spirituals, Christmas Carols, Hymns and the 
like will fall under the first, and songs lil{e Sea Shanties, 
Folksongs and Lullabies under the second. Composed music will 
be included in the appropriate group. Whilst it is possible to 
give programmes away - and certainly invited guests and choir 
members must receive one as a gift, \,ithout forgettine; the 
several copies necessary for the departmental and school 
archives - it is better to sell them. This increases their 
value, enhances the status of the choir, and brings in addition-
al revenue. 
Other necessary stationery has to be considered. Posters 
can ue made b y the Children, especially those studyinG art , but 
printed ones look more professional and are more appropriate if 
tIle choir is touring. They should not be too big, except when 
needed for the notice-boards outside public halls; they should 
be bright, bold, and should attract attention by their neatness. 
Their public display has to be orGanized ef1'iciGntly. If the 
choir is to tour, a packaGe Hill have to be sent to the local 
organizer. 
It is an e;,cellent idea to have small but neat thanJc-you 
cards printed 1o/hich choir mernlH~rs can siGn anc1 send to anyone 
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"'ho has provided accommodation or c;iven assistance of any 1,ind. 
Children are usually loath to ",rite letters, and the cards are 
a means of avoidinG this yet at the same time of spreadinc 
good",ill. Car stickers are another useful form of publicity 
material ',hich can be distributed by choir members and other 
pupils. If the choir is travelling by bus, a banner attached 
firmly to the side of the vehicle is another means of advertis-
ing the concerts, but some people may consider this rather too 
flamboyant. 
Usually, house liGhts are operated from the stace, as is 
a "arning bell if one is used - it is a most useful device for 
attracting tile audience b a ck into the hall at the end of the 
interval, though dimmed house liC]l ts "ill also accomplish this. 
12 l ~oe i-Trites: 
Ii i tll a formal proGram, it is u s ually desirable to leave 
the housoliC11ts 011, uut lOllcrcd, so t h e audience con 
see its pro grams and the solo i st or choir can see the 
audience response. Ordinarily, for any kind of program, 
use a lo"Ter illumination for the audienc0 0 
Nevertheless, the children must al;,ays look at the conductor 
"hile they are SinGing, particularly since he should have train-
ed them to react spontaneously to his symbolic gestures during 
an item. Choir members ,,11.0 look at the audience, even if they 
do so unobserved, are not concentrating on the matter in hruld. 
Part of the trailler's Hork is to develop this self-discipline. 
HOHever, it is pleasant to see the audience reactinG favourably 
at the end of a song. 
AlthOUGh the audience "ill usually buy or be provided 
vi th proGranuOles, it is a Good idea for the conductor or, much 
better, an announcer or team of announcers "dthin thc choir 
ranl<s to introduce each sonG. This has the effect of retaininG 
t h e formal atmosphere of t h e concert, yct of brid g ing the cap 
12. Roe, 01" cit., page 343. 
bet"een the choir and the listeners, ,'ho invariably respond 
~avourably to such a method o~ presentation. Naturally, the 
children "ho do this must have stronG' voices, good diction, and 
a measure of charm and self-confidence. Suitable yocmr;er 
members of the choir undoubtedly appeal to an audience and this 
helps to evoke sympathy, "hich is alHays useful. More over, the 
conductor CaY1 control thes e announcements unobtrusively and 
even alter the programme durine; a performance if another 
arrangement of songs is likely to be more successful - though 
this can be done only if the children have had some staGe 
experience and are not disturbed by such a change. If one has 
a few more songs prepared than are needed, perhaps ,.,i th a view 
to having one or two available as encores, it is possible to 
assess an audience's reaction to a certain type of song, 
includine; tempo variety, and ro-arrane;e the proe;ramme accord-
ingly. If the choir is showing signs of tiredness, with the 
resultant danger of flat singing or loss of concentration, this 
flexibili ty allows the omission, of a slow song. The element of 
spontaneity which this method makes possible is preferable to 
being strait-jacketed by a strictly-adhered-to programme "hich 
must r1.lll as printed from beginning to end. 
Children must be encouraged to loole bright, happy and 
involved, unless the nature of a song dictates another emotion-
al response. However, unnaturalness or exaggerated gestures or 
smiles must be avoided at all costs. The choir is going to 
respond to the conductor's facial r;estures and general warmth 
of expression. Affection rather than affectation must be aimed 
at. 
The choir conductor also has to have more than a trace of 
showmanship in his make-up in order to operate successfully. 
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Often, a fairly mediocre performance can be saved by an offer-
ing of charm, humour, or good nature on the part of thc conc1uct-
or. Sometimes choir members who are normally very reliable do 
not sing in tune, or they react sluC'C-ishly. On a tour, t he 
excitement of their experiences has probably denied them suff-
icient sleop or rest, in spite of the measure of adult super-
vision that is possible, and one has to take this in one's 
stride and 'save the day' if necessary. 
Reginald Jacques 13 feels that a choral concert should not 
last 10nC'er than "one and a half hours of actual music", and 
that an interval should be included .dth "its lenGth l ten 
minutes is usual and convenient) clearly stated on the pro-
gramme and strictly adhered to. " Bncores should be avoided 
since they "always upset the balanco of a .,ell-arranged pro-
C-1'nllllllo and 1'1'01011(: it tmeluly, ultilllntoly tiring both tlte c h oir 
and audience." Certainly, a concert should end before the 
audience becomes bored "ith the proceedinGs. llo.,ever, ten 
minutes does seem rather too short a time for the interval, 
particularly if refreshments are served. l"ioreover, if the 
audience has obviously enjoyed the musical offering, tl.ere is 
no reason "hy an encore or two should not rel1ard their sympathy. 
On the other hand, it is always .dse to end while that sympathy 
is still clearly in evidence. 
One should not begin the second half of the proC'ramme 
until most if not all of the members of the audience are back 
in their seats. The opening song in tr.is section needs to be 
chosen carefully since it has to have the threefold f'ullction 
of' reconstituting an efficient ensemble, of settling do •• n the 
audience, and of' rekindling an interest in the choir's singing. 
13. Reginald Jacques, Voice Training and Conducting in Schools, 
Oxf'ord, 1963, page 148. 
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The following further observations are also based on 
personal experience. Naturally, no smoking must be allowed in 
the hall. No bottles should be allowed into the hall since they 
are easily knocked over and can prove most annoying. If it can 
be arranged, it is "ise to have the singers rest during the 
interval rather than mingling excitedly with the audience. 
Toilet facilities must be readily available for the choir. Some 
form of non-gaseous liquid refreshment ought to be prOVided for 
the singers during the interval. No food should be eaten - in 
fact, only a light llIeal should be Given or allowed before a 
concert, and other food should be available after the perform-
ance. On the other hand, hungry children will not ma1ce good 
choristers - a happy balance has to be established. 
One must beHare of lone specch-mc1 .. kinc; before or durinG a 
COllcert. '1'11i5 can prove oxtrcmoly tirinG to the sinGers, cspcci-
ally if they have entered th,~ stage and then have to vai t before 
sineinG. This can adversely affect the sheen and polish and 
sparkle of the performance and must simply not be allowed, 
oven if someone is most grClteful to the choir or the concert 
organizers. A short word at the end, graciously accepted by 
the conductor and the choir, is all that is necessary. 
~inally, nainbow 14 writes appropriately as fol101fS: 
The school choir is a shop-window for the school's 
music. Usc it, not to display children who have 
been drilled against their will like performing 
animals, but as a demonstration of the way in '''hich 
efficiency and enthusiasm can infect younGsters 
,..,rhere music-mal.;:inc is concerned. If there are siGTIS 
that the music in his school is beGinnine to 
flourish and the school's reputation is likely to 
be enhanced by it, no headmaster vill withold support. 
1LJ. J:; ornarr Eainbou, :·;usic in the Classroom, IJeinemann, 1956~ 
pace 19. 
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VI 
THE l-!AICING OF CHORAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
SCHOOL CHOIRS 
A: GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
An a rea of choral training too little explored in school 
music teaching is that of choral arraneement. There is, of 
course, a vast repertoire of art music for choirs, and neither 
is it suggested that the trainer-cum-educator should ignore 
i ts abundant delights, nor that his choir!s development should 
be limited by using only folksongs and other music arranged for 
the choir to sine. There must be a balance bet1,een the b,o. 
However, it is often the case that a choir is composed of 
unequal forces 1;1 th strengths and Heaknes ses which composers 
almost certainly cannot cater for because they are involved 
with writine for an ide"l instrument . The trainer may well Hant 
his choir to study and perform a delightful piece, yet after 
much l,ard, even enthusiasti c work, the r esult is unsatisfactory 
because he failed to consider his hwnan material. On the other 
hand , he can select a :folksong, or negro spiritual, or some-
thine; similar, which time has sanctioned and authenticated, 
and set to 110rk to produce an arrancement in terms ',hich 
dis cover and highlie;ht its inherent style, and "hich talce into 
account the qualities of his choral team. 
An otherwise competent arrane elilent need not necessari ly 
complement the nature of the folks ong and often blissfully 
ignores it. It lllay be square, correct and dead or, quite often, 
far too grandiose and clever, and completely lacking those 
aesthetic qualities 11hich a choral trainer, especially at 
school level, should see,. in order to help his choir develop 
musical taste and re finement. In fact, a great deal depends on 
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the choir-master's insie;ht, imaGination, cultural experience, 
refinml1ent, musical slcills and porsonality, both for the .. ay 
in which he creates his arrangement and in tho manner in "hich 
he leads the choir to perform it. 
Horeover, the choir trainer has his instrument readily 
available. JIe can learn empirically by hearine; his efforts 
performed. He can find out ",hat works for his choir and "hat 
does not; he can experiment l.-ith different vocal combinations 
and he can develop harmonic and contrapuntal skills. In this 
connection, Davison 1 1'V"rites: 
••• the rehearsals of choral piecos may be of actual 
laboratory calibre, in that not only the total effec t 
may be carefully assayed throuGh repeated hearinGs, 
but also ovon short sections and sin{':lc measures 
may be sung again and again. 
CommendinG the usc of folksonG to the student of choral compo-
sition, Davison2 calls it "a tren.>lure-houso of pure melody 
suggestive of the most varied treatment", comments on the fact 
that "in this literature may be found an amazinc-ly large 
assortment of melodic types", and suggests that 
the field of folksong arranc-ing, though not a complete-
ly original task, is by no means as circumscribed as 
it may appear, for in setting, say, a hundred folk-
songs, one has occasion to employ a very wide variety 
of technical resource. 
In fact, even considering the limitations imposed by the nature 
of one's school choir, the possibilities are varied enOUGh to 
provide even a whole evening's choral music which satisfies 
and is enjoyed by all concerned and yet need not be excessively 
demanding to learn and to perform. 
It is wisest to keep to a strophic form of arrru,gement, 
basically retaining the same setting for each verse of the song. 
Although this formal structure may seem to limit the interest 
1. Archibald T. Davison, The Technique of Choral Composition, 
Harvard, 1945, pac-e 12. 
2. Ibid., page )). 
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and musical value of the arrangement, it actually allows one 
quite a range of variety with regard to dynamics, tempi, vocal 
timbre and rhythm. Indee~a great deal of freedom to interpret 
the words and the essential character of the song is possible. 
}!oreover, such an arrangement is most easily and quickly learnt 
by singers Hho are often musically illiterate. 
Hhilst arrangements are important from the point of vie,., 
of notes, harmonies, rhythms and melodic lilles, in practice 
they provide only the basic Horl~inG material, which is moulded 
and shaped as the interpretation is evolved. For thi s reason, 
any dynamic indications or those sugcesting tempi. phrasing or 
other interpretative details can be omitted, allo,·ring each 
piece to be freely developed, thouGh naturally "i thin the 
" bounds of the conductor's good musical and aesthetic taste."' 
Choir members can UO alloHed to contribute ideas, or tile 
conductor can present his views so logically and convincingly 
that they aTe accepted intelligently and emotionally - one 
might almost add spiritually, in the wide s t meaning of the 
Hord - resulting in a co-operative effort rather than in some-
thing imposed frol11 without. Obviously the choir must adhere t .o 
the exprossion marks in orieinal compositions and prlntod 
arrangements, in order to realize the music with inteerity. 
This trains the children to study the music with careful 
observation . It is not, however, training in that elusive 
quality of musicianship , r e lated in choral music to a sensitive 
perception of the meaning and floH of the words and ideas, 
which is the lllark of really c;ood performances. 
It is possible to produce arr nneements for every type of 
musical group one fillds or creates in the school, be it purely 
3. This is true of tho arrangements presented in section D of 
this c llal,ter. 
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vocal, purely instrumental, or a cembination of both. Theron 
[. 
Kirk' suggests that "the addition of a few' instruments to a 
piano accompaniment can creatly enhance an arrangement", and 
Eoes on to specify some possibilities. lIo,.,ever, "e are here 
primarily concerned ,,,i th a cappella arrangements for a selected 
group of quite musical children "ho form the school choir. 
Hhilst one may despair at the "eaknesses of such a body of 
sinGers, it is r :i.ght here that choral arrangement becomes so 
useful. For the trainer can take both strengths and "eal=esses 
into account "hen ",orkinc; on the setting. The arranGement 
becomes a tailored, unique creation "'hich highli ghts those very 
streneths and disGuises or transforms those very weal<nesses,. 
and allo"s a satisfying product to result. For example, if one 
has a group of altos who are a real asset, one i s able to give 
thelll the melouy line at time s "'hen the tessitura is suitable, 
and provide them "i th little counter-melodies "hich enh[Ulce the 
interest llilCl sound quality of the arranr;ement . 
There is no reason at all why t he sopranos must ab·/Uys 
sing the melody. 'l.'his is particularly worth remembering when, 
as SOi,letimcs happens, they produce a rather thin sOlmd, or 
"hen otller parts are stroncer or, especially, sound more 
beautiful. Discussing Hhich other voice parts can safely carry 
the melody line, Davison5 writes that "as few folk melodies 
furnish a satisfactory bass, the choice "'ill eenerally fall 
either to the alto or tenor." Nevertheless, one should not 
forGet the many arrangements , adnittedly mostly three-part, in 
"hich the baritones - basses, or adolescent boys - sine the 
melody, a ccoElpaniec\ by the other parts. Some of these published 
pieces are reasonably ef'fcctive. One may Give the melody to the 
4. Theron Eirk, 'Choral Adaptations I , in l'1usic Education in 
Action, ed. Archie N.Jones, Allyn ,': l:acon, 1960, paGe 210, 
5. Davison, op. cit., page 51. 
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bar~tones when there are not enough vo~ces to susta~n both 
tenor and bass parts and when s~ngers are not very rel~able. 
Certa~nly, a four-part sett~ng w~th the melody ~n the bass 
would tend to be rather mikward unless handled expertly. 
A melody l~ne Can also be shared by tHO or more parts, 
mov~ng from one to another, prov~ded that th~s ~s carefully 
controlled ~n the perfonnance and ~s not thought of as a 
g~lDm~ck but rather as an attempt to make the best use of one!s 
6 
vocal mater~al. In th~s connect~on, Dav~son wr~tes: 
The d~str~but~on of the melody by sect~ons among the 
var~ous vo~ces ~s a del~cate manoevre. Clearly the 
thread of the tune must never be lost ••• The part~t­
~on~ng of the melody among the vo~ces ~s often a not 
too commendable tour de force; ~t ~s just~f~ed, 
however, "hen the tune embraces a range too ,,~de to 
be covered by anyone part; or when the range ~s so 
l~m~ted as to make a change of color desirable. 
Sw~ft7 feels that ~t is a good idea "hen setting for t"o-part 
primary-school choirs to g~ve the alto part the occasional 
opportunity to s~ng the theme, and that in wr~ting for three-
part girls! choir ~t is good to "pass it around". Dav~son8 
rem~nds us that ~t is ~mportant for t h e folksong theme to 
stand out clearly when ~t is sung by a part other than the 
soprano, and suggests four ways in which this can be ach~eved 
~n a setting: 
F~rstly, the accompanying parts can be reduced or even 
elim~nated for a fe" bars. 
Secondly, the accorupany~ng parts can rema~n stat~c 
when the main theme is moving, or move slo1'lly. 
In the third place, the rhythm of the accompany~ng 
parts should be different from that of the tune. 
Finally, the arranger can double the theme in another 
part. 
The arranger can also use a combination of these methods. 
Davison ~s concerned with the techniques of choral composit~on 
6. Davison, op. cit., page 52. 
7. Frederic Fay Sw~ft, !Vocal Part lYriting! in Nusic Educat~on 
~n Action, op. cit., pages 205-206. 
8. Dav~son, idem, pages 51-52. 
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and does not mention a fifth possibility, namely, that ,·rhen one 
is arranging for one's ovn choir, it is possible to brine out 
the melody ill performance by keepine the dynamic levels of the 
other voices lover, and by ensurine that it is sung musically, 
with good phrasing and affectionate care. 
The children need to be made to realize that each part -
and their personal contribution to it - is important, even if 
that importance lies in accompanyinc another part competent ly. 
The arranger can assist this process o:f co-operation by -trying 
to give each part interestinc music to sing, even when its 
function i s really harmonic. A singer is much more lil~e ly to 
see the point of givinG' his :full a t tention and care to a part 
that Da.kes musical sense tha.n to one in which he is required 
to sine, :for example , a succession of' repeated notes. Even '''hen 
duee into it SO!j18 imitation, of' either Some melodic i'ra[,1ucnt 
frOi:l the melody itself or o:f some musical idea. built into the 
accompanyinG" voices. Such interestinc features in a voice part 
"'ill motivate tI1G sincers to sine: their music responsibly. 
Davison9 writes: 
As rar an is consonant >lith other considerations, each 
line !!lus t be r ivell its head. All melodies HlIieh are 
worthy of tIle name have a destiny "hich is forecast in 
the f'irst phrase and conswnated in the last; alld this 
i s not l ess true of the inner voices so often unduly 
sacrificed for larger musical intere s ts. Each voice 
"'hich accolilpanies a folksong is n. musical personality. 
Exci tine' harmonies can be "Horked into a settinc_ 'l'hese 
may in ther;lselves be difficult to sinC, but Hhen they result 
from a carefully controlled Heavine of vocal lines ,·,hich are 
musically constructed, and ure app roached by easy intervals or 
s teps, they prove surprisingly easy to sinG, even by largcly-
untrained, uns ophis t icat ed. singers. T'hus , any reservat ions that 
9. Davison, Ope cit., pah'e 57. 
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the sinc;ers faay have vhen they first sinr: sOi1ethinc even r.l:Lldly 
pun.::;ent soon disappear as they l>ecin to enjoy the pleasure of 
an enriched cl10rnl sound, particularly w]\cn such discords arc 
easy to sing because they have been prepared and ap" r oache d 
by sensibly flowing, musical lines in each voice part. 
In maJdng a settinG, it is someti;les appropriato to 
harmonize the melody in a simple manner. Giving advice to the 
bee'inner, Davison10 writes that he "will make no mistal(e, even 
in such unpretentious efforts as the arrangement of folksongs, 
if he w,der - rather than over - exploits harmonic resource." 
Uhi le h e is not concerned here with the nature of the folksong 
itself , it is ,.;ise to remember that "harmonic understatement", 
as he calls i t, is someti~es precisely wJ.at a particular pie ce 
requires. £~ cvcrthclcss, one should not 1)(~ alraid to uso bold 
harmonics if' t il e style lenu s itself' to ~:; uch treatment. Ilo1/cvcr , 
extreme harmoni es - except in the most unlikely event of the 
choir sing-inc,: somethinG of an avant-earde nature - are nl"'r!.Ys 
inappropriate . Settine-s must appeal to both the aud ience and 
the singers , and ,;Jlilst one lrIay at times be daring in the cause 
o~ musical expression or the sinGors' interest, anD must beware 
of trying to be too aclventul' ouS. 
Davison1 1 "arns against the consistant use o f root- posit-
i on chords , and recommends " plentiful inversions, especiall Y 
in the field of seventh chords. " In fact, unless they arc 
stylisti c a l ly inappropriate, much use should be made of second-
ary sevenths, both diatonic and chromatic. These e;ive a much 
richer harmonic spectrum ,{hen used 1v-ith eood ta! ... te. Chords of 
the ninth and eleventh anel further af'ield also enrich the 
arranger IS resources and Crul, I'or example, add poignancy in 
10. Davison , o p. cit. , page 42 . 
11. Ibid. , page 42. 
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settinc;s of noe-ro spirituals. It is, however, important that 
the character of the original and the sense of tho words be 
trucen into account and matched by the harmonies of the setting. 
A simple folksonG should not be harmonized by over-rich chords 
but rather "ith a primary-chord style, with harmonic variety 
being achieved by usine; inversions and passing- notes, 
In two-part settings especially, discords can suge;est 
fuller chords "hen, for example, a second can represent a 
seventh chord, In such a case it is ,,-ise to have all discords 
resolve in order to avoid aural coni'usion. Jazz chords, i'or 
example, the added-sixth chord, have a place in appropriate 
music, sound exciting if used sparingly, and tend to endear the 
piece to the children. ShiftinG harmonies, for example, E major 
and D major alternating, can be idiomatically effective in an 
introduction, if one is not afraid to break a rule of hannony 
occasionally for an interestinc result. Pedal harmonies should 
not be neglected if they can enhance the character of a song. 
When setting, one should consider the possibility of 
using soloists, or a single voice to each of two or more of 
the parts, or a small group within the choir, all of "'hich will 
allo" a greater variety "ithin the necessarily simple, even 
restricted framework "hich conditions impose. It is also 
possible to have a soction of the setting sunG in unison, or 
by unison males or :females, and , if the sone; or the human 
resources dictate this, one can also have most of the s e t ting 
in unison and simply introduce a fe,,. chords at the end of the 
song or a part of it, which, surprisi'lcly, can still Give a 
good effect, though it is likely that some form of accompani-
ment "ill be necessary, 
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other ways of harmon~z~nc a fol ltsona are to have the 
melody accolllpan~ed vocally ,,~th very s~JIlple hurll1on~es wh~ch 
come ~n at sens~ble pOints, or to maJ(e use of long-value notes 
to support a quicker melody. Another interesting, easily-
learnt type o:f vocal accornpan~ment ~s the ostinato ~n one or 
several vo~ce parts. The style of the song, or the capab~l~t~es 
of the s~ngers, or a comb~nat~on of both, w~ll d~ctate the 
use of these methods. 
A very useful contrapuntal device, s~nce ~ t sOlmds Hell 
~n performunce, ~s to have b{o parts occas~onally move ~n 
parallel tenths. Soprnno and tenor, or alto and bass moving in 
this "ay l~~ve a GOoci e:f:foct, especially "he n care is tnk()n 
dllr~ne tra~ninG to point out this feature to the cho~r and to 
balance the two parts ~nvolved 50 that they complement each 
are also very cffect~ve ~f us ed spar~ngly. As ment~oned earl~er, 
iUlitations in various part s also lanke a s etting more interest-
~nG to both the s~nGers "ho are maoe miare of such dev~ces, and 
the audience HIla hear them come alive in the music. The 
occas~onal unison lletween t1{0 parts should d~sturb as l~ttle 
as the use o:f fourths and f~fths, even consecut~ves, ~f' th~s 
does not happen acc~dentally but ~s the sound e:ffect one w~shes 
to produce. The so-callod rules of harmony and counterpo~nt 
a re certainly most hel p ful, but t Iw:' are by no means bind~nG, 
and we are, after all, l~ v~ng ~n the twont~eth century. I1o,·rever, 
the normal conventions of harmonic and contrapuntal pra.ctice 
usually apply and e;~ve the most ef:fect~ve r e sul ts. 
It is important to consider t h e range of the voices 
care:fully, UllU to set one's upper unc] lower pi tcll levels accord-
ing to the capab~lities of the majority of the singers. Actual-
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ly, it is sellsible to plan most of the settine: so that it rests 
larGely in the middle, "'arm parts of each voice ranGe, in order 
to obtain a richer, mor'" pleasant timbre. This may appear to 
be a limitation, and naturally one is involved 1{ith the careful 
development of' individual voices vlhose qualities can be util-
ized as they ero", and improve. IIo",ever, the re"ards of having 
a predictable, "ell-tuned, beautiful-soundinG choral instrur!lent 
are Great. It may, in fact, be necessary to mruce use of quite 
a small range if the choir members are limited in natural 
capaci ty. This can prove challenging to the arranGer, ,{ho 
should ah;ays truce the ",eakest part into consideration "hen 
settinG for his choir. 
It is especially important to think of all hiGh-school 
boys ",ith scttlinG voices as beinG either hicher or lo"er 
baritones, r;lth(~r tlHUl us tenors nnd hasses. Composed music 
does not cater for these limitations unless it is Hritten "lith 
care or specifically and skilf'ully for high-school choir. Of 
course, if one is lucky enoulJh to have boys who can reach 
lower or higher notes "ithout distress and with good vocal 
character, the possibilities are Hidened. Those who then cannot 
produce such notes 'lith ease either sing them lightly falsetta, 
or softly, or mouth the Hord or "ords accompanying such notes 
silently. This naturally requires care in balancing the sound 
and in avoiding any strain in the voices of those children ,.,ho 
can sing the notes trying to give too much sound. Usually~ it 
is not sensible to give the 10Her baritones notes 10Her than 
G (first line, bass clef) nor the upper baritones notes higher 
than E (above middle C). 
Similarly, girls should not be given notes higher than 
E (fourth space, treble clef), unless several of them have a 
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pleasantly developing soprano quality in this area. Boy 
sopranos can {So up to G and hiGher if they have learnt to 
t th ' . 12 C· 1 suppor e1r V01ces. 1r mezzo-sopranos are often the 
singers forming the backbone of the choir in both numbers and 
quality. They should not sing lower than A belo,,. middle C ex-
cept in special cases, though one does come across girls "ho 
can sing low C and even Ie with Good sound and no strain. In all 
cases, the arraneer assesses his vocal resources and 1{orks 
accordingly. 
One should choose ,{Orth"hile folksonGs, carols, spiri t-
uals, plantu t ion sones, Jamaican and simiJ.ar songs, and sea 
s hanties for settinG. These are pieces vhich have intrinsic 
vorth, witll sensible words related to tIle interest level s of 
the children, , .. 'hich lend themselves to an im8.r:inativc intcr-
protation. \l11r.n settinG thr~m, one must tal;:c care to produce a 
stylistically tasteful, meanineful version. One must try to 
match the harmonies, rhythms, syncopations, and so on, to the 
mood, period and character of the original. A lullaby should, 
for example, have leeato lines .. ith maybe an underlying rockinG 
rhythI;} , and t hi s Gentle character must be explained to the 
children and brought out subtly in the performance. A shanty 
should suge est the tanG of the sea: if it is rollickinG there 
can be a fe,,, ja1.U1ty rhytl1Jnic touches; if the "ords suc:cest a 
mood of ,fistfulness and nostalgia, this can 1>e reinforcod by 
12. One must, however, carefully consider whether one wants to 
muk.c usc of these bcnut:Li'ul lloto s :from the oldor boys and 
run the pronoLlllced risk of' their voices brealcine , or, on 
the other hand , of g radually [;ivillg "boys in this cateGory 
lOl'lcr notes to sinG, thereby losine the quality hiCh notes 
but ensurine that the boys remain singinc l1ith out vocal 
disaster . A boy with a traillcd voice who is not nla~e to 
k.eep singinG' at the c ~: tremcs o f' his top ranGe n occJ not 
have his voice llreak nor suffer tho consequent cessation 
ox' singinG. 
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the hanuonies used and brought out by a sul>t lc e mphasis and n. 
sui taule flexiuili ty 0:(' tempo 1'111011 it is pe ri'ormed. A ne cro 
spirirual should be set and performed in such a "ay that the 
lona ing f'or bet t c r thinas, comfort, fervour, faith , and so on, 
inherent ill the Herds comes throuGh. 
III fact, it is important a11-""ys to ' ccep t;,lC performance 
in one's imag ination when making an arrangement. Horeo v er , it 
is true to say that one is creating a setting not only to 
cat er for the needs and capabilities of the singers, but also, 
since one "'ill lead the performance, for one's 011n personality 
"s "ell. The arran{~emont must truce this fact rcnlisticnlly into 
o.CC01Ult. 
;.l ith respect to dynamics, it is far better , 'Hhen setting 
a sone, to ,,,ork i'ror.l a soi'ter overall sound than to expe ct an 
il:tpo:.;siulo uOl.lulc-lortc at u. cliIlW.:x, 5incc tile (l'.lalit nt ivo 
relationship bct1d0cn the sounds - "L1Joir relative dynamic 
level - is i'ar more importallt than a quantitative, uncllarnctor-
1 " istic, uC-ly loudness. Ehr et -' mentions this in his useful 
c hapter on dynamics: 
Eno", the dynamic potential and limitations of your 
group. Do no t over extend them on ff passages and 
conversely do not dri vo t ":H'!Jll to a cJyn.nm:i..cally laHor 
level than their controls ,d,ll alloH. Only after 
tllCSC tlfO extreme points o£ loudnosR a11d softne~5 
have becn established luny the in-uctHc oIl levels be 
deterrnined . 
1h Lavison makes t he follo11inG observation: 
'fIle choral composer must J:no\..; that he may exp e ct no 
more by Hay of pianis s imo t :lan a cnpricioLls vocal 
mechanism Hill permit, and tllnt, at the other 
extren1e , if sincers are allowed to Give their a ll, 
the r esult may "be no marc thEU"l uncontrolled noi se . 
It is Harth Illcnti oninc , hO'Hevcr, tl lnt a 'H~ll-controlled 
pianiss i mo p as sac;e can be one of the most e:ff'ective , even 
14. 
Halter Ehret , Tho Choral Conuuctor's 
1959, paGes 25-26. 
Uavison , OPe cit., paGo 10. 
Iln.nc1book , AUe ailer, 
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dramatic, interpretative devices availallie to tile chora l con-
ductor. Such matters of interpretation must be constantly 
kept in mind ,{hen arranginG a sonr; for one I s clloir. 
Hhytlunic variety in the accompanyinG voices should also 
not be left UlHlxplored. Apart from other consid e rations, one 
should not be afraid to use rests. Syncopation is inte r esting 
in appropriate music. The arranger should investigate the 
expressive use of staccato and tenuto, in fact, all f orms of' 
accentuation, both subtle and otherlfise, in order to improve 
Ilis technique. Good phrasing, attention to cadence points, and 
legato singing should also be kept in mind. It is important to 
choose songs i'or setting in "hich verbal and musical phrasinc 
coincide. One ofte" finds a composer "ho is far more interested 
in the melody than in the Hords. }'or our purposes, there mus t 
be equal importance g iven to both the vords and the music. I n 
strophic settings particularly, it is necessary to ensure that 
the "ords of all verses to be SUllg are matched appropriately 
to the music. 
One must belfare of using too many verses of a song, un-
less interest can be sustained. The quicker the sone, the 
greater the number of' verses that can be used, especially if 
there is a narrative or drrunatic development, such as the 
folksong "Dashing away "i th a Smoothing Iron". A judicious· 
selection of verses may be necessary to avoid everything sagg-
ing, especially lfhen setting long hynllls, carols or similar 
music. Each piece should , as it "ere, conform to its own 
programme and be completely satisfying and formally neat. 
Certain effects, such as lfhistling, finger-clicking, 
hand-clapping, tongue-clicking, and so on, if used vith care. 
can be suitable and lend a jaunty character to a sone, partic-
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ularly if the words sugges t such onomatopoeic treatment. One 
may use whistling in a setting of the Afrikaans folksong " Hoe 
ry die Boere". Vocal clip-clopping may be appropriate in a 
song dealing with horse-riding. This playing with sound is 
especially useful as an accompaniment to two-part settings 
where it helps to give an added dimension in sound. However, 
one should beware of spoiling a song by using such effects 
simply for the gimmick or novelty value they may be supposed 
to have. Even in an appropriate song, they should never be 
overdone. l'il1en setting and singine even the most unpretentious 
music, there should always be poise and good taste, so that, 
if at all possible, a polished gem results. 
Hany arrangements are best left without any form of 
accompaniment. "'hen the piano is used, it can g ive the necess-
ary rhythmic vitnlity, or holp to create an enriched tonal 
spectrum, especially when used with h,o-part settings. It can 
shadow a part, though this is hardly to be recommended but is 
sometimes necessary. Its use must always be stylistically and 
musically apt. Occasionally, too, a folkson g should not be 
harmonized but rather sung in unison. 
Choral arrangement for school choir has the major 
advantage of allmiinG one to experim€nt practically "i th real 
sound possibilities. Slfift 15 writes: 
Knowine the capabilities of the singers at the various 
age levels, and expressing ideas that are 'your own' 
leads to one of the most enjoyable experiences given 
the music educator - vocal arranging . 
15. Swift, op. cit., page 207. 
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B: A SET OF CHORAL ARRANGENENTS 
The follo;{inC arraneenl0.nts "ere 'mrked out empirically 
aurally rather than theoretically and mathematically, thouCh 
these factors Here naturally not ignored. They Here developed 
mostly at the keyboard. A study of keyboard harmonization 
helped a lot, particularly the working out of cadences and 
modulations at the keyboard~ The various authorities ,Iere 
available for consultation on matters of harmony and counter-
point, but it is 1-lise to remember that they merely eataloGued 
existinG standards and norms a.nd COI11E1ented on them. 1fhilst a 
disciplined study of these subjects is indispensable to the 
choral a1"):'o.11[;(;r, no systom should be f'ollo\Ycd slavishly. EOll 
the arrancement sounds, ho,,, lo gically it is HorJeed out, "'hat 
rc1'incd sensitivity SUj)I)Orts it - tllOSG are all equally indis-
pcnsuulc considorations. 
The arranc;cments are eivcn ,.".ithout dynamic or phrase 
markincs and there are no tempo inc:ications. Uherc tl.' .. e conduct-
or is also the a.rranger, he 1vill create arrangements as an 
extension of his personality, accordinc to the requirements of 
his choir. Their interpretation will depend largely on that 
personali ty and hence: his personal feoling, even spontaneity. 
The conductor vill recreate the music in collaboration "i th 
the choir. ':~ ach piece, oven each verse, ivill have its own 
indi viduali ty, depending on the c1oEH:tnds of the i·lords. 
cOJ :E !Cntary dealinG Hith any intere:otinc technical featurc s it 
may have, tocether Hith a statement as to the Hay it Has 
prepared for peri'ormance. 
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ALL THHOUGH THE NIGHT 
The first arrangement is one for SA. The first half of 
each verse has the melody in the lower voice, but thereafter 
it reverts to the soprano. Some care is needed with the 
intonation of the chromatic soprano line at the beginning, 
and in the alto line in the last repeat of the opening melody 
where the t"o parts are exactly inverted for bars thirteen 
and fourteen. Horn fifths occur in bars nine/ten, and there 
are occasional seconds and sevenths to be dealt with. Other-
wise, this is an uncomplicated arrangement. Care must be 
taken when the two voices end in unison in order to balance 
the sound. 
The second setting is partly in three parts and partly 
in four. The baritones sometimes sing in unison and sometimes 
divide into upper and lo,(er parts. The range is very undemand-
ing. At first the altos have the melody, as in the two-part 
setting, but the sopranos take it over in the middle section, 
and the settinG repeats the first part exactly in the last 
four bars. 
There are several word versions of this song, including 
those treatine it as a hymn. The original l{elsh words could 
be used, followed by English ones ,(hen the song is repeated, 
mrucing an interesting, "ell-balanced presentation. 
The several discords, for example in bars nine, eleven, 
and twelve, sound very well in performance and are not diffi-
cult to sing since each part approaches them melodically. The 
end of the middle section, bar tw"elve, needs special care in 
phrasing so that the atmosphere is not ruined, ",ith a flexible 
easing of the tempo, euiding the parts around the musical 
11 J 
corner, as it were. 
The song needs a very legato style of singing. It should 
be sung no faster than a moderate tompo, and the phrasing 
needs to be Ilong'. 
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BONNIE CHARLIE 
This is partly a two-part setting and partly three-part. 
It should be sung with much legato and attention to long 
phrase lines. The second voice begins with a scale-like 
accompaniment to the melody which is meant to enhance this 
smooth flow. The fifths and fourths which occur here and else-
where in this arrangement are meant to suggest the mood and 
background of the song and as such are not disturbing but 
rather interesting features. In bars thirteen and fourteen, the 
alto temporarily takes over the melody. The unison convergence 
of the parts in bar eight, again in bar sixteen, must be 
handled carefully in order to avoid unmusical phrasing. 
This is a lovely folksong and can sound most effective. 
A piano accompaniment can be added, though the setting works 
well without any such support if the voices are not too thin 
and lacking in resonance. 
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DEEP RIVER 
This arrangement sets out to clothe the spiritual in 
rich harmony, with quite pungent, appropriate dissonances, 
such as those in bars nine to eleven. Although generally a 
four-part setting, the harmony is richer in the middle of the 
song. There is parallel movement, foe example, in bar one 
between the alto and the tenor voices, in bar four between 
the alto and the bass parts, and in bar thirteen where it 
again occurs between the alto and the bass voices, all of 
which serves to bind the music together and give it a good 
sound. An interesting feature is the fact that from bar 
thirteen the altos sing the melody, in order to avoid too 
high a tessitura in the soprano line. 
This piece needs a very sustained, legato style of 
singing, much care with phrasing, and careful handling of the 
rhythm in bar seven, where the semiquavers must be short but 
not jerky. Although the sound at the beginning must be full, 
it must nevertheless be restrained, slow-moving, and mindful 
of the fervent hope for future bliss that the words convey. 
One must not forget that this is a Negro spiritual, with the 
implication that whilst present troubles may be many, the fut-
ure holds out hope for release and freedom. 
The middle section o£ the song can be sung more loudly, 
but it seems sensible to end this part in a more introvert, 
wistful, softer way. The recapitulation can be sung very 
softly, thereby ending the song with a strong dramatic 
impact; or it can be sune mezzo-forte and then repeated very 
softly as a meditative echo. 
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DER GUTE KAMERAD 
The poignancy of this song appealed to the children for 
whom it was arranged, since many of them were studying German 
as a school subject and could readily understand the words. 
The piece needs to be sung Hith good legato phrasing, a 
gentle flowing rhythm which nevertheless hints at military 
drums keeping time. The tenor and bass parts, sometimes in 
unison, keep this steady tread going. Horn fifths, in bars 
tHo/three, four/five, and in augmentation in bars ten/eleven, 
have a suggestion of quiet fanfares about them, and other 
dissonant harmonies, for example, in bar seven, help to build 
up the character of the piece, as does the parallel movement 
which occurs in bar seven. 
This arrangement, which could be sune simply and in a 
restrained manner yet with the emotion felt, sounds well. It 
usually succeeded in performance. 
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-DIE PEREL SE KLOlCKIES 
There is nothing pretentious or especially exciting 
about the technique used in this arrangement, yet it al"ays 
worl~ed most effectively and satisfyingly in performance, with 
a rich sound. There is quite a bit of parallel movement 
between parts, which certainly adds to the harmonic and 
rhythmic beauty of the music, and there is some melodic inter-
est in all the parts. There are some striking harmonies, for 
example, in bars six and seven, which are nevertheless easy to 
sing. 
The words allow for some quiet humour, which appeals to 
the children and, via them, to the audience. For example, the 
choir can make a slight hesitation before the word " miskien" 
in the last verse. 
The choir's enjoyment in singing this song projects 
easily to an audience. 
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DIE STEM VAN SUID-AFRIKA 
This is a three-part arrangement of the national anthem, 
for two soprano parts and an alto. In order to avoid the 
sopranos, who were really mezzos, having to sing too high, the 
melody was given to the altos in bars six to eight and from 
bar twenty-one to the end. This setting was worked out for 
performance at an occasion celebrating the author, C.J.Langen-
hoven" and for this reason all the verses of the anthem were 
sung. It is rather unlikely that such an opportunity to sing 
the entire anthem will arise very often , but it may \vell be 
appropriate to sing two verses, possibly the first and the last 
ones. 
The anthem should never b e included as a regular item in 
a concert proGramme, except under the circumstances mentioned 
above. Under normal conditions, it should be accompanied, with 
a suitable piano part supporting the voices. 
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DING DONG HEHHILY ON HIGH 
This is a simple two-part setting of a well-known 
Christmas carol, which waS easily learnt and effective. It 
begins in unison, which helps to launch it strongly. Diction 
here and also throughout the verse needs neat articulation. 
The fifths at the end of bar two and in bar three were intro-
duced in order to give a bell-like effect, as "as the harmon-
ization of the chorus. Here the singers of the lower part 
should sing the words clearly, cleanly, and above all resonant-
ly, in order to suggest the ringing bells. The sopranos should 
watch their intonation here, and practise staggered breathing 
so that the whole phrase is not broken up but sung in one line. 
A suitable, unobtrusive, yet rhythmically secure piano 
accompaniment can be improvised to support the voices, ,d th 
notes occasionally being played in a ringing, bell-like manner. 
The carol should not be sung too quickly, but neverthe-
less with a virile, merry swing. 
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EK GHOET VIR LAAS NY GRYSE BERGE 
There are two settings of this song, the first being in 
two parts, the lower of which does not go to extreme limits. 
The occasional use of fourths and fifths, even consecutively, 
as in bars two/three and fourteen/fifteen, is done deliberately 
in order to create the poignancy of the song in harmonic terms. 
This is also true of the implied ninths, suggested by the 
thirds in bar fifteen, where there are also embryonic horn. 
fifths, and the eleventh suspension in bar fourteen. The 
lower-voice semiquavers in bars three and seven should move 
very smoothly and tranquilly, ,dth good attention being given 
to intonation. 
Part of the chorus of the second setting is in three-part 
harmony, namely SAB, but the settinc is mostly for SATD. There 
is some melodic interest in the supporting voices, especially 
in the bass part, which flo"s pleasantly. The dissonant 
appoggiatura eleventh chords in bars two and three, six and 
seven, reflect the inherent sadness of the words, as do 
similar chords in the chorus. 
The song, which should be sung relatively quietly and 
thoughtfully, including the chorus, sounds well in performance. 
There should be subtle phrasing and dynamic handling in order 
to bring out the simple beauty of the melody. One should, 
however, beware of too much rubato and allargando. The ending 
of the chorus after the last verse can be taken more slouly 
and quietly, which has much more dramatic impact than a less 
sensitive approach to this type of song. 
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HOE RY DIE BOEnE 
This is an uncomplicated settinG, written for a t.TO-part 
boys' choir. It mru<es quite a fair use of parallel thirds, in 
order to create a rich harmonic sound - it is always a problem 
to produce a good tone quality when one is arranging for two 
parts, particularly when the singers' voices are still young 
but other implied harmonies have been introduced by making use 
of seconds and horn fifths. 
The song should be sung with a pleasant swing and not 
too fast. The humour of the words should be subtly brought out. 
There are opportunities for onomatopoeic sounds here, such as 
whistling and clip-clopping, but these should be done judic-
iously and used with affection rather 1han ostentation. 
In this instance, an accompaniment has been provided in 
order to give an idea of hm; such instrumental support can be 
given on the piano. When such accompaniments have been used, 
especially when working with a choir singing in two parts, 
they have usually developed spontaneously until an interesting 
version has emerged. A sensibly improvised keyboard accompani-
ment cru" add rhythmic and harmonic interest to a performance, 
but it should always enhance and never usurp, be unobtrusive 
yet keep all the forces vitally efficient. 
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I GOT A ROBE 
The four-part version of this song is another setting 
which has pleasant harmonic sound in performance. It embodies 
some characteristic syncopations and some interesting melodic 
ideas in the supporting voices. It is mostly in four parts, 
but here and there, for example , . in bars three and four, there 
are three female parts, with upper and lower mezzo-sopranos. 
The counter-melodies in bars three and four and bar nine are 
particularly effective. 
The three-part version "as derived from the earlier 
four-part arrangement, and this time the interest in bars three 
and four and bar nine is given to the alto. At times, there are 
only two parts, the mezzo-soprano and alto voices singing the 
same notes. One may perhaps rather consider it a two-part 
arrangement in which the harmonies are sometimes enriched by 
dividing the lower part. Although the last chord is effective 
as a first inversion - though a heavier quality in the altos 
may result in its sounding as a second inversion 
possible to have the altos sing middle C. 
it is also 
The song should be sung at a moderate tempo with a 
gentle, underlying s,fing. There should be reasonable emotional 
involvement in order to project the meaning of the words 
suitably. 
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JAN PIEREWIET 
This three-part arrangement has the baritones singing 
the melody in the first section. At the end of bar ten, the 
melody is shared by the sopranos and the altos, in order to 
keep the range small and to give variety. Of course, it is 
important to make the change from voice to voice very smoothly 
and unobtrusively. The unison ending needs care to avoid an 
awkwardly loud cadence. 
There is some parallel movement, for example, between 
bass and soprano in bars five and six, nine and ten. There 
are a few passing dissonances which are not difficult to sing 
because they are approached melodically in each part, for 
example, in bars two and sixteen. 
The song should bo sune; in n leisuroly manner with, 
nevertheless, a firm underlying rhythmic neatness. 
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LES ANGES DANS NOS COHPAGNES 
The original French words were preferred when working 
with this lovely carol, but it is, of course, available with 
English words as well. Using French, it is possible to obtain 
a more luminous, gentle, flowing character, with subtle 
nuances and undramatic dynamics. 
The setting is four-part in the verse section and three-
part in the refrain, and caters for an inexperienced baritone 
group by having the boys sing almost throughout in unison, 
,dth repeated note patterns in the first section of the sone; . 
The alto part in the verse s ec tion is also deliberately 
simple and repetitive, as is the mezzo-soprano one. 
The song should be sung legato throughout, with broad 
phrasing, particularly in the refrain. 
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LISA LAN 
Being a simple Welsh lyric, this song gave the 
opportunity for harmonic variation, with the soprano part 
singing the "ords and all the other parts accompanying in a 
slow, chant-like harmonic progression. The formal melodic 
structure of two plus two bars, which are then sung in reverse 
order (ABBA), knits everything compactly, almost naively, 
together, which underlines the character of the song. 
The piece should be sung with a gentle lilt and with 
under-statement, and with subtle dynamic balance. This is a 
piece which sounds well in performance, being unsophisticated 
yet beautiful. The parallel movement between the alto and 
tenor parts makes the passing dissonances easy to sing. 
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LITTLE DAVID 
The first of the two settings of this song has always 
been a favourite with choirs, and it invariably succeeds in 
performance. The first section consists of a four-part 
ostinato pattern supporting a soprano melody-line. The piece 
can be performed by starting the ostinato voice by voice, 
beginning with the bass, then adding the tenor, then the alto~ 
and finally the mezzo-soprano, with the sopranos eventually 
entering to sing the tune. This seems the easiest and most 
effective way, but the piece can really be started in several 
other ways as well. 
It is perhaps best to repeat the first part of the song, 
without repeating the first four double bars, and omitting 
bar thirteen tho first time round, as this gives the 
presentation more weight and shape - and, of course, the 
repeat can have dynamic variety. 
The middle section is in the expected four parts to 
start with, but the second half of it reverts to five parts. 
There is no ostinato here, and the melody is mostly in the alto, 
except for bar twenty where it is in the tenor and in bar 
twenty-one "here it is in the bass or soprano, depending on 
how one thiru{s of it. The dissonances in this section are 
easy to sing, since they result from largely step-wise melody 
converging in all the parts. The syncopation of the soprano 
and tenor parts here adds an intere sting character to the 
setting, as does the parallel motion between the alto and the 
bass parts, and the tenor and bass. The bass does go do,;n 
rather low, to one F sharp, and the intonation of the short 
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chromatic group may be a little difficult to keep true, but 
these have by no means proved to be insuperable problems 
and give a good effect if they can be managed. 
The first half of t h e piece is then repeated, ending 
with a full, wann tone. The interpretation should have a 
pleasant swing about it, without being either too quick or too 
slow. 
The second setting, this time for three-part SSA ostin-
ato, supporting a soprano melody, follows the same overall 
scheme as that of the first. The middle section has the melody 
mostly in the alto central range. There is some four-part 
writing here, as well as some in three parts. 1fhilst lighter 
in weight than the first setting, this one also works well in 
performance. 
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LOCH LONOND 
This bio-part arrangement probably needs the support o:f 
a sensible, unobtrusive piano accompaniment in order to 
provide su:f:ficient harmonic interest. However, there are some 
interesting :features in the lower voice part, :for example, the 
:fourths in bars :five and thirteen - suggesting the Scottish 
character o:f the song, the horn :fi:fths :from bar three to bar 
:four and in bar seven and elsewhere, and the consecutive 
seconds in bars two and :fourteen, which really come at the end 
o:f one phrase and at the beginning o:f the next, and ,,,,hich 
imply chords such as sev€mths or those ,<1 th added dissonances, 
The convergence o:f the parts to the unison in bars eight and 
sixteen must be phrased care:fully to avoid an unmusical accent 
on the G, 
The song must be sung with much legato in lone; phrases, 
and with an appropriate rhytlwic lilt and tone quality, 
II 
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LOWLANDS 
This short ballad, "ith its sad story, lends itself to 
quiet yet dissonantly rich harmonization. The dissonances 
should not be over-emphasized but should rather underline the 
legato melody as the different vocal lines converge to form 
them. Dynamics and phrasing should be subtle, and the piece 
should be sung ,,,i th refined emotion. The major ending of the 
last verse should be approached carefully in diminuendo, 
without losing resonance or good tone colour. The repeated C 
at the beginning in the bass is a deliberate attempt to cre ate 
atmosphere and should be sung with this fact kept in mind. 
Where the arrangement becomes temporarily five-part, the 
mezzo-sopranos can easily be diVided, unless they are a really 
"eal< group, or unless there are some developing altos '''ho are 
ready to take such a part when it occurs . This applies to all 
multi-harmonized areas of these arrangements. 
Some use is again made of parallel movement to obtain 
both legato lines and good sound, for example, in bars two to 
four, first between alto and tenor parts, and then between the 
alto and the bass. 
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LOWLANj)S 
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l'OLLIE, ONS GAAN TOE 
This is a three-part settinG sexcept for bar eleven, 
where tile alto A or C sharp could be left out if necessary. 
ThroUGhout , the melody is in the alto, anti th e baritone part 
is very simple, underlying the tonic and dominant harmonies. 
The introduction, alternatinG E and j) major, seems a suitf1ble 
",ay to begin such a sonG, and should be sunE. in a d roll, easy 
manner. 
There are ten verses. They could all be used if the sone 
were sung quickly, but this would not really be in character; 
the piece need" a Gent le lilt "'hich emphasizes the inherent 
humour of the Hords, and ideally about half thp verses should 
be omitted. It is difficult to keep the interest alive for 
The pllrasinc and CAdence points should be carefully 
controlled. 
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POLLY - WOLLY - DOODLE 
This jolly plantation song should be sune at a fairly 
brisk tempo, l{ith careful attention being eiven to neat, rich 
chording and diction. 
The setting is mostly three-part, with a few four-part 
chords, particularly at the end. The intonation of the 
chromatic bass note in bar three and bar eleven, and the chords 
in bars nine and ten need care, as does the quaver movement in 
the penultimate three bars. 
The words, dealing as they do with courting,. are easily 
appreciated by the choir members, and if the conductor treats 
the theme sympathetically and ,~i th touches of humour, it 
becomes an easy matter to communicate the light-hearted fun of 
the sane to an audience. 
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SARIE I1ARAI S 
Two arrang ement s of this song are included. The first is 
a two-part setting in \{hich an attempt has been made not only 
to mruce the second voice i nteresting but also support the 
melody. A legato character is cre a ted by using a fair amount 
of step-\{ise movement, both functional and of a passing nature., 
Horn fifths, for example, in bar one , and embryonic seventh 
chords and other implied harmonies are also present. The 
occasional use of fourths and fifths does not sound unattract-
ive and, in fact, increases the range of resources available 
in this limited field. An improvised accompaniment supplies an 
enhanced harmonic franle\{ork for this type of setting . 
The four-part setting is uncomplicated, sounds ,{ell, and 
is easily learnt, Each part has some melodic intere st, for 
example, the b as s throughout, the alto in the refrain, and the 
tenor a few phrases here and there. The re are some interesting 
harmonic ideas, such as the horn fifths bet\{een soprano and 
alto voices in bar one, which are reversed in the tenor and 
bas s parts to fill up bar four. There are also some passing 
dissonances, for example, in bar one b e at t\{O , and also some 
appoggiaturas, such a s in bar one beat four. Quite often, t\{O 
parts follow each other a tenth apart in parallel motion, 
which g ives a good aural effect as well as kee ping the rhythmic 
flow smooth, for exrunple, in bar two beats three and four 
between the alto and the bas s , in bars nine and ten, again be-
tween the alto and bass parts. Similar parallel movement 
occurs bet,{een the soprano and the tenor in bar seven beats 
t\{O and three. 
This folksong is so often performed unimaginatively, with 
no thought at all being given to the meaning of the w"ords, 
1<hich, of course, refer to the longings of a soldier a1<ay from 
home during the Anglo-Boer 1'ar. Real character can be given 
to the interpretation by emphasizing the different emotional 
atmosphere of each verse. The first is 1<istful and unhappy" 
the second agitated and fearful, and the last joyful. The 
refrain, though the l<ords remain the same, should follo'1 this 
emotional scheme, brought to life by the use of different 
tempi and dynamic levels for each verse, and by getting the 
children to project the implications of the words, which they 
can easily understand and identify ,dth. 
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SHENANDOAH 
This is a pleasant, rather wistful sea-shanty. The 
first setting begins with a soloist. A boy could sing this 
part, but any suitable singer, or even a small group, ,,,ould 
probably be equally successful, and the latter may be unavoid-
able if no single voice is good enough. Nevertheless, a male 
voice is the most appropriate for an introduction to this 
type of song. 
After the introduction, the setting becomes four-part, 
SATE. There are a few mild difficulties, such as the seventh 
leap do,;n in the bass of bar five, and the chromatic D, B flat, 
A in the next bar, as well as the tenor chromatic sequence in 
the last two bars, but these are not impossible to deal with 
and add their own character to the song. The temporary 
change of time-signature in bar five is an interesting feature 
of the song. 
The second arrangement of this shanty is also in four 
parts, but this time it is for SSAE, with the bass providing 
the unison introduction. It is a some,,,hat more demanding 
setting, needing some good leaders in each voice part if it 
has to be learnt quickly. 
The song should be sung with a flexible, lilting, 
rhythmic :flow, StlGl'.esting, as it were, the gentle movement 
of the boat. There should be a broad approach to the phrasing, 
with good control at the end of phrases, and good tone quality 
throughout. 
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SHORT'NI N' BREAD 
This four-part plantation song has a repe titive melodic 
structure in the supportine voices "hich is eas ily learnt. 
Care must be taken with the bouncy dotted-quaver/ semiquave r 
rhythmic pattern "hich occurs in most bars, and also with 
a chieving strong chording , e s pe c ially the added sixth chord 
at the beginning, and the ninths in bars four, ei ght and 
sixteen. The syncopations in bars eleven and twelve must al s o 
be r e ally well felt. 
This song wns usually performed twice through, without 
repeating the introductory two b a rs and reserving the 
broken last two bars of t h e script for the repeat- sing them 
as in bar six the first time. This made the item last longer 
and allm.od some dynamic variation to take pla ce. 
The piece should not have too quick a t e mpo. Its 
character should be comfortably homely and "arm. The children 
ah{ays enjoyed singing it and it project s well to a n audience. 
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SILENT 
This carol has been set in many different "ays by 
countless arrangers. The tvo settings included "ere made for 
personal use with two specific choirs. 
The first arrangement is a simple three-part one which 
made use of the original German "ords. Both English and 
Afrikaans words can also be used. In fact, this carol has 
become so much an accepted part of the music for Christmas 
that it no longer mattGrs what language is used since the 
sentimGnts are universally acknowledged. 
The rhythmic 'covering' for the dotted-quaver/ semiquav-
er pattern, for example, in bars five and nine, should be 
handled smoothly and no part should sing in a jerky fashion. 
The unison ill the last bar needs caro in ordor to avoid a 
sudden bump of sound as the voices converge. This is the end 
of the phrase and everything should be musically and tasteful-
ly rounded off. 
The four-part setting mru~es use of some gentle disson-
ances. Here the dotted rhythm is covered by the bass, joined 
by the tenor in bars eighteGn and twenty-t.,o. The tessi tura 
of the tenor part does tend to be a little high and if this 
causes problems the music can be transposed dO'{fl a semitone 
or tone, provided that the basses can manage a 10'" F sharp or 
F. A penultimate unison G (as written) would cater for this 
if sung by the tenors and basses. 
The carol should be sung without aflectation but rather 
simply, with thought being given to the meaning of the words. 
A piano accompaniment can be improvised to support the voices, 
though another instrument, such as the guitar, could prove 
very effective if used to enhance the mood of the song and 
not simply as a gimmick. It is all too easy to perform such 
a well-known piece in an artificially over-sentimental manner, 
whereas a restrained, understated interpretation is really 
much more effective and is, in fact, more stylistically 
authentic. 
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smIE FOLKS DO 
This plantation song is mostly written as a three-part 
SAB setting, "ith a few tenor not e s added very occasionally 
for a better chord harmony, particularly at t h e end. Being a 
simple arrangement, it was learnt easily by the unsophisticat-
ed singers for whom it was devised, and they enjoyed singing 
it. 
The words allow some appropriate facial gestures from 
the conductor, which should result in a natural, relaxed and 
joyful style of singing from the choir, and this in turn 
projects to the audience. 
The song should be sung fairly briskly, with good 
ennunciation, strong tone, and chordal balance. The discord 
in bar thirteen is easy to sing , once the singers have over-
come their initial surprise. 
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STEAL AUAY 
This reasonably easy arrangement, with many ideas 
repeated, has ah,ays succeeded in performance. The few prob-
lems, for example, the chromaticism in bars t"o and six, the 
triplet in bar two, the 10" F and ninth chord in bar seven, 
and the few dissonances, are not difficult to deal with. Only 
verses one and two need be used, but a third is given and may 
"ell be useful since the spiritual is a short one. 
Legato phrasing is again important. The song should be 
sung with what one might call a restrained fervour. Apart 
from the low bass F, the range of all the voice parts is 
undemanding, resultin" in a good harmonic sound. 
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SWING LOW, SHEET CHARIOT 
The first of these two arrangements ,.,as devised for a 
school choir '''hich was newly formed and in ,.,hich the boys 
were still rather musically insecure. Most of the song was 
given to the girls to sing, and the boys joined in mostly in 
one part. The girls sing in three parts, whi ch gives a good 
sound, using diatonic harmony. There are a few more advent-
urous chords when the boys enter, but generally both the 
harmonic and rhythmic flow are smooth and unabrasive. 
The three-part setting for SSA gives the melody to the 
altos to begin with, then to the sopranos. Occasionally, in 
bars two and ten, there are four parts, with the altos being 
divided. Some use is made of suspensions, in bars four and 
twelve, in order to avoid a static flow and to give addition-
al melodic interest. Aeain, this version can end with a 
unison instead of a first inversion. 
Phrasine; is once more i mportant in both settinGS, in 
order to obtain a beautiful cantablie line in all the parts. 
Dynamically, there are various ways the piece may be 
shaped, though it is preferable to end softly. Care must be 
taken with the words to achieve a warm tone colour. For 
example, the words "low" and "Chariot" need to be well-rounded 
and resonant, and the latter should not have its last syllable 
clipped or thinned out. Vigorous mouthing ',hi le singing the 
word "swing" can also have a good effect, particularly if the 
"ne" is reached early and also allowed to resonate. Hm.,ever, 
one should at all times aim at a natural, sincerely-felt 
interpretation rather than an artificial, 'commercial' one. 
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THE VIRGIN MARY HAD A BABY BOY 
This lovely calipso carol was a particular pleasure to 
set, and it has invariably been enjoyed by both choir members 
and audiences. It must be sung with a joyous swing but not too 
fast, and it should not be lackinG in subtle nuance and 
inflection. The syncopations must be well felt by the sinGers, 
also the triplet in bar seven. 
There is melodic interest in all the parts, some enjoy-
able dissonances, and a bass part that sets everything in 
motion at the beginning. Bars fifteen and sixteen should echo 
bars thirteen and fourteen. There is much scope for dynamic 
improvisation. 
Phrasing should be broad, care beine; taken also with 
phrase endinc;s, particularly in bars b,el ve and b,enty/tvrenty-
one, where "king" and not "dom" must get the accent, though 
at the end of the piece the latter syllable should neverthe-
less be sung with warm resonance. The augmented fourth 
interval sung by the bass in bar six, and the chromatic notes 
in the tenor in bars eleven and b,elve are two mildly diffi-
cult problems, but other,.,ise the parts are easy to sing. 
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VAT JOU GOED EN TREK 
Cillie I S arrangement of this South African foll,song 
( Kuwe FAK-SANGlJUNDEL , No. 385) is an intere s ting one for 
soprano , alto and baritone, and has been used suc c essfully 
Hi th school choirs. The lo"ly two-part setting given here Has 
produced for a junior boysl choir and it too served its 
purpose well. There is much repetition,. making for easy l earn-
ing, but the second part does have some melodic interest and 
also forms an occasional passing discord ",ith the melody. 
The song should be sung Hi th a strong rhythmic s1dng, 
suggesting the limp of Ferreira . llecause it is so short, it 
is wise to sing tho song twice or throe time s , chanc:ing 
dynamics , tempo or emphases wi th each repeat. It is also 
possible to use a s oloist for one of' the repeats, thoueh not 
the last one, unless one wants to give the impression of 
Ferreira hobbling off' into the distance, 1;i th the rest of the 
choir humming or vocalizing an accompaniment, or singinc the 
Hords of' the refrain when they arrive. 
It will probably be useful, even necessary, to impro-
vise a piano a ccompaniment in order to support the vo ices . 
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1{AT OOH KALIE DAAR? 
This is a three-part setting for SAB, "i th some rather 
angular harmonies, for example, the end of bar t HO, the 
beginning and ending of bar five, and bar nine. There is a 
little rhythmic imitation of the soprano part in the bass in 
bar two and four in order to fill melodic gaps. 
This song should be sung with full sound, a jolly 
rhythmic flow, and sensible phrasing (two plus two bars, four 
bars, and b,o bars), some subtlety in verbal emphasis and 
flexibil i ty, for example, sODle minute hesitation to emphasize 
a word or suggest an idea, and care ,<1 th balancing the dynamic 
level of the last unison F so that it both supports the 
meaning of the final l{ord of each verse and suits the related 
phrase cadence. 
It is not necessary to sing all the verses, though 
there is more narrative reason for doing so in this piece than 
in other songs of this type. The range is leept ,<1 thin a very 
central area for all voice parts, "hich should result in good 
resonru,t quality throughout. 
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1VEHE YOU THEHE? 
There are two arrangements o f this s piritual, one for 
SATB and the other for SSA. The four-part version has a fair 
amount of melodic interest in each of the parts. It d eliber -
ately goes from unison, through fourth, to the full chord in 
bar one in order to heighten the implied mysticism of the 
li'ords and the feeling of awe they arouse. This idea is re-
peated in bar sixteen. The strong dissonances in bar two 
have a good aural effect, particularly as they are not 
especially emphasized but occur during the rhythmic floli, yet 
give a sense of strength to the harmony. The ninth in bar six 
likewise occurs in passing. These chords are easily sung 
because they result from a converging o f easily-managed melod-
ic lines. 
The middle section begins with the sopranos and altos 
singing in three parts, giving a different, effective tonal 
character to the sound. Care needs to be tween to get the 
singers to pitch absolutely in tunc here, and also to phrase 
to and from the second chord with its fairly high F. The three 
"tremble" bars give the opportunity for finely-graded dynamics, 
possibly p, mf, and pp respectively, and for gently emphasiz-
ing the first syllable each time. The ,{Ords natural l y lead to 
a climax in the last verse, though the ending should a r;ain be 
sung softly. 
The three-part version is somewhat less dramatic in its 
harmonization and tonal contrasts, but it nevertheless flows 
easily, with a measure of melodic interest in the lo\{er 
voices, some parallel voice movement, and some use of first 
and second inversions to give a somewhat disembodied effect. 
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The piece can also be ended on a unison, possibly in the last 
verse, in which case it will need some care in balancing the 
sound. 
Afrikaans words may be substituted for the original 
English ones. They work equally well. 
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Fina11y, I shou1d 1ike to include the following three 
arrangements which were presented to me at the start of my 
teaching care er when I began the training of an unsophistic-
ated school choir for the first time. They are models of their 
kind - in a dual sense: they are excellent examples of this 
type of simple yet effective setting, and they provided the 
stimulus for my own efforts. For both of which I am gratefu1. 
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